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For Poison
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Speculators

unhealthy
Officers Board and Search

Spanish

Organs and aggravated by
Poisonous medicines,
in

PROTESTS OF ITS

Spaniards Thought

resulting from an
Unhealthy condition of the

Maladies

Stomach and

long life

use

Harm—never

bottle, 6 for $$.oo.
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NOTICES.

SPECIAL

LADIES’

03

GENTLEMEN’S

MADE-UP GARMENTS
That

Slightly soiled

are

Wrinkled,

or

be

can

STEAM SPONGED

And repressed to have the appearance of new,
(a sure cure for moths); this class of work is
done every day, at

FOSTER’S

Forest

Contained Arms

City DYE HOUSE,

13 Preble St. opp. Preble House.
Kid Gloves Cleansed every day.
Lace Curtains Cleansed.
Telephone Connection.

brig October 3rd,

under suspicion that
arms and ammunitions were concealed on
board and searched vessel in every part.
Captain Miller protested against the

parley.

On board of the
is Gustave De La Torre, a
Cuban obliged to leave Nuevitas to avoid

eral men,

citizens

of this country,

passengers on the R M. S. S.
Warrimoo from Vancouver,
B. C., to
Australia. The letter is signed by E. A.
Sanford of Philadelphia, Arthur Lewis o
were

Iowa, Harry Willard French of Boston,
Arthur F. Pate of Des Moines, la., and
others. It says that when the steamship
arrived off Honolulu the night of August
30

last it was found cholera was raging
The ship accordingly anchored

shore.
outside.
on

At

this time until

nearly

noon

on

the

following; day, the United States oruiser
Bennington lay inside close to the
wharrf, flying the yellow flag, having

Her

galley

were uneusive

to

tauec

tha deck of the passenger ship.
the passengers of the Warrimoo
As
see no possible excuse for this
could
action, which they regarded ns a menace
to their health,they called upon the Navy
Department for an explanation. T ley
say this action of the commander of the
Bennington was uncalled for, ungeutlomanly and insulting, and greatly to the
discredit of the United States navy, and
they beg that the matter be inquired
into and those
responsible dealt with
as the case demands.
on

THE WEATHER
Fair and

Cooler,
10.—Local

forecast
cooler; north-

for Monday: Fair; sllghlty
west winds.
Washington, November 10.—Foreoast
for Monday for New England: Generally
fair; continued cold northerly winds,

shifting

OUR GREAT SALE
Trimmed

November

Boston,

■

to

westerly in

the

northern

portions.
Local Weather

Report.

November 10.—The
local
weather bureau office records as to the
weather are the following:
8 a. m.—Barometer, 29,733; thermometer, 39.0; dew point, 38; humidity, 96;

Portland,

wind, northwest; Velocity, 2; weather,
light rain.
bp. m.—Barometer, 30.037: thermometer, 35.8; dew point, 29;
humidity, 73;
wind,
NW; velocity, 8;
weather,
cloudy.
Mean daily thermometer, 41.0;
maximum thermometer, 46.0: minimum thermometer, 36.0; maximum
velocity of
was wind, 12, northwest; total precipitation,

Goods
Saturday
by rainy weath-

0.03.

Another Strike

er.

until

day night, Nov.
•ffers that

were

11, the
made for

Monsame

Sat-

urday.

J. E.

PALMER,

543 Congress St,

THE

is the first, the most important work of a pharmacy. Ail else is secondWe give this
ary to it.

department

of

our

store

the most careful and exact

We

attention.
but the best
have

uso

none

materials;

careful

Clerks.

we

If

it, we return the
original prescription to you,
and are always glad to deliver your parcel.
you desire

New York, November 10.—The Housesmiths’ and Bridgemens’ Union, at a
mass
decided on
a
meeting today,
general strike to force employers to sign
a new agreement. The employers
against
whom tlie strike will be ordered,
are
members of the Iron League organzation,
for
formed
mutual protection, during the
last great strike of the liousesmiths. The
Central Labor Union today endorsed the
strike. The strike will take piano about

----

to Move Her

The number of

The oldest actress of the Theatre
A former king has
Francois is ruined.

craze.

been

obliged

through

a

to

4,000,000 francs,
banker, who is a

pay

Jewish

Yesterday Without Avail
Easts, She May Yet

—If Good Weather
he

Saved,

New London, November 9.—The sound
200
steamer
with
nearly
Puritan,
large quantity of
passengers and a
freight, is on Great Gull Island, a dozen
southeast of here, in
section of Long Island sound whioh is
dreaded by mariners except in the most
To
of weather.
favorable conditions
or

more

navigate

a

miles

successfully

it

requires

the

master hand at the wheel.
The splendid steamer, one of the best of

cunning
4-1-i/v

TPoll

of

a

Diima

lino

o

rwl

nu

hftnff snme

and costly a craft as travels the sound,
went on at 3 o’olock this morning when
the fog was intensely dense and when no
sound except that of the wind-thrashed

are

der
to

i,0ThL°eveuing'9

uhwuvw-

--—“

SoStt

Schooner

Cuticura Soap purifies and beautifies
the skin, scalp, and hair by restoring to
healthy activity the Clogged, Inflamed,
Irritated, Sluggish, or Overworked
Pores.

Street.
.sr-*--

Sold throughout the world. British depot: F- N*w1. King E4ward-st., London. Pott*3
SfileXxojjs.. Boston. U. S.
QUU.

sf-CY & sons,

V

Abandoned.

C.,
November
10.—
Beaufort, N.
Schooner Martin C. Kbeli, with a cargo
of lumber is abandoned and stranded at
No tidings are received of
Kinnekett.
the crew. They are supposed to have been
the
takon off by some passing vessel as
boat and their personal effects were gone.

past experinces and progressive invenck* ”as been utilized in her construction,
fehe
combines great speed with every
proviston for the safety, comfort and
convenience of her human freight, and in
the perfection and luxurious ness of her
appointments may bo fittingly described
asa

superb floating palace.

ohe has a double steel hull,
and between the inner and outer sheathings
there are 50 water-tight compartments.
with
Her decks are of steel, covered
wood, and her masts, also of steel, are
Her
hollow and serve as ventilators.
is
hulls are made of mild steel, which
and
iron
than
twenty per cent stronger
about one-quarter lighter.
Her wheels
are of steel and are 35
feet in diameter
outside the buckets. The total weight of
ea°b wheel Is 100 tons.
From stem to stern and in every nook
and corner of this ship the electric wire
ia to be found.
In all there are twelve
miles of this wire, and,
including
annunciators, rfire alarms, and othor
desirable appurtenances, there are twenty
miles of wire on the ship and 12,000 feet
of steam pipes.
capaciouv
There are
gangways, grand and imposing stairs
oases, heavy with brass and mahogany
lofty cornices and ceilings, supported by
columns
tasteful pilasters, the tapering
of which,
exquisitely
in relief, flank
the
tinted panelling throughout all
length of her grand and minor saloons.
exuberantand
Over all this artistic work
coloring the incandescent electric light
sheds its soft rays.
The Puritan has in all 364 staterooms,
main
the
the finest of which are on
The designs
saloon and gallery decks.
for the decorations are chaste throughout,
and the richest finish appears on every
hand.
The Puritan is six years old, and made
her first regular trip Monday, June 17,
1RR9

News.

The Latest

could be heard.
New London,November 10.—The steamNothing ashore could be made out to
the er Puritan of the Fall River line, is still
assist the mariner in determining
hard and fast on the shore at Great Gull
whereabouts of the craft. She was speedIsland, where she went ashoio at 3
ing along at a good paoe, for in times of o’clock Saturday monring, notwithstanddense fog it has been proven frequently ing the combined efforts of three powerof the Fall
that the only safe course is to
keep ful tugs and two steamers
River
The wreckers believe the
line.
steamers going under sufficient speed to Puritan is
condition
worse
in
no
lying
overcome any effect a strong tide
may tonight than when she went on, and the
have on her, that she may not be carried hope is entertained that she may be
that saved.
out of her course by conditions
Capt. Davis of the Puritan and crew
originally would not affect her.
are
aboard the steamer and will stay
3 there until she comes off or there is no
The tide was running strong at
o’clock for it was nearly high water when chance of saving her.
Ail the freight on the Puritan was toThe
the Puritan roacned Great Gull.
day taken off and forwarded to Stoninglistened
whistle on the island had been
ton for shipment to its destination.
the
Divers were under the Puritan today,
for long before the boat got up to
her bottom not badly
island, for the course on .whioh the and they report
do not pierce
rooks
The
damaged.
steamer had been ruuning was assurance
through her. The breaks in the outer
where
that she was nearing this port,
skin let 7000 tons oCwater into the space
short between the outer and inner skin and
Great Gull should bear but a
is weighed down as if she
No sound was heard, the steamer
distance ahead.
had a cargo. The water cannot be got
though the bow watchman and the officers out and
neither oan it get inside her
alert to
the
the wheelhouse wero on
further
and
damage the
the inner skin
In the dense darkness
detect it.
boat.
Puritan struck with terrific force.
In Place of the Puritan.
The great frame of the powerful era ft
quivered when she brought up, as the
monster engines of the boat wero sending
Newport, November 9.—The pursers’
stewards’ gangs from the steamer
her along at a speed that made things and
on the
steamer Proviquake. There was excitement for a while, Puritan arrived
Capt.
at 8 tonight, an hour late.
dence
but the passengers behaved admirably
was in
command, and the
The whistles Niokerson
under the oiroumstanoes.
the
docks
for crews were picked
up from
of the majestio craft shrieked out
was left
assistance and were heard far across the and repair shop gangs so there
the aboard the Puritan a sufficient force to
The City of Worcester of
sound.
for her if she floats at the nest
Norwich line followed the Puritan out of care
who
oi»uuc
tide, as many officers who came from
uu uuvvh
aliu
t3W xur*
behind her. When Captain Miner heard UD1 UCXC
Those who have arrived here and were
the hoarse groans of the Fail River boat,
on the watch when she struok, say she
no was fearful of what had happened.
making
‘■That’s the Puritan,” he said to his went on easy, and although
forward chain lookers, it
companion at the Worcester’s wheel. water in herbe cared for
her
pumps
can
by
on
easily
has
‘‘She’s in distross, probably
gone
Work is being pushed
and bulkheads.
big Gull.”
He dare not put the Worcester in where tonight on the steamer Pilgrim, whioh
the Puritan had gone. It was dangerous was laid up for an overhauling for the
winter service, and sVo will be ready to
ground to traverse.
on the line
Montjaf night, when the
The Worcester kept on in here as fast
'rovidence will again lay up. The latter
as she could come and
Captain Miner
10.30
at
tonight for New York in
heard left
gave information of what he had
the place of the Puritan.
and then It was remembered that
heard
was net
whistle on Great Gull
while the Worcester was off this island,
HURLED TO DEATH.
but that after she passed the sound of the

to
declared that, the crisis was due
Turkish and
tlit fact that oeople sold
to
securities
shares,
Frenoh
buy mining
and that when they wished to sell their
mining shares they were unable to find
purchasers, and the crash came.
Politics, however, have also indirectly
influenced the crisis, for the struggle is
and
not so much one between radicals
the
as between
Ministry
moderates
and
an
occult
Ministry
actually in power
framed by the financiers, who are fighting thoir battle both in press and in
which
oiroumstanoe
Parliament—a
renders the situation highly interesting
to those behind the scenes.
M. Ribot was doomed last spring. He
was saved for a time by the Kiel celebrations, but he allowed himself to fall when
southern
ho saw that tho affairs of the
railways were about to occasion fresh
Parliamentary scandals. He had already
been obliged to make the Panama affair
what, in memory of 1813, is called
“premiere eliarrelto,'’ and he had no
wish for a second.
the office he
M. Bourgeois accepted
had not sought, and at first tried to form
a ministry of less radical tendencies. But
the syndicate 1 liavo referred to,prevented
all the moderates from taking part in the
combination, and so M. Bourgeois formed
with
a
a radical ministry,
p./liey of
He will have
honesty and purification.
those
who are
to contend against all
afiaid of such a policy. The truth, howhundred
five
is
that
deputies are
ever,
honest.
Thirty are great financiers,
whose political career has no connection
with finance, but there remain about fifty
who are creatures of the syndicate, with
strong influence in the press, and this is
the element that calls for purification.
to
The Chamber would be vory glad
see this task performed.
The question, therefore, is whother or
to effect
nnt, the Ministry will have time
the work of purification before the syndiinfluences
to
work.
numerous
its
cate sets
The internal situation is not promising whistle was
distinguished.
and neither is the international outlook,
That this was the case with the Puritan
but the rumors that have been circulated and that she had not heard the danger
It
on the bourses of Europe are false.
It
blast from Great Gull was feared.
Austrian army was
was said that the
seems likely to have been the cause of the
the
marching from Herzegovina, that
River
Fall
oome
to
the
has
that
disaster
English fleet was steaming toward the boat. Before auy assistance oould get to
Bosphorus and that the Russian army the Puritan, a boat from the unlucky
It is ail
was marching upon Armenia.
It
steamer oame ashore at New London.
contained the first offloer and oight of the
The truth is,that diplomao.v is exerting crew of the boat.
tremendous pressure at Constantinople to
They were after tugs and lighters to
settle the Turkish question, and that for assist the Puritan and they
got them
who
the moment diplomacy alone is being re- from Captain Thomas A. Scott,
sorted to, but no one in Europe can un- hurried them off by 10 o’clock to the
a
week
that
later
the
dertake to say
steamer.
situation will be the same.
The mate of the stranded steamer said
the Puritan was lying easy and that only
been
hull had
POLICE INDIGNANT.
the outer shell o£ her
brokon. She was not making any water,
and there was no danger.
At the Premature Disclosures in the Ship
to
be devoted
Their effort was to
Scandal.
Scuttling
getting the boat off, aud to do this there
The fear is that the
must be no delay.
wind may get into the northwost and
St Johns, November 10.—The police blow with
great foroe, a condition that
at the premature
for
dis- would be diastrou* to the Puritan,
aro indignant
be a greatly exclosure of the ship-souttling practice un- her position would then
men

by

sea

investigation. They
preparing
advioes from the Puritan
cope with any possible danger to their are that the vessel hasfsmall chance of
She is hard
result from the foreoase, which may
getting off for several davs.
rocks and it is said the
warning of those implicated. The cruiser and fast on the
oottom
her
through
made ready to start tomor- boulders project
Fiona is be
were
Her passengers
forward.
well
row to arrest the outport members of the DrOUgiJC Here iauo wjjxjs
over
went
syndicate; the houses and business steamer Manhanset, whioh
or the
with Superintendent Gardiner
and
places of those suspected in St. Johns company.
vessel
the
on
He remained
Mnvftiuhnp IK
Kflroral frarl.m mill nfnilra
being watched to prevent the suspects will not oome back till his mind is made
afloat.
in sympathy, if requested.
six from making their escape by out going up as to how to get the steamer
From
thousand to twelve thousand men are steamers. Z
The Manhanset brought 175 passongers
invalid
one
with
liable to be tnrown out of work.
and a tug followed
The
AU prowoman, taken on a mattress.
struggle will bo desperate.
Burglaries Near Richmond.
Boston
ceeded to their destinations by the
two
tugs
train at 4.40. Captain Soott has
[special to the press.]
A Berlin Fire.
take
will
and
Puritan
lighters at the
Riohmond, Me., November 10 —Thurs- andall
here.
it
and
bring
the baggage
off
Berlin, November 10.—A disastrous fire
this
occurred at Ottensen, a suburb of Ham- day night the Konnebec market, situated Tho Puritan is making little water
north side of
laiit night,
when the
Diezts about a milo and a half above this village ovoning and lies easy on the
burg,
She is two feet out of water
machine works and Steinlo company's
was entered by Big Gull.
on the shore of the river,
of water at
tar works were destroyed.
The loss is
forward, With fourteen feet
safe
the
and
blown
open. the stern, the vessel lying east and wes
burglars
placed at two million marks.
Friday on the shore.
Nothing of value was obtained.
have only words of
The passengers
night Howard Libby’s barn, on the
they were treated
for the way
praise
the
northwest
in
of
the
road
part
Beedle
gale
A uorthwest
while on the boat.
reP.
so a
Alvin
on
the would break up the Puritan
Ring’s barn,
town, and
her
float
to
made
be
doubled effort will
trust IW“U1
wind can shift,
a
horse
and before the prevailing
barn, were entered and
hard north west being the worst possible
from
each
stolen
The
craft
place.
carriago
condition in which the unfortunate
accounts
thieves were tracked north on the- Post could be placed. ^Captain Davis
to the Puritan only by
road as far as Libby Hill in Gardiner, for tho misfortune
bell on
of his inability to bear the
It is supposed
hero reason
and
and the trial lost.
Great Gull because of the dense fog
that the horse thieves are the safe blowers the well-known atmospberio conditions
thick
the
they around Great Gull during
of the night before, and also that
felt
A great deal of anxiety Is
that attempted to weather.
may be the same gang
as it is believedachange
Puritan
the
for
rob the Wiscasset post office just before. in the wind cannot be far off as the fog
it has been the
The night of the Kennebec market break, now holds on as dense as
If the weather permits
stolen from the Dresden ferry nast three days.
a boat was
willing his lighters over
landing and was afterward found on the Captain
tonight. As
Richmond side between the ferry and the with the Puritan's freight
high water
market, which indicates that the Wis- the Puritan went on at about
on the vessel
the tide will have no effeat
casset burglars may have come this way.

H. H, HAY & S0N;
Middia

Promised.

DISFIGURING

PRESCRIPTION

happen.

catastrophe.
Meanwhile, this morning the Finance
the
Minister summoned H.
verueuel,
broker and Baron Alphonse do Rothschild
These gentlewho to ask for their opinions.

from oholera the day
a man
hours before the Warbefore. Several
rimoo
could get-away, the Bennington
made a oircle
the harbor,
ran out of
olose about the Warrimoo and came to
anchor directly to the windward of her
and so close by that the smoke and odor

I L PALMER,

heard. All was dull and quiet, the public
iound the
great bankers to
The fact is that if the
war ;h their faces.
crisis continues no one can toll what will

standing

Boston, November 9.—A letter has been
sent to the Secretary of the Navy by sev-

irom

We will continue

WILL MEAN HER LOSS.
though these were of
by
today
eclipsed
great importance,
financial incidonts, which are assuming
The
the proportions of a catastrophe.
and Freight Safe—All Efforts
Paris Bourso was today like a battlefield Passengers

friend of his. A Smyrna speculator, who
has ruled tho Bourse for five years, loses
an
of
The head
25,000,000 francs.
persecution
establishment that is known everywhere,
eldest
his
loses 15,000,000 francs and
COMPLAIN OF THE BENNINGTON.
brother is said to be so angry that he refuses to assist him in
carrying forward
American Citizens Say She Endangered on the Bourse to the end
.of the month,
entail a still
would
which
Their Health Off Honolulu,
greater

already lost

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

advertised for
interfered with

follows:

banking houses that
have dosed their doors is very great, but
the number of private persons who have
boon ruiuod is still greater. All classes of
oonsul society were carried away by fihe mining

outrage, and the United States
came on board and protested
without
avail.
Finding nothing to verify their suspicions, the searchers left the vessel without further
Harriet G.,

GALE

were

S. L, November 10.—The
brig Harriet G., which arrived last night
from Nuevitas, reports that a
Spanish
officer with an armed force boarded the

Biliousness and other kindred

FOGG AND A

STRUCK IN A

Political events,

Quarantine,

Dyspepsia, Bright’s Disease,

Health and

Crisis—Political Upheavals.

nothAmmunition—Nothing Was Found after the defeat. Up to two o’dock
ing of the customary shouting was to be
—A Fugitive Cuban Was on Board.

remedy for
All complaints commonly
Known as Consumption,

$1.00

OFFICERS AND

Slio

Stuck Fast.

and

own

Attend its

of the

THE CONSUL VAIN.

Take Kickapoo
Indian Sagwa

Blood.

Actress of the Francois Kuined—Stor-

New York, November 10.—Jacques St.
Coro cables to the Herald from Paris as

Entire system,

Kidnevs. Liver.

Old

Steamer Puritan

Magnificent

ies of Tremendous Fosses—The Causes

:

Demoralization of the

Nature’s

The

America Vessels.

an

complete

a

iu France Carried Away

By llie Mining Craze.

Secretions of diseased

Resulting

ASHORE.

FLOATING PALACE

DPuritan is among Sound
t0Tile steamer
steamers what the City ofPf*”B ls„™?es^
of the latest, greatest
racers,
ocean

one

alThe,Puritan

ship to the
is a sister
“uch
but is
Pilgrim and Priscilla,vessel and differs
larger than the former
of
importance.
from her in many featu'-s

Every device and imnrcTiheut suggested

UUiiio

?o

A Boiler Explodes

on

Locomotive and

a

Kills Four Men.

Warwiok,

Lehigh
freight

N.

attaohed to

and Hudson engine
train

a

five

exploaecl yosterday,

miles from Hudson Junction causing the

Cooper,

death of the engineer, Wm.

and

conductor

fireman, Herbert Beether,
Martin O’Neill and brakeman, James L.
Sloan.
SHOTS

MYSTERIOUS

Frightened Two Rockland Women Badly—
Knows Where
They Came
Nobody
From,

Kookland,

November

Me.,

10.—Mrs.

Miss
a servant girl,
badly frightened this eveThe girl was coming
ning at 8 o’clock.
Charles Nichols and

Rawley,

were

from church and Mrs. Niohol sheard her
on the piazza and went to the open door;
just as she reached the screen two shots,
sucof a revolver were firod in quick
oame
cession. Both thought the shots
from the stairway inside. No one was injured. Mr. Nichols was summoned from
A
the stable and the police notified.
thorough search was made, but no traces

of the miscreant

or

bullet

found.
the

were

all fastened on
inside.
The smell of powder was
noticeable when the officers arrived.

The windows

were

electric street light is nearly
couse, Dut nenuer ui
one.
The polioe have
THE

BIG

Highly Successful

at

very

An
the

opposite

"-j

a

SECONDS

Li.aSSmailmattkh.1_

“THE VERMONT OF IT.”
Ex-Senator Edmunds Tells His Inter-

TRAP.

First, but

151g Fish

or

In the Affairs of the Sultan Agaia

Of late

Potter’s
a

Seductions and

Reported.

Field-Ar. AdStir—The Boy’s

Meeting.

HE SAYS

ITMEAXS

WE

ifaven,

TOLERATE.”

SOT

November 10.—The dele- HE

AFFltAII) HIS LIFE

IS STILL

Christian Workers’ conventhe
tion occupied many of the pulpits'of
and evening
afternoon
this
morning,
oity
Services were also were held at the counllall. At the
and

“SHOULD gates to the

WILL BE TAKEN.

Springside
Tlie New Ministry Tooted Upon Askance—
ty jail
Grand Opera House, was held a meeting
They Are Apparently Tittle Better
of ChiPhiladelphia—He Points Out English for men only. Kev. R. A.Torrey
than Scoundrels—Destitution Prevails
ChrisInternational
the
of
cago, president
Possessions—Other Points.
and
Sufferings Are Fearful.
He
made
chairman.
tian Workers’ was
Philadelphia, November 10.—An in- a powerful exhortation and effective adNovember 10. —The
Constantinople,
formal talk was given last night, by exdress. He was very severejupon this city. recent change in the ministry is not conUnitod States Senator George F. Ed- He said: New Haven is the worst oity for
in political
ducive of any better feeling
munds, to the mem hors of the Union
all the cities of the
of
The new minisA Talk Before the

League

Union

Club

of

League club and their friends, on “International Relations in Central and South
America.
On a map whioh was

hung alongside

Mr. Edmunds
the speaker’s platform
pointed out the possessions of Great
Britain, which encircled the globe. This
great expansion, he said, was not a conquest of blood, but of trade, business, and
He gave ft history
dootrine.
Monroe
“That dootrine declared,” he said, “that
unooncern
look with
we would not
(whioh in my Vermont dialect means, we
would not tolerato) the interferonco of

English

civilization.
of the origin of the

any

foreign power

uuiuuuiuj

vi

with

u&iatvuvv

vi

to

respect

vuv

the Monore dootrine,
and it has stood as a standing meance to
all foreign countries from that time to
this.” Senator Edmunds called attention
Honto the way the British claims in
duras had grown from almost nothing, to
seven thousanil square miles.
In British Guinia, 1851, British claims
no
included only a few towns with
boundary at al 1 given on the border tosmall
In 1870, this
ward Venezuela.
claim had grown to 76,000 square miles,
and in 1893 to 109,000 square miles.
‘‘That is Brutish expansion,” he added,
President
“I hope and believe that the
will
not let
and Secretary of State
Venezuela be uqueezed out of the mouth
will
I
the
President
Orinoco.
the
of
hope
are
see that all our Southern neighbors
proteoted in their just rights
The Senator- urged the great advantage
of the
being under
Nicaragua canal
After referring to
American control.
many raattens to be considered when discussing the annexation of Cuba for instance, he paid a compliment to PresiHe said that no President Cleveland
in
dent had ever been found lacking
patriotism in looking after our relations
and
with foreign countries,
Republican
though ho was, he could heartily say that
administraof both of Mr. Cleveland’s
tion, as would no doubt be demonstrated
to all, when all the factsjcame out.

republios.

That

was

TO RELEASE WALLER.
France

Willing to Set llim Free

as an

of Graeiouness to the United States,

Washington, November 9.—Secretary
Olney has received an intimation of the
willingness of France to release John
h. Waller from prison as an aot of graoiof the United States, but as an
acceptance of this offer might prevent
ousness

government

this

subsequently

from

demanding an indemnity for his imprisonment, a condition to which Waller, it
is understood, does not agree, the prospects are that tedious diplomatic negotiations are the last resource.
T *-

in

rvrtfifi-irolw

—

—'

sr--

f Vl of

Mi»o

its population
world. I mean that there are more tragedies of seduction, with burials in the potter’s field here, than in any other city of

Wall or

»

Maurice
the

Season—Calve’s Health Restored.

Grau
New York, November 10—Maurice
and the principal singers of his company,
headed by Emma Calve, and including
Victor
Reszke and
the brothers De
the
arrived hero yesterday on

Maurel,
Mr. Grau said
steamship Columbia.
the Gerthat it had beer, decided to opon
with
November 28
season on
man
de
and Jean
“Tristan and Isolde,”
”de
Lilian
^Edouard
|Nordicn,
Reszke,
cast.
Reszke, and Marie Broma in the
Miss Brema has not yet arrived, but will
be here next woek. At the second popular
Saturday night performance Donizettis
been
“La Favorite,” which has not
will
heard in New York for some time,

Pagliacoci.

”'

Reszkes,
Besides Mle. Calve, the De
and Victor Maurel and majority of the
were
there
and
on
were
board,
principals
to
Mines. Nordica, Lola Beeth, who is
the German
in
performances,
sing
Rosa
Clara
Hunt,
Franoes Savillo,
Lubert, Victor Capoul,
Olitzka, MM.
Be Vries,
Anoona,
Plancon,
Maugiere,
ConLionel Mapleson, and Castelmary.
also
came.
ductors Bevihnani and Seppili
on
caino
chorus
of
the
Sixty members
the New York.
Singer Russitauo, who,
contrary to expectation, is to return, will
arrive next week on the Werra, and the
Mantelli,
gamo
brings Mines.
ship
Auralia Kitzee, and MM. Creinmini and
The
remaining German
Arimondi.
singers will arrive on the Ems.
DR. BRADFORD’S WEALTH.

on

tremely conflicting.
Morgan and PngU Ited Hot for Silver.
Tuscaloosa. Ala.., November 9.—Senators Morgan and Pugh aDd Congressman
Bankhead opened the free silver camvilla

cliargod the

oimu

axkja

uumpuv.

■‘"W

sound-money

ters

diplomatic oirclea.
generally speaking,

are

looked,upon

_

compelled to appeal to the State
Department to secure Waller’s release
the ground that he is dying in his
cell. Mrs. Waller herself doclares emphatically that she has not received from her
have any of his friends,
nor
husband,
letters saying that his health is failing,
belief that ho cannot
the
or
expressing
live much longer, as telegraphed from
Washington last night.
This morning Crammond Kennedy and
John M. Langston, Waller’s attorneys,
had a conference with Mrs. Waller and
her son, Paul .Bray, j They all agreed that
the
to sacrifice
it would be unwise
chances for idemnity at present to seourc
Wallor’s release, as he was undoubtedly
well fed, clothed and housed in the best
French military establishments where,
even the case of illness, ho was provided
with better medloal attendance than he
pould hope to seoure outside. Mrs. Walthat the French^ govler was oouviuca
tc
would spare no exponse
ernment
in
him
maintain
good health,and concluded that if ho were really ill,he could
not stand the ocean voyage homo, and
stranded and ill
therefore be
would
strangers. So she very wisely
among
ooncluded to trust the matter entirely
to
Secretary Olney and Ambassador
Eustis, iu both of whom she imposes the
As she understands
fullest ouufldonce.
it the two questions now under consideration
by the State Department are
whether it will be impossible to accept
offer of Waller’s release as an
Franco’s
aot of grace, and continue the matter
for subsequent
negoiaof indemnity
tions,or whether all the facts justify the
in
States
demanding
Unitod
preremtorily
indemnity and release simultaneously.
It is known that the Satate Department
is not at all satisfied yet that Wallor has
for an indemnity, some
valid ground
of the evidence on the subject being ex-

and

askance, as they give no promise of any
better government than that hitherto
the'samo size.
ruling. The members [of the new cabinet
At the Calvary Baptist ohuroh a boy’s are nothing more
than puppets of the
the
of
Tne
hold.
body
meeting was
Sultan, and whatever he wills, will be
nhiirch was filled with interesting little
mra
without any questioning be done by them.
ohaps. Tho speaker was cov. o. in.
Halil Rifat, Pasha, the
new Grand
of Boston.
Vizier, was formerly minister of th e inARRIVE.
OPERATIC STARS
terior and
it is
openly charged that
while occupying that position, he fostered
of
Grau Outlines the Programme

“Le
be the opera. The cast of Massenet’s
Cid” will include Jean and Edouard de
original
Reszke and Plancon in their
in this
parts. Mile. Calve will be heard
“La Navarraaisa,
opera, in Massennet’s
and possibly in “Mefistofele,”
Cave was met at the dock by M.
Mile.
Chartran. who has painted her portrait.
She is slighter in figure than when she
sang here before.
“I never felt better,” she said, “and I
as
I
am delighted to get back, especially
roles.
am to appaer here in some new
was
health
her
entirely
that
She said
restored, Joan de Reszke expressed himself as glad of the opportunity to sing in
tho Wagnerian roles. “I hope to sing in
German the parts of Tristan, Lohengrin,
jbw
ne saui,
and Siegfried,
audiences will be the first to here me m
those parts in German,”
I
Act
and
possibly in
“Carmen,”

the big
dissatisfied.
Washington, Nov. 10.—The following
law
been catching
trap, has
Maine people have been granted pensions
of sharks
marketable fish, but a plenty
today:
and skates.
additional.
The big fish raised havoc witii the trap.
Hewett, Rockport.
K.-P.
Albion
of
added
to
late,
This continual damage
increase.
poor fishing, caused the company to lose
was first invented
money. When tho trap
David Thomas, Parker’s Head.
and set at sea it was thought that the
of fish at
catches
REISSUE.
secret of making largo
small cost had been discovered, but now
Roscee G. Pulsifer, Auburn.
ara discouraged,
owners
is
earn,
its
)t

net,

Speak* of; Tragedies of
dress that Will Make

_

men were

He

New

li-i

Injuring It.

i mm.

the Christian Workers
Calls New Haven.

a

Burials iu the

Demoorats
the party, and
with recent defeats of
to
tho
results in
with
pride’’
“pointed
Patchogue, November 9.—When the big Mississippi and Virginia, where the binot tampers d by
ocean fish trap owned by Henry Brown & metallic plank was
the partios.
Co., was invented, built, and anchored at
that
unless tho party
They advised
sea it aroused a groat deal of comment.
should nominate a free silver candidate
For several weeks after tho big trap was next timo the children in the audience
fish would not live long enough to see anothset tons of striped bass and weak
The senator
er Democratic President.
were taken from it daily and conveyed to
will make a dozen speeohes thoughout
the mainland by steamer.
Alabama.
The large catches, it is said, glutted the
fisherBlaine Pensions.
the
and
ordinary
markets at times,
Have Been

____

Speaker of

So

pretation of Monroe Doctrine.

clue, howover.

FISH

cents.

PRICE three

“WORST IN THE WORLD.”

has been

November 1ft—A

Y.,
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The

Warden Holds Over $30,000 Worth of
His

Jewels and Other Property.

November 9 —When Br.
New York,
Orlando E. Bradford, formerly of Farmone of the convicted counington, Me.,

Brockway
terfeiters belonging to the
gang readied the Kings county penitentiary on Friday,;to begin ills six years’
term, lie handed Warden Patrick Hayes
which he said ho
which he desired
valued very
to be placed the prison safe. The warden
opened the package to make an inventory
of its contents. He found four diamonds

a

package,
highly, and

small sealed

a

massacre of Christiana
Abdarraman Pasha, minister of

once
was

neia

the

d ismissed

grand

day’s

on a

justice,

vizlerate

ana

notice for

ly-

ing.
Menduh Pasha, minister of the interiis reported to be a downright scoun-

or.

drel.
is

There

strongest feeling here
Sultan, due among other

the

against

the

things.to
thought

his ohoioe of ministers.

made on
wont from

It was

attempt might be
the life of (his majesty, as he

possibly

an

the palace to the mosque in
as tho Selimik.
ceremony known
number of guards
The
usual large
v»ho keep the route when the Sultan goes
'to the inosquto to offer prayers,was greatly strengthened, and a close watch kept
on every side for suspioious characters
by the police and gondarmes.
There is no doubt that the empire is
passing through one of its most critical
periods that has threatened It for years.
The heir to the throne has no better policy than the Sultan, so no advantage is to
be gained by deposing the latter.
The young Turkey party aims at the
removal of both and substituting in their
Besbad
heir to the
Effendi,
place,
throne, a healthy minded agriculturist,
who dislikes intrigue.
Advices from the interior show that
great destitution is prevailing from this
the
cause
surpasses that arising fro”
A very large number ( f permassacres.
aod without food,
sons care homeless
and there Is no doubt that the suffering
will increase
during the winter. In
Bevoral districts famine is anticipated.
The Grand Vizier sent a circular to the
governors of the various provinces, insisting upon the necessity of proventing
tho populace from attempting to repress
public disorder, as this duty lies with
the civil and military authorities who,
tho cicrular says, should act with the
It is announced that
utmost
energy.
Veil of
Kaiinmil
Pasha,
appointed
has started for
Asia
Minor,
Vilayet,
Smyrna,the capital of Vleylet. Hassan
Tebrni Pasha, the present Vail of Aidin,
Zlhni
Pasha,
will be transferred, and
Vali nf Sail mica,
is to be tranferred to
the

Aleppo.
BRIEFLY TOLD.
C. O. Iselio will ask the New York
Yacht Club today to take aotiou on the
charges that Lord Dunraven makes that
tho ballast of the Defender was tampered
with at the Erie basin in order to secure
the advantage in time allowance.
reoeived from Jamaica stated
Advices
enlists in the St.
that much distress
Elizabeth district. A thousand persons
on the vergo of starvation, several
are
having died from that cause. The distress is caused by the drought and failura
of crops and plague of catapillars.
Geo. JLawson, F. R.S., a wellProf.
scientist and writer, died at
known
Halifax last night.
The
supplementary treaty between
China and Japan regarding the evacuation by the latter of Laio Tung, Pen-

nisular,

was

signed Friday.

The condition of ex-Senator Thurman
continues to improve. Last night, Allan
Thurman, his son, said ho was regarded
by his physioians, as out of immediate

danger.
A severe northwest gale prevailed off
gold watches, jewels, and deeds^for prop- the Holland ooast last night.
Several
representing between $30,000 and barges foundered iu the Elbe, but no
erty,
five big lives were lost
The jewels include
$40,000.
diamond studs and 11 diamond rings.
Will Get More Pay.
Dr. Bradford’s will was also inclosed.
November 1C.—
New Haven, Conn.,
Sixty-fivo members of tbo Brotherhood of
LEAVE IT ALONETrainmen, employed for most part in

New York division of the N. Y. N. H.
railroad had a short session In this city
today, to consider what has been regarded
cans Can’t Afford to Open Up the Tariff.
as a grievance.
For some time post, the
men, brakemen in particular, have been
in
time
to
considerable
work
Washington, November 9.—Ex-Sonator obliged the turn to the
company’s new
making
Manderson of Nebraska, who thoroughly yards at Cedar Hill, north of this city.
on the The run has been made after a long run
knows the western sentiment
and for
tariff question, does not agree with Sena- from New York aud elsewhere,
it the mon recoived no pay. Today thoy
tor Sherman and others that, tho Repub- wero met
by O. M. Shepard, superintenIn Congress should open up the dent of the New York uivisiou, who read
licans
a
uni
a
from
tho general Superintendent
letter
tariff question Bypassing
putting
Platt, granting men an increase of doily
a duty on wool.andjincreasing the woolen
and promising to pay overtime. The
but he thinks 1 that pay
and other duties,
brakemen on “local” freight trains will
whatever revenue is needed should be hereafter receive *2.50 for a day of twelve
internal taxation. hours, and brake on through freight *200.
raised by additional
The extra pay will bo at the same rate.
Ho said today:
“More
money must be raised to support the government. In my judgment
it will be raised by internal revenuo tax,
and increase of the whiskey or beer tax
and, perhaps, by a stamp tax.
“The Republicans cannot affoid to
open up the tariff question. If an attempt is made to make up the deficiency
of revenue by a duty on wool, or on any
other article, every industry will rush
an adjustment of the
and demand
in
duties,so as to afford it better proteotiou.
We are not in a position now to satistlv
these
demands, and we had better not
touch the matter at all.”
Ex-Senator Maudevsou

Thinks

Republi-

_

Steamer

Destroyed by I'ire.

San B’rancisco. November 10—A private

despatoh from Talara bay to the marine

underwriters association states that the
British tank steamer Mineral, chartered
by ,T. W. Grace & Co,, to take the place
wrecked on
of the Bawnmore recently
the north coast of California, caught fire
and
the
and
cargo
at Zoretos, Peru,
The vessel
steamer are totally destroyed.
B'ranoisco.
was loaded with oil fo-r San
The Mineral registered 1340 tons.

A cream

Highest

oi

of all

in

United
Food Report.

—Latest

baking powder
leavening itrengt.

tartar

States

Governmen

Royal Baking Powder
JU
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Wall St., X.

Co-

half yards and onco more foi' three„yards.
Here Bangor braces and tak es the Dan,
scrimmage.
Gilman falling on it in a
six
Devine for
Hunt goes inside of
three,
sinow
yards, Hickson three yards,
Hunt two, and Conners threue, alternatBangor now rushes
ing on the tackles.
failure
weakly, Gilman proving an utterhunt is
at trying to advance the ball.
tackles
Devine
work.
doing" tlio prettiest
him hard as ho tries to circle his enu,
t
both men needing ail the time allowed
the
On Portland’s 25 yard line
recover.
o
ball is fumbled and Gulliv sr is nght
team
it. Portland now goes at t lio beofy
bail
OX
SHE PLAYS BAXGOR TO A TIE
with a will, Robinson carrying the
too
three yards through the center and
SATURDAY.
untmore, between Gilman and 1
loses one yard, no one blockii g Orowiey.
George Allen plunges throe. ?h
adds
and Jordan for ten yards. Chapman
and Allen
three yaids, Underwood two,
Bangor
It Was a Jfcaaty Hay—Regular
a
two
Bangor takes
yards.
narii
Weather—Six Hundred Cranks Were Portland;being exhausted by her
such heavy men, t'an^o
work
against
Gaines.
Other
There Though—
Jo
holds; taking the ball on down s,
How the crowd from their goal.
Well!
Well!
Well!
did
Conners plunges through the Portland
yell! Overrated Bangor ran up
the P. H. line for 15 yards and live yards ana once
against a snag in the shape of
has
five yards by Welch. BangoP
more
S. little eleven on tho Deeriug grounds
her lino formation and 1 ortup
opened
With everything in her favor land’s men are easily pulled on to ai low
yesterday.
six
net
the prestige of many victories, an average big holes. Gilman’s two rushes
is.
and last yards. Bangor is playing like demol
the
to
man,
of seventeen pounds
But it takes a good many rushes to ma.se
‘did
but not least Bangor weather—she
a perceptible
gain. Three minutes, ape
not do a thing” to Portland.
left. Portland is also waking and th.»
of boys are putting up as plucky a game ay
iriday night Bangor was dreaming
a P. H. S. team.
Bowdoin Varsity in was ever seen played by
a victory over tho
Bangor getting frantic, pushes away at
lay
Bangor
triuc tVta
all to
no
the near^future.Saturday night
beat our little, avail.
The umpire is napping, allowing
awake, devising means to
The
Toani
Wfl
Bangor to be offside repeatedly.
uuuuiutto.i
Held.
on
the
in her grief. Wo crowd ?is usual swarms
between
sympathize with Bangor
chalk marks
There are four
of her
the
in
allowing
In three
weie disappointed
Bangor and a touchdown.
of
We knew our minutes play they cover eight, yards
highly reputat.iou-o.T team.
is
time
called,
and
were
surprised this coveted ground
team was weak, but we
with the tall on Portland’s twelve yard
to see our rivals put t-Jl such an inferior line.
The summary of the second half
show that Bangor has rushed 134 yards
game.
71 yards
by
sufficient
Portland
pro- and
gained
It is to be regretted that
and thirty by kiok-off. Or startvision could not be made po care for the rushing the ball on her 35
line
yard
ing with
crowd. While enthusiasts hcdd their peace Bangor finishes the half 73 yards nearer
it is
not
these
Prom
stay
figures
wouh’l
Portland’s gpal.
remarkably well they
Portland
outplayed
that
where they belonged and creat ed no end plainly seen
the
suffered
Her team
Bangor slightly.
to reof annoyance to both teams and the more from
penalties, but doserved
officials. At Maplewood Park tl.'ey keep ceive the ball several times in the second
i he Portseems naif for Bangor’s offside play,
the crowd where it belongs and it
land High School covered 153 yards by
a pity we oannot do the same here
kicks.
Bangor
from
rushing and 313
But what a game the boys put up! while rushing 184 yards, or 31 yards more
the than Portland, only covered 33 yards (or
Coach Hall has c rtainiy hand leu
lo
Portland on her kicks.
material at his command admirably and 83 loss than
do a thing
sum it up Bangor could not
of
winhes
in leaving he takes the hearty
to doughty little Portland.
ail who have been under bim.
The make up of the two teau s was:
Kvery man on the Portland team put
One fumfolti only
r. e.
up the game Gf his life.
Devine,
was
Chalmers
r. t.
marred their play. While Chapman
DeClaybrook,
York
r.
the
g.
Welch,
much in evidence at every stage of
H. Hunt
o.
The new Gulliver,
man did well.
Gilman
every
game, yet
1. g.
E. G. Allen,
met £ anJordan
1. t.
men were in hard places, but
G. E. Allen,
Snow
email
per
1Chapman,
gor’s assaults in a mastcily
q. b. McCann, (capt.)
com- Sullivan, (capt.)
Only after Portland was ex .ousted
J.Hunt
H.
r. b
Robinson,
1. h. Knaide, Hickson
pletely from repeated onslaughts against Griffeths,
A.
Conners
backwoodsman
the
were
f.
b.
line
a
such
heavy
Underwood,

0.\ FOOT BILL FIFTHS.

Confident

Portland Surprises the
Lumbermen.

..V1'8

bharJ

...i

PORTLAND._BANGOR.

r,vr?W*BT

able to make any good gains.
When Oilman starts the ball going tho
Portland sympathizers wohd.et how soon
before it will oe over their boys’ line.
PortChapman gets it on the bound ou
land’s Zz yard line, he»itu:et a moment
forward for live yards before
and

xne omoinis ui

mo

giimo

-•

-•

Minot, Bowdoin, !96, and A. P. Ward,
Bowdoin, ’96, alternating as referee and
State
umpire, and Robinson of Maine
linesmen. Time,
a nd Russell of Bowdoin,
600.
minute halves. Attendance,

plunges

The

Ropes Were Stolen.

down
the hist
the H7 yard line for
Y’anager Skillins feels that some explano
gain.
Robinson tries],Chaliners for
of
why the grounds were not
Griffeth squeezes out one yard by Gilman nation
should
—third down, and four yards to gain.
rope d off at the game Saturday,
Underwood goes back for a punt.
The long ropes were taken
be
given.
Tile crowd is fearful lest lie muff the
left
out to the field in the morning and
on Portslippery ball, but nay. Standing the ball
the first thing after
he
to
meets
strung
be
ready
land's lifteen yard line,
muffs, dinner’. When the men reached the field
squarely on bis toe ami Conneis 45
on Bangor’s
it.
yard
were
getting
Chapman
fasten the ropes in place they
to
line.
to be found.
Diligent search
linenowliero
first
in
the
side
off
Chalmers gets
on
Bangor'S was made which failed to produce the
up and it is Portland’s ball
to get now
was too late
35 yard line. Underwood plunges through ropes
and it
live
yards and
.the center of the line for
The management regrets the ocones.
d
en
left
tries
Griffeth
tiio crowd yells.
plucky currence both on account of the position
and tackle for three yards and
by Gilman it placed him in, and the financial loss
little Robinson gets a yard
yards to the football association. If tlio offendand immediately follows for two
Gilman once more is an ers are'caught it will go hard with them
more by York.
easy mark for Underwood, who goes by
Rostou an Easy Mark.
him for three yards and not content with
that, dives through the same place again
a—The Bowdoin
Brunswick,November
the
and
more
One
ten
play,
for
yards.
when eleven
found Boston University rather
ball is on Bangor’s 17 yard line
Portland is penalized for Gulliver’s off- easy. The ground was in wretched conside play and Bangor takes the spheroid.
and the Bowdoins pushed the
lino and dition
Conners fairly hies at the
Knaiue heavier men all round, much to the surfor
six
Welch
over
yards.
right
the crowd. The halves were
ties Portland’s right but Devine’ tackles prise of
him—only one yard gained. Not at all twenty minutes and fifteen. Bowdoin
discouraged, Knaide goes inside of Chapsubstitute men, but the
by played seven
man, who is blocked off hard, and
Kendall
Griffeths for twelve yards. Conners once new mon played great football.
Conners and Warren particularly
more finds a hole for six yards.
distinguished
making no
tries the right onee more,
and Bailey played a very
Hunt themselves,
gain. Devine getting him hard.
As the ball was most of
makes a hard dash past Chapman, who is strong game.
Hunt the time in Bowdoin’s possession, there
buried by two Bangor blockers.
but he dives
right was little chance fox the B. U. team to
now tries Devine,
through the blocking, nailing the runner
one
distinguish themselves. It was a clean
ball
for no gain. Portland gets the
accidents. The score:
yard from the center of the field, because game with few
BOSTON UNIVERSITY.
McCann runs ahead with it.
BOWDOIN.
the
Up to this point Bangor has rushed
r. e., Neagle
ball 38 yards, just offsetting Underwood’s Libby, le., t.
r. t., Sanborn
by Murphy, 1.
Underwood goes two yards
punt.
r.
1.
e.
g., Fleming
through Eastman,
Robinson adds three
Hunt.
c., Hughes
Gilman, who is being well taken care of Spear, c.,
1- g-. Haskell
Stone, r. g.,
by Welsh. On the next line up, the ball
1.
t., Washburn
it—three French, r. t.
is fumbled but Sullivan gets
1- e., McClintock
Stearns, r. e.
lost.
yards
q. b., Clarkson
Bailey, Moulton, q. b.
Robinson hits tho line hard—no gain.
Kendall, h. b.
Underwood punts high; Conners muffs, Warren,
h.
b., Sherman, Jacksor
and Chapman is once more on the ball on
f- 0., Coombs
Clark, f. b.
the 35 yard line.
Underwood smashes into York for five
Score, Bowdoin 26, Boston Universitj
yards and once more for three yards. 0. Touchdowns, Kendall three; Warren,
Bangor’s center gets offsido and Portland Bailpy. Goals from touchdowns, Clark
But on the next line up •i
has len yards.
Referee.
B. G. Willard.
Referee,
the bail goes to Bangor for holding in the Manager
Perkins, Boston University.
line.
Linesman, M. 8. Coggan.
Snow tries
Chapman and only loses
two yards. The lumbermen get ten yards Colby Boys Defeated io a Hot Game al
Conners tries
for iff. G. Allen’s offside.
Lewiston.
for no gain.
Claybrook gets ambitious
lictuoi
a DU J-Jiiii&U'n wuitka icu
November 9.—Bates and
Lewiston,
land’s goal.
bot game of football ir
a
Colby
played
off
McCann is reoling the signals
rapidand mud here today. Bates
ly aud Hunt dashes by Clay brook for four the rain
down. made one touchdown and a goal in the
yards, Ko! inson'bringiDg him
live
Connors adds two yards and Hunt
and a.toucbdown minus a goal
is
caught
Here Gilman
holding first half,
move.
in tho second half. The score: Bates,
has the ball
two
Allen and Portland
Will Murphy of Lewiston
yards from the center of the field.
10; Colby, 0.
Underwood works Gilman for two and was umpire. The line up was:
is
slow
it
Portland
very
one-half yards.
Underlining up and giving signals.
o
wood is again called upon and gets twc
Hoag.
Hamilton,
Griffeth Jose:
Bruce.
r. g.
yards; Robinson one yard.
Thompson,
third
(lowi
is
the
it
and
ot
Cutts.
r.t.
a couple
yards
Chapman,
Underwoot Pike,
Burrell.
r.e.
with three yards tot gain.
O. Hanson.
i.g.
punts for 25 yards; McCann failing to go Brooks,
E. J. Hanscome.
l.t.
the ball. After several mon attemptei
Putnam,
the feat. Chapman gets there aud has thi 1 Shannon,
l.e.
Wright
Ban
ball right between his legs and on
Dunn,
q.b
Douglass.
crowc
How the
Patterson. Aldeu, h.b.
Parker, Pulsfei
gor's ten yard line.
f.b.
cheers!
Holmes,
Hinkley.
Griffeth gets one yard through Gilman
but on the next rush fumbles t-be ball
Chapman falling on it. Time is called.
{■.n"™" >1 enliom Michigan Beaten by Bar
The summary of the work done in thi
vard Players.
rushed
to
have
Aft;
shows
half
Bangor
yards, kicked off thirty-three yards, re
01
coived the ball twice aud twenty yards
Cambridge, Mass., November 9.—Th<
57 yards b;
penalties; Portland getting and
Miohigan team today faced Harvard foj
82
fron
from
20
penalites
rushing,
in a dozen years. Thei
the first time
punts. Or, starting with the ball fron
ends the half 7 ) it was a tie, 5 to 5. They hoped to di 1
she
her 22 yard line
There was somi
even hetter this time.
yards nearer Bangor’s goal.
■
thi
behind
Hickson replaces Knaido
foundation for this hope.
Thi
material
Underwooc
fine in the second half.
was
slippery and the Michigai ,
kicks to McCann, who runs from the 2 ; ground
Hunt gallops b;
men greatly outweighed their opponents
yard line to the 40.
for
six yards
Devine and Claybrook
men are all big, strapping fellows
The
Ilicksoi
Sullivan pulling him down.
were that they know a fev
and
reports
arms—no
gain.
limps into Chapman’s
about football. On the other hand
Devine gets Hunt for no gain. Hioksoi ! things
had
Harvard
just sufferod a severe defea ;
tries the line and Portland gets the bal l
and went in for blood. The weather ba ;
52 yards from Bangor’s goal.
all day and at 2 o’clocl :
GriiTeths makes eight yards and thoi , been threatening
goes through Chalmers ror seven yards
“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight
Robinson uses Chalmers for two and one
■

■

u-

Colby._Bates.

1

|

a

was in
tators huddled

the w«'t seats. A crowd
on the right side of
The
field cheered for 1 Michigan.
teams lined up in this 01 der:
of
the

the

turkey

The field
began falling.
About 4U00 specfair condition.

slight rain

fate of the sultan.

victim.

on

Technology

men

Harvard.

How Some European lowers Would
Like to Serve It Up.

r.,
r.,

Greenleaf

Henninger.
r., Hall
Carr

England and Italy ltisoiisslug Concerted
Action—War Ships Sent to Constantino-

ple—Minister

Terrell’s

OUU

UiO.■ nmo

«uv»

repeatedly

changed hands
The

reason.

soore wa g

Princeton Players IVc
to Not

at

for this

4 to 0.

Cornell, Six

Prom

bUng.

New York, Novemler 9.—Princeton defeated Cornell this rifternoon in one of
football ; pimes witnessed in
the olosest
some time.
Contrary t:o all expectations,
Princeton was amazingly weak considering the game she put ix;p against Harvard
a week ago. The great etr partfof the tim
Cornell kep the ball woll down in Princeton’s territory and it \ v as not until a few
moments of the end of the last half that
Princeton braced up it ud forced the bail
The time was
toward Cornell’s
goal.
almost up and it was a. question of great
uncertainty whether it vas possible for
tlie Tigers to carry the ball the remaining distance before the referee’s whistle
should blow
Duitield announced th ore were but two
when Princeton
more minutes of play
had the ball on Corne 11 ’s 25-yard line.
Then it was that the Tigers put forth
Cornell suptheir utmost efforts. Th a
porters were already ch eering as though
the score at
ith
w
over
the game were
zero, but at every play 1 Jrinceton gained
Baimard and
from four to eight yard 3.
Kosengartf were doing t heir very, very
was
e
made and
after
best. Plunge
piunj
the aid of the
with
revolving mass
play, the bail wont dow n to within five
yards of the line. Two more fierce assaults and the struggling mass settled
down direotly over the line. The officials
hurried up and as the mas s began to open
up, Bonnard was found holding the ball
down just .behind Cornell’s goal line. It
Princeton’s tur n to cheer, for
was now

the

a

whole

fluke in the

High School, 28;

port High School, 0.
At
10.
At

minutes.

Games.

Other

At Bath—Bath

fifty

Middletown—Wesleyan,

Brooklyn—B.

16;

Free-

Tufts,

A. A., 0; Crescent, 0.

-“Midnight Frolic.” Lillian Kennedy.
Monday Evening, City Hali, 15, 25, 35,
50

cents._
NEWS

TO

Satolli Has Not Heard
Transfer of

HIMof

the

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.

Game

Providence. R. I., November 9—Brown
playod the football game of her life
only soored
against Yale today and not
but tied the greens, 6 to 6, the first time
The
Brown has soored against Yale.
game was played for blood a nd. there was

Reported

Himself.

Washington, November 10. —Monsignor
Satolli, Apostolic delegate, haa an unusual number of callers today, who came
to see him regarding the announcement
this morning in the New Yoiik Herald,
that he was soon to bo relieved of his post
here, by Mons. Laurenzeili, at present
the papal representative in Holland.
Archbishop Satolli is in total ignorance
of the matter outside of this publication.
Said Sig. Sharetti of the legation.
from
“He has not received any word
the Vatican touching the subject and can
neither deny nor confirm the report.”

SPECTATORS

INTERESTED
Watch the Efforts

to

Float

the

Steamer

Irrawaddy.

Ashury Park, N.J., November 10.—The
steamer Irrawaddy, ashore here, was the
attraction today for thousands of visitors.
the
A strong south current carried
vessel ahead about one hundred yards
She is also about ten
during the night.
she
feet further shoreward than when
This morning a tug took off the
struck.

New
passengers and they were sent to
York. At high tide this morning immense
and
hawsers were attached to tiie tugs,
for two hours they strained on the cables,
but the vessel did not budge an inch, A
portion of her asphalt cargo was thrown
The wreckinto the seas to lighten her.
ing tugs will try at high tide tomorrow
It
is doubtmorning to fluat the vessel.
fill if she can ho pulled oil until all her
is not
is
removed.
Captain
Byers
cargo
blamod for the accident, as a heavy fog
enveloped the coast when the Irrawaddy
went ashore.
*
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TO

HAD
To Get

a

Drink in

Not the

HOW

KNOW
New

York

Yesterday—

Dryest Bnt Still Dry.

New York, November 10.—Throughout
the city today the Excise law was generally observed. The exceptions were where
proprietors of saloons were
intimately

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight. acquainted

with the thirsty ones. Harlom
os was the lower portion
of the city, that was because there were
was not

A War

Against Gamblers.

so

dry,

November 10.—Chief not enough policemen to thoroughly cover
of Police Janssen began the war of ex
tion of the efforts of tho police
justices
termination ou gambling in Milwaukee before oleotion had
given saloon keepers
The police raided the three
last night.
tho
that
enforcement
of
tho impression
principal gambling houses and captured the law
would not be so rigid after Tamtwenty-seven players and keepers and a
number of arrests
The many’s victory. The
large amount of paraphernalia.
made last nignt and early this morning
Wio«r>ncin nlnh
nna nf r,hn nlanas raided.
them that only
be so thoroughly frightened
the proprietors to
is claimed
by
those well known could obtain refreshrunning under a charter from the state, ments of tlie alcoholic brand.
contest the
cases
and say thoy will
against them.

Milwaukee, Wis

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hail, tonight.

“Midnight Frolic.” Lillian Kennedy.
Monday Evening, City Hall. 15, 35, 35,

ltangor Wants State Aid in

The Town of

Fighting Skunks.

fBangor, November 9.—Bangor is suffering from an unprecedented invasion of
Creditors of Spinney & Co. Meet.
skunks. Where do they all come from*
From the woods, of course. What drove
a meetNovember
9.—At
Mass.,
Lynn,
ing of the creditors of F. L. Hpinne.v & them into town? Well, awhile ago the
Co. in Lynn yesterday, W. B. Littlefield, people who knew about it said it was
William forest fires. But now that the forest fires
\V. K. Russell of Lynn and
Holburn of Boston wore appointed a com- aro over, why don’t the skunks emigrate:
There
is
mittee to look over the books and report There’s the question!
such
a thing as a city being too attractive.
at a meeting next Friday at 3 p. m.
A

50 ceuts.

presented
petition
Legislature asking that a
will lie

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.
Cannot Race

on

Sunday.

November 10.—The
double scull championship match between
and
Jack Gaudaur and James Rogers,
to take
Bubear and Haines, arranged
last
November 17, was called oil

Austin,

Texas,

the
next
bounty of $iq a
in

head he offered for tho assassination
the pest with the strong breath.

ol

““Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.
The Maine
furnish the

Central railroad
officials
information that the station

place
burned at Greene on Saturday, was a
night.
Mayor McDonald positively refused to cheap affair, with perhaps a thousand
It
permit the race to cdine off Sunday.
dollars, and was fully insured.
from
is presumed that he took his cue
Gov.

other
Gaudaui and
Culberson.
left last night for their homes.

oarsmen

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.

His

Means.

London,
quet given

installation

November 9. —Tho usual banby the Lord Mayor upon his
in ollieo took place tonight

Guild hall. The occasion was
in the
the taking over of the chief magistracy of
the Oity of Loudon by Sir Walter Henry
Wilkin, the successor of Sir Joseph Renals. It is the custom for tho prime minister and otiier members of the cabinet
to attend the banquet and for tho prime
minister to map out, more or less distinctly, the programme of tho governThe banquet was preceded by a
reception. As the ministers, especially
Lord Salisbury, arrived, they were loudly and repeatedly cheered. Lord Salisment.

was
bury
accompanied by his wife.
the other guests presont were
Among
Lord Halsbury, tho lord high chancellor,
and Lady Halsbury, the
Marquis of
Lansdown, secretary of state for war;
the Right Hou. Sir Michael Hicks-Beach,
chancellor of the exchequer; Lord Ashlord oliancellor of Ireland ; the
hurue,

sending
jointly
through tile Straits of Dardanelles to thought that the position of the House
Constantinople, whilee Russia would co- of Lords in the constitution had been
Though the carry- more exactly defined by the elections,
operate in Armenia.
ing out of this plau woulu bo tantamount but just now the chief interest was In
Turkish
to the dismemberment of tho
Ho alluded to the Chiforeign affairs.
Empire, the spectator proceeds to say nese-Japauesc war which, ho said, iiad
could
that Europe’s gigantic armaments
been followed with great interest, but
not he better employed than in restoring those matters
had now passed and ho
the East to the domain of civilization.
trusted peace had returned. He ventured
be
accomThe work, it says', could
further occurred
whatever
that
to hope
and
twenty in the far East, the public would not
plished within a year,
he
delivered
would
of
men
millions
finally
view it with unnecessary disturbance and
from the destructive horde which, since alarm.
He was muoh struok by tho reit came out of Mongolia, has ever proved markable
sensation that was produced
in
the civilized
the most brutal influence
by the false news a week or two ago, uot
the
with
artiola
concludes
Tile
world.
because be thought the news of particudeclaration that the achievements would lar
importance, but because the opinion
be well worth certain war, for, to do the it evoked in regard to it was a very
of
Ottomans justice, tliev are capable
noticeable phenomenon.
facing the whole world iu arms before
“Depend upon it,” he said, “Whatever
submitting. But it is the only chance.
may happen in that region in the way
It is understood that the Vali of Aleppo of
war, or the way of commerce, we are

uv#M,vz.l\svj *1

Tie
Yale's Giants Could Only
With Brown.

Worked

xtlgllu non. yj. A. avicujuc, pioaiucuu Ui
the board of trade; Lord James, ohaucellor of the Ducby of Lancaster; the Right
solution of the situation lies in either the Hon. Walter Long, president of the board
Powers
occupying certain Turkish of agriculture; the Spanish ambassador,
the
deposition of
provinces or the
and the Danish, Dutch, Japanese, SerSultan and replacement of him by a
to
reign constiucionally. vian and Swedish ambassadors.
successor pledged
The Spectators, in advocating that the
Ambassador Bayard was not present,
best solution of the question is a military
on a visit to Scotland.
being
occupation, sketches a rather sensational
When the L ird Mayor toasted tho minplan of operations through Bosnia, which
country gives the readiest access to the isters, Lord Salisbury arose to respond.
heart of Turkey.
He touched briefly upon the result of the
it says, could without delay
Austria,
recent general election. The nation, he
into
men
throw a hundred thousand
march
on
to
could
who
said, had spoken in terms that could not
Macedonia,
Great be mistaken. In referencelto home rule,
Salouiea by an undefended line.
bo
would
Britain’s share in the work
he augured a period of peace as regards
commanding Salonica by the sea and
of the empire. He also
fleets the integrity
France
with

has linen dismissed in couseouence of the
strong
representations made to the
Turkish government by Mr. Terrell, the
United States Minister. The Vali refused
to allow the American consular agent to
visit an Armenian named Uuodjian, who
claimed to he a naturalized, citizen of the
JclOU
M
UdU
United States and who was sentenced to
llUtJ.V
ween
the
goal several years’
imprisonment on the
Riggs sent the oval bet
'6
to
and
the
the
score
0,
posts, making
charge that he was an emissary of the
revolutionists.
game was practically at an end.
accused of
are
o eleven Kurds who
The gridiron was in excellent conditio!,
be
could
and weather all that
expected.
nlering Frank Lenz, the Pittsburg
the
of tl<tj
were
tour
a
and
..
who
injured,
I.
was making
Armstrong
ii't,
Gailey
former haying his nose broken, while the vfoild, have been taken to Erzeroum for
from an injury to trial.
The British Consul will conduct
latter was suffering
one of bis legs.
the case on behalf ot the United States.

not

a

Decree.

Own Ituin—The
Premier Not Explicit As to Ways and

He Has

Influence,

1., Hooper
Loudon, Novmber 9.—The Herald says:
h, Vilia
correspondent of tho lJall Mall
The
Senter
i.,
Baird Gazette in Borne, says that a Council of
r., Hollister Ministers has been held, which discussed
C. Brewer, r.h.
1 ,Ferbert
off taly acting in
oonDunlop, f. b.
Bloomington. the probabilities
in tho matter of interThe officials were: Referee,Mr:.Garfield; cert with England
Tho deoision of the
umpires, Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Ward. vention in Turkey.
is not yet
The hopes of the big fellows from the Council
known, but the
West were soon shattered.
Minister ot Marine has given instructions
Harvard was
strengthened at righttwo war ships shall be immediately
guard by the return of Norton Shaw, that
who played a remarkable g;une. The two got in readiness to proceed to ConstantiShaws aud Holt made a strong centre nople.
trio and kept the Michig: ms from makThe Suitan has decorated Bahri Paoha,
Capt Brewer was
ing material gains.
of Van, with the
Grand
not able to play and his place was filled formerly Vali
by Newell. Wrightington was field cap- Gordon of tho Imperial Order of Osmanie.
tain for Harvard and put a lot of go into
Baliri was dismissed from tho governorhis men.
conseof the Province of Van in
ship
interference
was
Michigan’s
clearly
made against
of
to
and
nheir
Harvards
were
representations
gains
superior
qimnce
made
mostly on end and tackle plays. his administration by Sir Philip Currie,
Bloomington’s putting was not as good British
Tho
Ottilia
Ambassador.
and an exchange of punts
as Brewer’s
announces that he his
nearly always resulted in a Joss of ground Gazette, however,
to Michigan.
been decorated by the Sultan us a reward
Harvard showed g reat improvement in for his
good services.
md
blocking kicks,
breaking through
The Spectator, whioh at present speaks
a nd this was virtua Uy what won her the
than
oritical mom- with a voice of greater authority
g ame, a blocked pun t at a
The game w as very slow owing any other English paper, holds that the
er, t.
to injuries to the men and disputes as Sultan cannot he trusted to
effectively
to rules. Harvard wa s severely penalized
grant a constitution. It says that the
ball

Divine

Michigan.

Cabot, l.e.
Stevenson, Lt.
Holt, l.g.
F. Shaw, Ducette c.,
N. Shaw, r.g.
Donald, r.t.
Newell, r.e.
Borden, Beale, q.
Wrightington, l.h.

1UI

Salisbury Says He Must Bow to

HOOD'S

PILLS

euro

Liver

l.Is,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache,
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists,

equal to aiiy competition that may be
opposed to us, and may look with absolute equanimiuity on the action of any

persons who think to exclude us from
that fertile and commercial region, or
that if we are admitted
who imagine
they can beat ns in the markets of the
world. I should be sorry if we felt uudue
sensitiveness in the matter.”
Lord Salisbury recalled the words of
T

there

tn

was

room

thfl

flint",

for everybody in Asia.

Christendom, it was necessary she should
stand. The danger is that it' the Ottoman
Empire fails it would uot be merely a
danger that would threaten its territory.
It would bo the danger that the tiro there
set would spread to other natious, involving all that is most powerful and civilized
in Europe in a dangerous conflict.”
declared that ho boLord Salisbury
lieved the Powers to be thoroughly reconsolvoil to co-operate in everything
would act
cerning Turkey. How they
conIn
prophesy.
was not for him to
cluding Lord Salisbury said: “Throughnothing was imout the negotiatious,
pressed more strongly upon my mind
the powers to actof
than the disposition
together and their profound sense of the
ol their
appalling danger any
action might produce

s'

llis

Him to

Entitles

Performance

Holds

a

Meeting
on

Saturday

on

Art aud

Ji apel’S Lead

Tapestries.

That Distinction.

the
of
The first literary afternoon
Woman’s Literary Union was held SaturTurned
be
ciation—Dunraveu May
day iu the Advent church. The exercises
were in
Out of tile New York Yacht Club.
charge of the committee on art,
Aliss Luetta King of the Art History
||Xcw York, November 9.—There was
Olub, Aliss Kensell of the Westbrook
great indignation among tho members
Olub and Mrs. E. Al. Kay of
of tho New York Yacht Club today over Seminary
The platform was
the Ceramic Olub.
Lord
Dunraven’s statement published
decorated with green foliage
this
The members generally beautifully
morning.
^separation
and
red berries and a bouquet of red
could not find terms strong enough to
carnations on the desk. It was the first
Lord
Dunruvcu
of
their
contempt
express
“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight. and his latest action in the groat inter- general meeting of the year and the attendance was large and enthusiastic.
national
yachting fiasco. It was a deTHE WAR SHIPS GOof the
New

York

Yachtsmen

Sharp ill Denun-

to

the whole American
people, they declared, and one that would
not be passed over lightly.
Indeed, the
opinion of tho club was expressed in one
member’s comment when he said. “This

Paris,November 9.—A council of minisof the Elysees
was held at the palace
today at which M Berthelot, minister of
foreign affairs, Informed his colleagues

is more than an insult; it is a deliberate
outrage and one that proves that Lord
Dunraven is no gentleman.” All sorts
of ideas were put forth as to tho proper
last
Lord Dunraven's
treatment of

liberate

France Sends Vessels to the Mediterranean

—Italy’s
Get

War

Ships

Also

Preparing

lip Steam.

ters

that the Powers were in absolute agreethe line of conduct wbch
ment as to
would bo followed
by them toward the
Porte. M Berthelot also said that, in
view of the situation, tho eastern division of the Mediterranean fleet had been
ordered to proceed to the waters of the
eastern coast of the Mediteranean.
Italian

WarShips Under Orders
Constantinople.

to Go

to

London, November 9.—A correspondent
of the Pall Mall Gazette in Rome
says
fVin.fr

n

r*nnnnil of minie+ono

Ron

Rr>Ll

which discussed the probabilities of Italy
acting in concert with England in the
matter of intervention in Turkey.
Tho
deoision of the counoil is not yet known,
of
marine has given inbut tho minister
structions that two war ships shall
lie
immediately got in readiness to proceed
to

Constantinople.

Election Day In Germany.

Berlin, November 9—Fourteen members
were voted for
of the municipal council
today with the result that six Liberals
and live Socialists were elected, and in
three districts a re-ballot will be necessary. These seats have formerly been held
by eight Liberals and six Socialists.
The Lord

Mayor’s Show.

London,November’9—The Lord Mayor’s
show on the occaion of the inauguration
Lieut. Col. Sir
new Lord Mayor,
of the
Walter Wilkin, took place this'afternoon.
over a mile long
was
The
procession
and traversed the principal streets of the
weather was fine and the
The
city.
streets crowded with sightseers. A feature
of the parade was a number of floats of
unique dosigu.

“Midnight Frolic.” Lillian Kennedy.
Monday Eevning, City Hall, 15, 35, 35,
50

cents._____
CHASE’S CIGARS.

Might

Rival “Them

Steers” In the Pres-

ident Race.

November 9.—Solon Chase
drove down from Chase’s Mills today,
and this aternoon was seen in regard to
his Presidential boom. The old man has
the Held,
no idea of being driven out of

Lewiston,

he
added, might employ
without needing to fear
admitted that a letter is to be sent to
Lord Sal- and
Continuing,
allow his
him asking him if he will
antliero
was
world
of
whore name to be
tho
presented to the Populist
matters were not so peaceful as he hoped national convention.
they are in tho far east. He recalled the
Much of his time is now being
given
action in May last of the British, French
and Russian ambassadors at Constanti- up to his correspondence. He has received
the
all over
nople and declared it was designed to pro- Hundreds of letters from
tect tlie Armenians, whose terrible and
uum u.uo uuuvu
UliiUJJ, UUw
had
moved
the
feeldeplorable sufferings
nomina
the writers favoring his
ings of the British nation to their base. West,
Mr. Chase sain that this evidence
Ho paid a high tribute to the skill of tion.
the ambassadors, especially mentioning of appreciation had greatly moved him,
their leader, Sir Philip Currie, the Britand that as far as possible he had replied
ish
judgment,
representative, whoso
skill and ^continuous labor, he stid, had to them all. His friends say that he will
done much to avoid tho most formidable allow his name to go before the convendangers and to bring matters, at all tion.
events for a time, to a pacitic phase. Tho
“One result of this extensive newspaper
made on Turkey by the three advertising,” said Mr. Chase, “has been
demands
Powers bad been substantially accepted the oiler on the part of four cigar manuby the Sultan. Ho lrad seeu somewhere, facturers to get out a Solon Chase cigar.
under a great name, the assertion that the I haven’t as yet decided to give my conSultan had won a groat victory over the sent. You see I oxpect to smoke a good
sure
British. It could not be called a victory, many of them, and want to make
Lord Salisbury declared,because he had that they’ll contain some tobaoco.
all
wanted.
British
the
they
given
There had been the impression abroad
“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.
had added a demand
that he himself
those made in May, requiring some- Owner of the
to
Nicholson Says He Was Well
thing in the nature of an international
Treated in Canada.
commission. That was a great mistake.
added to the demands. He
He never
as a substitute, as a simpler
did offer
Gloucester, Mass., November9.—Loring
the same end, that, ii
of
obtaining
way
from
it was preferred, the present Mohamedon B. Haskell, who has just returned
machinery should continue and be su- Ottawa, where he has been in connection
pervised by a mixed commission. The with the seizure of his schooner, the John
demands of the embassies were subslan- L.
Nicholson, says he was courteously retially that a proportional number of
Christian employes should be added tc ceived by Minister Costegan and other
executive of tho provinces contain- cabinet members, to whom ho was introtho
ing largo numbers of Armenians. He did duced by United States Consul General
contend that his proposal was the Riley, and that the vessel was released on
not
better. The Sultan preferred the other payment of $500 flue, although she might
have been confiscated with her cargo and
proposal and this naturally fell totothe
he outfit on the
Tho reason he preferred
ground.
charge of violation of the
rid of His proposal to substitute Chris- fishery treaty.
Ho says the telegram sent
was
his
Moslem officers
great by Collector Richardson of this port to
tian for
these
in
Powers
the
of
the
appearing
horror
the State Department asking that
uasos as partisans of ono religion father United States consul generals at Ottawa
and Halifax bo instructed to look aftor
than of another.
With regard to the result of the nego- America’s interest in the seized vessels,
tiations, if the reforms were carriod into was utterly ignored and that the consuls
effect, the ywould give theArmeniaus every had not received any instructions in the
could desiro— matter
prospect that a nation and
up to tho time that his vessel was
safety to released.
prosperity, peace, justico
be
will
it
carried
But
life and property.
out? If tho Sultan can be persuaded to
“Midnight Frolic.”; Lillian Kennedy.
give justice to the Armenians it will
Monday Evening, City Hall, 15, 25, 35.
not signify wnac ino exaoi, nurure oi
50 cents.
tho undertaking may be.
If tiie Sultan will not heartily resolve
TO REPAIR THE
NAVI.
to do justice, the most ingenious constitution that can be framed will not avail to
Armenians.
Only Suggestions in the Annual Report of Comprotect or assist the can
any real permathrough the Sultan
modore Melvillenent blessings be conforred on his subiects.
‘“What if the Sultan is not persuaded?’
Wasbingtou, November 9.—In the
“I am bound
continued Lord Salisbury.
the
annual report to the Secretary of
us
from
to say that the news reaching
W. Melville,
Constantinople does not give much cheer- Navy, Commodore George
States
fulness in that rospect. You will readily engineer in chief of the United
understand that I can only speak briefly Navy and chief of the bureau of steamwould be dangorou s
on such a matter. It
that are on my boat engineering, points out the necessity
to express the opinions
of peace for
cause
repair
machinery
establishing
lips and they injure the
and good order which, above all things, stations for war vessels at several of our
I have at heart,. But suppose the Sultan navy yards. As the fine stono dry dock
will not give these reforms, what is to at the Boston
is now in order and
follow Tho first answer I should give is, will bo more yard
he
used
than formerly,
that, above all treaties, all combinations recommends that this
yard bo again
of powers, in the nature of things, is that made a
repair station, as there is uo
the Providence of God, if you please to bettor time
for repairs than when a ship
that porsistenl
put it so, has determined
in
is
dock, and important changes can be
must lead
and constant misgovernment
made
at
no
Chief Melville
other time.
its
tho government which follows it to
endorses the recommendations of a board
doom and while ll readily admit it is
if ho lises, composed of Captains Potter, Farquhar
quite possible that the Sultan,
and can be per- and Whitehead and Civil Engineers Endican govern with justice
cott and Peary, for making the League
suadod, he is not exempt any more than Island yard
to
a
naval station second
from tho law that inany other pntontato
none in the world.
In making a recomone
on
lustiCO will bring tho highest
water-tube
mendation
of
as to the
use
tho necessary
earth to ruin. It is not only
boilers, Chief Melville says he appieoiates
on which
action of law ot which I speak
with caution
the
of
necessity
proceeding
oi
there is the authority
we may rely, but
Turkey is in the re- and yet keeping abreast of progressive
the great powers.
builders.
markable position in which she has now
because
stood for half a century mainly
“Midnight Frolio,” City Hall, tonight.
for the peace oi
the powers resolved that

Englishmen,
their energies
competition
said
isbury
other
part

w. L- U-

DUNRAVEN A CAD.

insult

to

statement. Many members suggested ignoring the matter entirely as being begeutlomen,
neath
the
dignity of
to
as
far
so
went
while others
favor demanding the resignation of His
from the Now York Yact Club,
of which he was made a member on tho
his first challenge for tho
occasion of

Lordship

America’s cup.
D.
James
Smith, chairman of tho
America’s cup committee, said; “lam
at the allegations of Lord
astounded
If he is correctly reported,
Duuraven.
he makes a distinct charge of dishonesty
on the present
manager of the Defender,
cliarges such men, minu juu, as
Wm. K. Vanderbilt, Mr. Morgan and Mr.
Iselin
with dishonest actions, Such a
It is false; it is
charge is outrageous.
shameful; yes, it is shameful. It will
only add to the contempt in which the
late challenger is held by the poople of
America and also by the better class of
In my opinion, it
English gentlemen.
is one of the many excuses of Lord L'unraven to the English public for his failI
ure
to bring back the America’s cup.
his
desire to emphatically
denounce
charge from beginning *o end. The
whole world knows it is not true.”
Dunraven’s
statement is a long review of the Defender-Valkyrie controversy from his standpoint in which he
oliarges the syndicate with dishonesty
and
cheating him as to the lead water
measurements of the Defender.
3 He made charges once before, stating
that when the Defender raced she was
deeper in the water than when she was
In consequence
measured for the races.
of that charge the yaohts were re-measured, and the Defender found to he less
line than when she
on the load water
was first measured.
The charge was disposed of in the report made by the regatta committee after
the race. At that time Dunravon did not
make the ahai-ge he does now, nor did he
attempt to furnish details.
The present charge made by Dunravon
of that charge added to
is a repetition
which are some particulars as to how the
or
those who had
Defender syndicate,
charge of the American yacht, cheated.
that
the
tender Hattie
Dunraven says
Palmer lay alongside the Dofonder on
the night before the yacht was re-measthat her crew worked on her
ured and
Ho says it
until 1 o’clock iu morning.
in such a way as to lead 10 the supposition that the crew were at wTork on that
night removing ballast from the Defender. The latest statement from the man
who at one time was thought to he a
sportsman, was reoeived here today by
yachtsmen with indignation and disgust.

anu

“Midnight Froiio.” Lillian Kennedy
Monday Evening, City Hail, 15, 25, 35,
50 cents.

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.
NAVIGATION'S

The Atlantic Coast

PERILS.

Wrapped

in

a

Mantle

of Mist.

After the distribution
year-book,
the meeting was called to order by Airs.
John B. Ooyle, president of the union.
Airs. Ooyle said that all were eagerly an-

programme
ticipating the delightful
not
which had
tyeen prepared, she would
detain them, but give the afternoon to
the coimnitteo in charge.
Aliss King, as chairman of the committee, spoke briefiy, introducing the speakThis was the programme:
Gottschaek
piano Solo—Pasquinade,
Aliss McGregor.
in
Renaisof
Social
Life
Papor—Art

ers.

sance

Italy,

Airs. J. A. King.
Vocal Solo—Selection from II Trovatore
Airs. Evelyn White.

Paper—Tapestries,

Aliss Alargarct Elwell.
Grieg
Piano Duet,
Airs. Dr. Way and Aliss Harding.
Aliss AIoGregor pdayed brilliantly and

King, who prefaced
p:aper by saying that although she
with Juliet when she said to
agreed
Romeo, “What’s in a Name.’’ yet she
did prefer the original title to her paper, Art of Social Life in Renaissance
was

followod by Alls.

her

which was published
scholarly and interesting address followed, dealing with
social life, customs and manners of the

Italy,
in

tha

to

the

nanurta

one

A

most

life of Italy during that period—not statbut life, not castles but dwellings,
not Madonnas but women.
ues

‘Europe is come to her majority
And enters on tho vast inheritance
Won from the tombs of mighty ancestors;
Tho seeds, the gems, the gold, tlib silent

harps

That lay, deep buried with the memories
Of old renown,”
from the Spanish Gypsy by
was quoted

George Elliot.
Florence, said Mrs. King, was foremost
tho establishment, of seats of learning. while such names as Savauarola and
the Medici appeared in art and literature.
It was the ago of splendid ceremonies.
Many of the artists kept open shops where
products of their own skill could be
nought. No labor was too minute.
Miss Kiug spoke of the private life of
with
the people beginning
Taptism,
the same then as
which was much
sent to school and
now. Children were
at this time there were from tjOOl) to 10,000
scholars.
Young girls were excluded
The custom of tho marfrom sooiety.
riage dowry was established, tho poor
in

girls dowry being supplied by a charity
founded for the purpose by the Florentine

women, who wore noted for their chariTho dowry was extensive. 20 dozen
ty.
carried to the
of each piece of linen,
groom’s house in large chests, beautifully
ornamented aud painted. The Florentine
housewife
was thrifty and eiennly, and
1_...1..3

-Vinnlr1-nnnin..i

into
private life. Moving clay was the
first of November. Servants were much
he same as now, satisfactory and unHospitality was free and
satisfactory.
easy, wine and chestnuts being always
Artists and scholars were often
offered.

entertained.
Woman was of little importance and
not mentioned in affairs of state. There
a
was
great deal of dress although
Dante speaks of the sobriety of manners
and dress.
Learning and art increased in the loth
Greek was the popular study
century.
and woman took an important part in
the study, occupying the position of pro-

fessor,

etc.

Mrs. King’s addressTabounded in quotations from
George Elliot's beautiful
Romola.
Mrs. White was then heard in a beautifully rendered selectiou from II Trova-

still
New York, November 9.—Fog
hangs over New York and Its harbor, in- tore.
Mrs. Margaret 'Elwell was introduced,
terfering with travel and increasing the
and the audience listened with rapt attrains and
risk of accidents to
ferry tention to an
interesting pap e u Tapesboats. A great bank of white vapor ex- trie.
Miss Elwell spoke of tho first taptends over a vast area, reaching from the istries, representing the great display and
couchthe doings of the middle ages. Gliairs,
southern part of Maine far down
es, etc., were covered with these cloths,
toward
Florida
and
west
coast
to
the
representing public ceremonies, fields of
Allegheny Mountains.
battle, victories and hunts, besides scenes
warriors
Ashore in the Fog,
from the lives of kings, poets,
and artists. Tapestries were known beAsbury Park, N. J., November 9 —The fore this in Central Asia, and in Egpyt
British steamer Irrawaddy of the Trim) id
Christian era.
8000
years before the
Steamship Line, stranded about 2.30 this Homer speaks of 1’cnelope weaving tapesafternoon off this place.
The boat camo
tries.
ashore at tiio foot of Third avenue and
were
also wovon in China
loomed up like a mammoth skeleton in 2 Tapestries and in Ciiina were beautifuland Japan,
the hazy atmosphere that prevailed. Tho
of silk. Tho weavers were arin command
steamer is
of Captain ly wrought
tists and each piece was a picture. Tho
Francis Byr and is bcund from Grenada,
of weaving was described and
South America, to New York. She has a process
the famous historical
tapestries were
oargo of 2,000 tons of asphalt, 500 tons of mentioned.
Those that have been precocoa and other
tropical produce con- served are still very beautiful, though
signed to George Christall & Co., New some are grotesque, with red horses and
York. The surfmen of the
life saving
warriors’ faces, of all colors. In the lotn
crew at Doal Beach went to her aid,
but
tho
Flemish
tapestries were
Captain Byr refused assistance.
Tugs century
brought to Paris, and the famous Gobeare uow at the wreck, trying to
her
get
lin tapestries were woven. In the time
It is believed she will be moved at
off.
of Louis
XIV., these tapestries were
high tide.
largely used in the palaces of France. At
tiie
present time the government of
“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight. France prides itself on tho tapestries in
its possession.
At the close of tho address Miss Elwell
of the three tapestrios which were
Brooklyn, N. Y., November 9.—The In- spoko
of the
front
in
organ. The largest,
ternational Board of the Women’s and called -'The
Wreath,” is a figure piece
uiuuu
s
*-,urisu»n
ruling
Associations,
of Gobelin, and was imported by Sloane
holding its thirteen biennial conference nf New Vnrk. honing it would be bought
here, went into session this morning in for tho Vanderbilt wedding. It was
the Memorial Hall of tho Y. M. C. A. valued at *500, and was loaned to the
building. Mrs. O. R. Springer of St
Union by Hooper, Son tic Leighton, whore
Louis, Mo., the presidout, presided The the tapestries are for sale.
afternoon was spent in pleasure
trips
Miss King thanked the ladies for the
about the city.
mom.
Tonight the Brooklyn pleasure
they had given the
Association gave a reception to the dele- bors of the Union, and the exercises endduet
a
by
fascinating
gates.
Grieg,
ed with
played bv Mrs. Ur. Way and Miss Harding
tho audience.
who
delighted
Frolic”
at
“Midnight
City Hall
Tho tapestries wero carefully examined
Prices 15—25—35—50 and admired,
Monday evening.
and the afternoon
was
cents.
not only an artistic success, but one of
ever given by the
tho most enjoyable
FIRE AT
Union.
GREENE.
Women’s

Christian Association.

“Midnight Frolic,” (Jity Hall, tonight.
Maine Central Station Totally Destroyed

Saturday Night.

How’s This!

News reached the city Saturday night
that the Maine Central station at Greene
was totally destroyed
by Are late that
afternoon. A TIMES reporter telephoned
to tho train dispatcher’s office in this city
to learn
at a late hour Saturday night,
full particulars, but was informed that
nothing furthor could bo loarnod as the

telegraph line
then at work

^“Midnight

was

men
open, and
tho trouble.

wore

repairing
trolie.”

Lillian

Monday Evening, City Hall,
50 cents.

Kennedy.
15, 25, 35,

We offer On** Hundred Dollar* Reward
that eannot bo
Catarrh
for any case of
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cur**.
E. J. CHENEY & CO., Prop*?., Toledo, O.
the undersigned, have known E. .1.
We
beOlienet for the last fifteen yeari* and
lieve him perfectly honorable in .411
busiand financially able to
ness transactions
tiieir
carry out any obligations iund<fr oy
firm.
WEST Sc T11AUX, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, U.
WADDING, K1NNAN A MARVIN, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s C ttarrb Cure ;s taken internally,
ac'lng direc ly upon the blcoft and mucous
Surfaces of the system. Price 75c per bottle,
told by nil druggists
Testimonials free.

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.

MISCELLANEOUS.

u
The sootal relations,
1200 largo garments besides many small- life.
8®Vi,,vib.
ones.
The society also clothes poor tightened and fixed by the sanaemetn
on
d
children for the Suday school. It has a Kings wear crowns and sit
because surroundings do teach. *ou
Chestnut Street Methodists Continue small invested fund.
cu
to
trues,
the
LaF.
Porttaud,
Mrs.
E. Lovell represented
beautify
plant
BeoaU9e it 18 cuu*
dies’ Circle, which was first organized vate parks; and why?
Their Celebration.
On October 2, ceivod that shapely streets and
to secure the parsonage.
nc
1875, the society was founded as tho La- trees will work moral beauty into
In four years $2495 A niau toils and economizes for yearfv
Aid Society.
*
Anniverearies of Organizations and Socie- dies’
resulted from the society’s work. Be- order that he may build a home.
80Unas
tell him as the hammer
ties—Sermon by Rev. E. H. Hughes and tween 1887 and 1891 the last payment was may
Since 1819, within the rising building that walls
tho parsonage.
r
I>r. Wliitaker—Rove Feast Closes the made on
$1232 has been raised, and $9060 are the not make a home. He knows that.
Celebration.
that ciroumstanoes help,
net earnings of the society since its or- ho knows, too,
Home.
and that it is easier to sing
The centennial exoroises- of Chestnut ganization.
ceiling
Mr. Luce said that with tho record dis- Sweet Home,” beneath a comely
street Methodist ohurch, were continued closed, the church had reason to bo proud and before a spaikling’flre.
f
not
And the principle is to be used,
Saturday evening, which was particular- of its hundred years.
»“*•
with hymn No.768. abused, in the strictly
closed
religious
The
meeting
ly devoted to the anniversaries of orgaRight here we find the Justification for
Chestnut street church was crowded to church
nizations and societies.
building. Why do men spend the
in
200 thousand
dollars
Rev.
Israel Luce presided. The very the doors at the morning service yester- 60, 100,
Why oover the
inclement weather Jinterferred materially day for it was known that Ilev. Edwin erection of a sanctuary?
walls with mottoes?
Why assume an atwith the attendance, but the large chorus, H. Hughes of Newton Centre, Mass., the titude in
prayer? Because things help
Matt
Rev.
S. Hughes men. You have all observed how small
led by Mr. Doten, were all in their places, brilliant brother of
and assisted much in making the meet- —a former pastor—would preach the ser- the things are that may hinder worship.
Will
The sight of a dog, oat or mouse
mon in the place of his brother, detained
ing enjoyable.
dispel thoughts and turn the mind to
in
the
illness
family.
Tiie opening organ voluntary, by Dr. at homo by
frivolity. And when it comes to matters
After a beautiful organ voluntary by helpful we seek to orowd our
services
^he
Dr. C. O. Files, the fine chorus sang with beauty and suggestivenesa
same idea underlies the Salvation Army
with marked effeot the anthem “Jerusauniform, and the dignified surplioe, and
lem ! My Glorious Home;” followed by the blacn Prince Albert
pulpit suit.
class.
to a
the singing of a hymn and prayer by They all, you say, appeal
“There
are diversities of
operation but
Rev. Dr. W. R. Clark of Newton Centre,
tho same spirit.
The Scripture lesson, hymn and
Mass.
All this has a large meaning for you
after
which
Rev.
Mr. who are here today. Some of you have
collection followed,
come
from a distance to.'sing the
songs
Mr.
Hughes deliverod the sermon.
Within
in your old church home.
for
his text
Psalms again
Hughes took
these walls your spirits have often been
“How shalil we sing the
CXXrXVII, 4.
neipea. Here you nave engaged in
T
etvnnna
lntulv!!
TJir,
Lord’s Supper, using its ritual words, Its
attitudes, its responses, its emblems, its
tho mu was
brethren and
sucred communion with
CIRCUMSTANCES
AND EMOTION. sisters, with parents and children, and its
towards Christ, as gracious
The Psalm from which this
text is holy worship
who
ciroumstanoes to lead you to Him
taken contains a deep and harsh contrast. feeds aud refreshes all weary souls. And
that
It begins with tender melancholy, but so let us thank God
you have a
that here on your own
ends with fierce passion.
Its first words spiritual home;
hit. Zion, within your own
temple, at
are heavy with sorrow;
its middle words
your own altars, according to your own
warm with patriotism;
its final words rites, with precious memories of vanished
the
black with revenge.
To understand the hand* and still voioes, inspired by
oircumstances of this dear plaoe and of
sorrow is easy, to admire the patriotism
this ocntennnial time,
give
you may
natural, to approve the revenge im- gratitude to Him who lives forever in his
possible. Y3t out of this strange and in- church.
The anthem “Lord Dismiss us with'the
wo
consistent medley of feelings,
may
to every Blessing,” was then sung by the chorus,
which

CENTENNIAL

EXERCISES.

er

Sickly
#

Babies

be made to thrive and live
by finding for them a proper food,
can

easily

one

digested, quickly
composed of

and

assimilated,

that which goes to enrichen the
blood, build new flesh tissue, and
impart strength to all the principle life maintaining centres,
thus putting them in a condition
to perform their functions normally and ward off disease. But
one such food exists, it is

Bovinine
A powerful concentration of the
life giving elements of lean beef,

carefully compounded by a
special cold process, and of such
nature that it

be retained
by the most delicate stomach.
Dr. Moses T. Runnels, of 8 E.
9th St., Kansas City, writes :
“I believe the life of my daughter,
now four and a half years old was
saved by the use of Bovinine
during her dentition. I know of
nothing better in cases of exhaustion, due to irritable cona

can

—

for

fVirt

rtf

rt

yourself

milk, and

a

ffrtrt.rtrtVi

**

I

1-1r

drops in baby’s
why over 25,000

few

see

doctors commend it.

annra

THE

-LARGESTOb'

C. O. Files, was followed by the hymn
Awful Throne,’’
Jehovah’s
“Before

given by the chorus.

LINE
—

REV. ISRAEL LUCE.

TRUSSES
AND

—LOWEST—
PRICES.

CEO. C. FRYE

320 Congress Street.
75c.
75c. NEW YORK ELASTIC TRUSS.eodtf
uovl

up the memories of olden times,
and were applauded.
Mr. Luce said it was significant that
a
church had existed a hundred years,
only takenl in connection with its endeavors, its aims and its achievements.
It was proposed on this occasion to review the church life'and activities.
Mr. M. G. Palmer," who was the last
the boad of trustees who
of
survivor
erected the present church edifice, was
unuble to be
present to speak for the
board.
Mr. Wm. J. Knowlton responded for
the stewards. He could not spsak in detail ot all who had been stewards in^tho
hundred years; bat their work showed

they had been faithful.
Mr. J. B. Donnell was next introduced
speak for that distinctly Methodist
institution, the class meeting. He had
of class loader for 30
the office
filled
Mr.
Donnell recalled how the
years.

with about 450 members, and
average attendance of 125.
Mr. Duce paid a high tribute to the
work of Mr. Donnell as class leader.

classes
an

Loveitt was introduced to
“I
for the
Epworth League.
should like to hear him shout as his old
grandfather used to shout 25 years ago,”
said Mr.
Luce, as Mr. Loveitt stepped
forward. Ho said the league of the church
in June, 1887. It has
established
was
172 members of, whom 101 are active memMr.

John

speak

BrtlGHTd
LfiJ I

■

y m

4*

for

ifV

ture.

a

coat

of

nubia n

Dressing. ’Twill make them
This dressing
as pood as new.
is imported, ar.d is the best
w aterproof bright polish made.
The regular price is 25 cts. a
bottle, but as we are a little
overstocked will sell it for the
next ten days at

15 cts.
can

;»

bojljft.

other dealers
buy it.

Cheaper

o

than

PALMER SHOE 00.
__

RANDALL k MCALLISTER.
A Full Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Coals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas (Semi-Bituminous) and
Georges Creek Cumberland Coals are
unsurpassed for general steam and
forge use.
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,

English and American Canael,

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
telephone;

100-2

OFFICE:

7b Commercial & 70 Exc-hange Sts.
M.W&Ftf
aP3

heart

is with

the

still

more

efficient work in the fn-

among Chestnut street church
in foreign missions. This started
the Woman’s Foreign Missionary society in Portland. Mrs.B. John Cushman
of Pino street, was the first president.
Missionary societies for women alone
were new then, and there wore many discouragements. In 1873 the plan of separate
iu the different churohes
auxiliaries
Mrs. I. Luce was president
was adopted.
of
the Chestnut street branch. At the
close of the first year of its existence, the
auxiliary reputed 75 members. A sum
of its work shows that in various
in ary
lands the society has done much good.
I here
have
been but four presidents,
Mrs. Israel Luce, Mrs. Hannah B. Donnell, Mrs. Humphrey and Mrs. Charles
H. Baker.
The secretary, Ella C. Turner,
has
served faithfully for 15 years.
The names of the deceased members of
dm society were reaa by Mrs. Baker.
For the Woman’s Home Missionary Society, Mrs. Israel Luce responded. MrsLuce described the work which the socie.
t.y was doing among the degraded uutortunato women of this laud.
In the
last eight years more than $500,000
had
been expended in the work of the socioty.
In
October, 1880, the Chestnut street
branch was started, under the influence
of Mrs. Bashford.
Tills mission band was represented by
Miss Florence Callahan. It was organized
in April,
1889, haying for its object
the interesting of Chestnut street children in missionary work. Mrs. Whitakwas viry helpful in organizing the
er
band. Miss Ella C. Turner has since led
the band. It has been given $125, and
established scholarships in China and
India.
Of that unique society the Boreas Circle, Mrs. C. H. Baker, the president, reported. Nearly all the records of the society were burned in the fire of I860. The
1883.
society was formed in October,
About 1861 the society begun to devise
ways to lift the debt, and in a few days
Later it had co-operated
$2000.
raised
with the Ladies’ Aid in raising the debt
The circle worked
on
the parsonage.
for the soldiers in the late war, making
interest
women

with

•

Parson’s

For the Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Society, Mrs. C. H. Baker responded. It
was March 2,
1870, that Mi-b. Parker, so
long a missionary to India, started the

a s;

..

Bi)83 RS

novSdtw

Dr.

bers.

league iu sympathy; and it is preparing

I flOT

land
with
The

surroundings, and so in the midst of unsympathetic Babylon while the sacred
meters were stopped la their throats they
said to each other with sorrow--“How
shall wo sing the Lord’s song in a strange

originated with John
meeting
Wesley. Much of the energy, success and
ability ef Methodism is duo the class
system. Chestnut street church has four

—

yore.

ago.
The hymn “How Long, Dear Savior,”
was next rendered by the chorus.
Mr. Charles H. Baker read letters from
William Deering of Chicago, George L.
Kimball of Denver, and James E. Hezeltine of Portland, Oregon. These letters

class

for shortening pastry? W
best for frying things ? W
best for every cooking
pose for which lard was
merly used ? What’s
for he:
for digestion
Thousands of women ans

tho

The
circumstances were changed.
and tho city wero not iu harmony

to

aeoeooeeasseeeaeef

wore

Dr.
prayer was offered by Rev.
William McDonald, the veteran ex-pastor,
served the ohuroh about 40 years
who

called

THE

apply
gather principles
and the pastor
country and every century. One of these the Doxology followed,
speaks to us from tho question of the tort pronounoed the benediction.
and suggests the strong bearing which
the special
Sunday
At 1.30 o'clock
the
have
oircum stances
more
upon
School session was held.
There was a
emotional life. Tho sentiment of Zion’s
attendance.
The
Sunday
Tho Jewish very large
song was true in Bab>lon.
were
hearts
by the school attached to his church is probably
just as loyal
and
the
as
Jordan;
singers
by
Euphrates
the largest in the city.
But the
some as of
music

Then

—

o

The wnndeful cure by Salvation Oil of
Mr. M. S. Culp, a chronic rheumatic, 810
George. St. Baltimore Md., is a miracles

peoule’s says and spirits.
captives desired to return to worshipful
che

land?”
These words were written at a time of
ohurchly reunion and congratulation.
They recount history; sad history it is
ancient
of the
true, but the history
been
church. Tho edict of Cyrus has
of
The
Babylon’s
people weary
published.
rivers
and slow
monotonous plains
iiitfil

thniu

narrnT<

nvoa

hohnld

catoh
clieir native hills and their oars
again the music of Jordan’s stiearu. Ono
£ the first of these returned exiles now
When he left he
beholds tho old scenes.
was a youth; now ne is and old man. He
horrid
waste. He reand
beholds a groat
He
members the weariness of captivity.
takes his harp and runs unstoady hands
ever its strings and brings out the tunes
if grief but moves on to a wilder spirit
und
tmtil at last the notes are stormy
He recalls how
.i 11 ob with vengeance.
The sad
ireary Babylon made worship.
willows served to hold unused harps. The
and
mocked
round
sayHeathen gathered
ug—’“Sing Us a Zion’s Bong.” No
No
wonder that they could not singl
the
wonder that they asked each other
shall
:“HoW
we
iespairing question—
sing the Horn's song in a strange land?”
All this suggests in principle and by
way of contrast, that which_ makes this
Circumstances
rcoasion so memorable.
: Surroundings
aelp or hinder emotion.
The spirit of
lid or impede worship.
man needs the help of special places and
emotional
and
Tho hard
person
Dimes.
of
may object to your reverent thought
.his building and may ask why the one
hundredth rather than the 99tli anniversary of this body should be observod.
rlie answer wouid bo the same as that
suggested by the Isrealites’ question.
move
Things
Conditions effect souls.
Dates are inspirers of memorial
hearts.
therefore
unThis
principle
ratitudc.
lerlies the purposo of this anniversary.
For there is nothing plainer than that
surroundings influence natures. We may
•ebel at the idea that plains and rivers
influence feelings; or ou the other hand
that God has made
wo may be grateful
nroumstanoes to aid selves. But the fact
and
times push their
is fixed. Things
jower into the highest regions of our be,n£.

It is of course, possible to take extreme
Tho stroug and rugged in spirit
now should conquer any
nay insist that
condition. He will maintain that advances has come as men have freed their
miotional life from hindering surroundabove Chaldee,
ings Abraham rose
Moses above Egypt, Paul above a narrow
The missiunar es sang midJudaism.
night songs in the Fhiliippian jail, and
neither police, lash, stocks nor dungeon
Men
■ould check their sails emotion.
tiavo shoutod amid martyr fires. Why not
in
Zion’s
songs
Dhen may men sing
view leads
Babylon? And this extreme
rot only to the resistance of adverse, hut
ilso to the suirenier of helpful surroundJeruIt may soek to pull down
ngs
ittlem’s temple, and to tear away the
Years ago it banished Christmas,
•itual
It insists that
Easter and Good Friday.
lie religious spirit walk without crutches,
is always
audit
ideal;
it is an heroic
Perhaps
’oily to quarrel with an ideal.
but not until we
t will somo day be met,
the
which
rapt
ill finally enter that city
from Heaven
■eer bo held in its descent
to
had
such
grown
inhabitants
vliose

views.’

Sunday

The

school

with

connected

collection

was

Chadwick,

being
“God,

THE POWER OF GOD.
The text was taken from 1 Sam.» 7:12.
“Hitherto hath the Lord helped us.”
All our secular and
spiritual blessings
are the
unmerited gift of God. They are
manifested in our private and public lives
and demand our
gratitude and praise.
in
This gratitude should bo expressed
public and private. Therefore as individuals and as a church we should say
“Hitherto hath the Lord helped us.”
Mr. Whittaker then referred to the
origin of the Chestnut street church and
the origin of Methodism as illustrated by
the history of the
past one hundred years.
He then spoke of the present condition
of Methodism as a factor in the world s
evangelization. It has adherents numbering twenty millions, of whom four
millions are members, and adds to its

membership one-quarter

of

a

:ensers,

in the world that

aggregates one

million

nuraDer oi students

in

uur

ucuuin.op-

iied

words!

But the fact that it Is hard to slug the
Lord’s songs in Babylon and easy to sing
hem in Jerusalem suggests a principle
We put
which we should and du use.
places,
supply
nun to study in great
We bindsmooth
and
ink
pens.
raotable
We use maps,
joolcs in tasty covers.
■harts and dovices of study. We sond our
an
■hildren to colleaf? in a town having
BeWhy?
ntellecutal atmosphere.
muse

circumstamjes influence the mental

V

I
j
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A grocer who offers you any other
a colored package than Red. when you*
bask for the Genuine Aunt Jemima isg
5 trying to deceive you, and if he deceives S
8 you in this matter he may in your ac- 8*
f counts. Remember the Red package.
0
Beware of counterfeits.
HERE'S OUR GUARANTEE.

package of Genuine Aunt Jemima’s SelfRising Pancake Flour, and if you do not find it
makes the best cakes you ever ate, return the
Buy

pW

a

empty box to your grocer, leave your name, and
the grocer will refund the money and charge
it to us,

Scientifically Prepared and
Manufactured only by

jij
j

|B.J. DAVIS MIllCJMt^JosapMiy

It has reached the foremost rank in I he
foreign missionary work of our age. Her
contributions
aggregated last

for.that'end,

year more than one million dollars. The
strength of Methodism lies in its knowable religion.
God garners his treasures
So the
not to hoard, but to use them.
man who is consciously renewed in the
of
the secret
Divine
This is

imaga

Doe preached in Portland.
There was a charming break made in
stream of testimonials when two
the
little girls rose and repeated a verse from
a

psalm.

Kev. Dr. Randal] made a pathetic little
speech, giving the testimony of his faithful and devoted wife, t.“a most patient
sufferer,” ho said, and his voice trem-

illustrated by bled with emotion.
civilization,
There were scores and even hundreds of
Arohimides, Galieo, the Brotherhood of
Man, the oause of temperance and the testimonials given, for many were at
Methodist Episcopal .times on their feet at once. Mr. Parsons
activities of the
modern

church. God’s presence is seen in all the
realms of nature and grace as an infinitely wise, omnipotent and omnipresent being. The Soriptures teach that His care
Him is illustrate! by
His
His care of the Heavenly powers.
created
things.
presence is seen in all
Son
The human search for the infinite
of those who trust

he had never seen such a love feast
bofore,and the group of earnest ministers

and

more

than

of in-

a

~

Mass.

Again in the afternoon another imcongiegation was assembled. After

mense

the organ voluntary by

Mr.

Walter

S.

pills

book

25b

go

your

druggist’s

by it.
Annual sale*

mora

than

6,000,000 boxes.

These HESTERS are all
wear

fine, durable, reliable and

can

be depended upon

well and give “good satisfaction.”

Ulsters, fast color, sizes 7 to 15, only <$5.00.
Ulsters, ages 8 to 15, only $5.00.
Plain Dark Ulsters, ages 8 to 15, only $3.50.
Lots of All Wool, Dark Mixed Ulsters, made to sell at 10 and 12,
and 8.00,
years, offered at $5.00. 6.50
Blue Chinchilla
Blue Melton

sizes 6 to 14

“KING OF FRIEZE” HESTERS in Black and Oxford Mixtures, All
Past Colors, Great Wearers, $8.00.
Earge Boys’ Hlsters and Long Overcoats, $3.50, 5.00, 6.50, 8.00
and 10 OO. Many of these Ulsters were made to retail at $12.00 and 15.00, and at
an unwe have marked them,
the EXTRAORDINARY LOW PRICE which

Wool,

precedented

LARGE SALE MUST RESULT

said

the

platform

showed their full endorsement of his words. There were testimonies given
by young and old. By
men
and women, who spoke
venerable
on

fullness and richness of a Chris
the
tian experience of 50, or in some instanand by the new converts
ces of 70 years,
young soldiers of the cross who had hardly ranged thomselves under the banner
of Christ. It was a solemn and impressive scene, a fit dose tojthe great celebration.

far your
you want a GOOD ULSTER
of
one
these,
Bay this season, buy
and now.

I fB

Hr

or

THEY ABE GREAT BARGAINS IN ULSTERS.

Strictly One Price.
All Goods

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.

WESTBROOK

Phelan of

the

Methodist

church, began last evening a series of
Sunday evening lectures to young people.
talk was
The subject of his
“Thy

Speech.

Standard Clothing Co.,
2oo Middle St., Portland, Me.

Rev. G. E. Taylor of Crete, Neb., sup-

plied

the

Congregational pulpit yesterday.

the
Kings’
evening,
Wednesday
Daughters of the Congregational ohuroh
mill

ninnt.

TOlfll

Mre

fl

A

Represented.

mail and express orders solicited and promptly attended to.

3 Mr. C. L. Hezelton of Millis, Mass., Fis
visiting his wife, who has been stopping
at tlie home of her
fathor, ex-Mayor
Webb, the past few months.
Rev. C. C.

as

Rfiflll

_^_

novG

/if

Brackett street.
council
A special meeting of the city
will be held this evening to take aotion
submitted by
on the report that will be
the committee of investigation in regard

WHITER COREY CO.
There

is

a

Great

demand

for

OUR
-ATA-s-A

A_Znf&fctFr—-A

total, $40.90.
Parish
needs,
Vestrv fund,
79.96;
$78.31; total, *158.27; grand total, $199.17.
the
classes under
Tho educational
auspices of the Young Women’3 Christian
_

Association will meet

at

their

rooms

during eaoh week as follows:
Monday—7-8 p. in., stenography and

typewriting.

Tuesday—3-4 p.m., Normal Bible olass.
Wednesday—7-8 p. in., Paul’s Life and
8-9 p. m., Workers’
Work.
Training
Class.
8-9 p.
Gorman.
Thursday—3-4 p. m.,
m., French.
Saturday—7.3i *i. 30 p. m.. Missionary
study class.

And

to state with the CAR LOAD which has
shall be able to supply our many anxious waiting

we are

just arrived,
patrons.

we

pleased

This Handsome Set is made from selected oak, highly polished. has a bevel mirror 24x30, and the cabinet work is equal to
4
we furnish
“I rejoice that I ever came into this
any $50 set in the market. With this set at $30,
MethoTable
and
devout
”
and a handsome quartered top
happy working, bright
“Midnight Frolio, City Hall, tonight. solid Oak Chairs, 1 Rocker,
dist family,
said Rev. P. C. Rogers.
line
is
running fr<tm the $14.00 Ash
Set
Our
Chamber
extensive,
An “Ultimatum” for China.
Dr. Clark
spoke of his 74 years and
the solid Mahogany at $250.
thanked Cod that he has yet to experiLondon, November 9.—A despatch trom to
bitterness of the disinchant- Shanghai says that letters received from
ence the
Call and see them before you place your order.
missionaries in the northwest of
ment of life. His present experience com- English
the
China confirm the statement that

Smith, rthe churoh quartette, composed of
Misses Tarboi, Rice, Messrs. Will Stookbridge and Harmon sang the anthem, ‘‘O
The reWorship the Lord,” by Waston.
pared to that of his past is the richness
followed,
and
singing
of the noonday compared with the melreading
sponsive
after which Rev. Dr. Win. McDonald of low splendor of the summer sunset.
The
Somerville, Mass., offered prayer.
while the
Por a pain in the side or chest there is
Scripture lesson followed and
nothing so good as a piece of flannel
Pain
Chamberlain’s
dampened with
for consti- Balm and bound on over the seat of pain.
Beecham’s
relief
Get the It affords prompt and permanent
io* and
and if used in time will often prevent a
and cold from resulting in pneumonia. This
at

pation

PRICES.

LOW

QQ
P \

Four years after clergymen on the platform seen at the
with prayer and song.
to the sanitary condition of the Bridge
services, the one black head, Street sohool building.
its organization, what is known as the previous
great revival spread throughout the city that of Rev. Edwin H. Hughes, only
Mr. Horace Wilson of Waterville, was
church and serving to remind those present that the
and the membership of the
tho guest of Messrs. John Allen and
as
well
served
is
still
increased.
church
by young
Sunday school was largely
Alonzo Wibby of this oity, over Sunday.
Dr. Parsons led
In 1823 a new sohool was "formed from as venerable ministers.
S. U. Warren & Co., are
repairing
the membership of Chestnut street on the the meeting, and‘“Amerioa” was sung their dam at the upper falls in this city.
led
and
and
ohoir
street
the
Pleasant
by
Park
and
of
congregation
the
noar
future
the
corner
In
by
company intends
held in the new edifice until 1835, when Mr.M. T. Doten. Rev. F. C. Rogers led putting in a new stone dam.
Rev. W. H. Lannin of
Somerville,
the church was sold and the larger part in prayer.
Mass., gave a lecture at Odd Fellows’
Dr. Parsons spoke of the changed con- hall Saturday evening before a small but
of that went back to Chestnut street.
uudic-nce.
Subject,
In 1844, S. R. Leavitt formed a school ditions of the age. He could remember a appreciative
“Patriotic Americans.” The speaker was
in the .ward room on Brackett street, campmeeting when the presiding elder
introduced by Mr. Mahlon Black.
which resulted in the organization of called at the close of a love feast for volMr. Elijah Durell lias been appointed
unteers to drive the roughs from the a member of the Board of Health to fill
Pine street ohuroh.
the vacancy caused by the death of the
In 1849 he also organized another sohool ground.
late H. T. Clark.
Dr. Parsons spoke of the power of a
on Munjoy Hill which was the beginning
a
The Universalist socioty is to hold
of what is now known as Congress street name. That of Robert T. Lincoln opened fair and sale In Odd Fellows’ hall
beHe ginning
to him one of the English castles.
Wednesday and continuing
church.
of
the week.
Another school was started in 18G6, in spoke of the power of the name of Jesus. throughout the remainder
Tiie Deering Dramatio company assisted
Bov. I. Luce spoke of the ministry and
the ward room on Franklin street under
the
enterfurnish
will
local
talent,
by
James S. Staples, which was really the regretted that he “Is now able to do but tainment Wednesday evening.
Mr. H. Poroy Walker has received an
beginning of what is now known as the little for Christ.
as inspector at the Portland
“Fie oalls it but little, but others know appointment
Gospel Temperance Mission, Rev. S. F.
Mr. Walker is a young
Custom House.
have
Persons
Parsons.
gone how much it is,” said Dr.
Pearson as its pastor.
man of much ability and his appointment
Dr. MoDonald spoke of his 55 is well received here.
out from this school and have organized
Rev,
Following is tho report of tho weekly
re- years in
tho minisry. His lirst charge
schools elsewhere that have for their
at the
Congregational church
sults the ohurches of Peaks Island, South was down on the coast and the people offerings
Received
for tho quarter just ended:
Island
of
the
were very poor.
Portland, Cliebeague Island, Long
By permission
through envelopes, $150.84; Received in
The contributions
and Harpswell.
town, the parsonage was located in an loose change, *48.3a
Foreign
assigned as follows:
The school has had on its rolls more old and deserted graveyard. There was were
of
Board
Woman
*10.41;
Missions,
scholars.
fifteen
thousand
and
his
a
under
than
study window,
Maine
grave
Missionary
$3.33;
Missions,
It has had twenty-seven
superinten- ancient tombstones in the front yard.
*0.30; American Missionary
sooietv,
Education
American
has
contributed several
and
dents,
‘‘Happy, if with my latest breath” was sooiety, $1.08;
*3.78;
Cougregational S. S. and
thousand dollars to the oause of foreign sung, and thon out in the audience a socioty,
Publishing society, $1.26; Congregational
and domestic missions.
brother said, “The old fire still burns.” Church Building society,
*2.26; Maine
it
is
than
It was never more prosperous
Rev, E. H. Hughes spoko of his ten Charitable society. $3.19; Maine General
Burts’ Mission, 55 cents;
He would not Hospital, *5.14;
now with between seven and eight hun- years of Christian life.
It has

&
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We have nearly 500 of these indispensable WINTER
P
Q BOV'S 6 to IS years of age, that we offer at unusual
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memorizing

scholars

Ulsters.
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OF

Boys'

to
denomination
said his grandfather was
more loyally supports and heroically1 deMr. Dunn
fends the American publio school system. oonvertod by the first sermon Rev. Jesse
tional schools and yet

in nature and human history fails, until
Methodist
Chestnut
Episoopal
He has reHe reveals himself to man.
church was organized in April, 1883, and
rein
them
Himself
consciously
vealed
Methodist school
was probably the first
deemed. To this Methodism testifies from
in Maine and the first in Portland except
It has brought
its experimental faith.
that of the Second Parish Congregational
closest touch with
into
the
its
members
the
David Kibbourne was then
church.
the world’s rodeemor. It leads t,o tireless
pastor, and it began with seven teaohers
in- efforts to save men,send it into the field[of
which soon
and but few soholars
economio and moral reforms,
Its first superintendent sociological,
creased to fifty.
invinoiblo
evangelizing
teachers makes it an
The
B. Cahoon.
was James
Methodism, with the other
were Andrew Bradbury, Isreal Foster, power.
builds or rededicates
Phineas Milliken, M. Jackson, Mary and evangolical churohes,
ten churohes each day, organizes more
Hannah
and
Ames
Jane
Twombly.
than fifty Sunday schools each week leads
Among its first scholars were Eda Ayers,
Christ, and
and SO.000 souls each month .to
Washington Bassett, Thomas K.
with
over inThe ia moving forward, and
Elizabeth Dodge and Mary Rice.
to fill the world. Looking
creasing
power
widow
of
the
is
still
named
last
living
of Christian success
The plaoe of meeting was back over all avenues
John Yeaton.
in every element of its
the
in a small room behind
singers and reoognizing
the divine help we say, “Hithergallery where it continued seven years, progressthe Lord
to hath
helped us.”
on
Cumberland
the
to
thence
chapel
Stalnor's
At the close of the sermon
constreet now numbered 264 where i(
“I Am Alpha,” was sung by
new Anthem,
tinued seven years, thence to the
the quartette, followed by the Doxology
vestry built under the old Chestnut street
and benediction.
one
it
remained
whero
church
twenty
THE LOVE FEAST.
vestry
years thence to the commodious
The churoh was simply packed, gallerunder the new Chestnut street ohuroh.
the ies and all, at the evening service. There
Its first teaching consisted only of
of Scripture,
interspersed was the same striking group of venerable

dred

<

great staffs
8 of life WHEAT, CORN and RICE.b

members.
It has the largest number of 00
students in Sunday schools, wherein each P
year 200,000 are converted, has tho largest

Street

scatters

All this is not meant to make light
ug.
i'or
it forms sacred to any devout soul.
me ! The contention is that
je that from
taust
ho
suuctijUOh mere circumstances
by the spirit or else make the
Russia
•eJigious life an acting force.
,nd Ecquador. Italy aud Turkey, aie not
to
a oermonial
tributes
is nations high
■eligion. It is my conyotion that we, as
Methodist Kpiscopaliaus and Protestants,
will move more and more toward formal
But may God give us no
jbservances.
emples so graBd and no rituals so ample
hat He himself shall be lost in the midst
jf flaming architecture and of flowing

Flour.

A combination of the

1

million

—-•—

cnee-bending, breast-crossing, boad-pray-

)

the

sixty ohaugo the ministry of the Methodist
teachers.
graded system
Episoopal churoh for the Proiidency.
A lady spoke of her 40 years of life
struction, a large library and is prepared
*-T.
\faflirvl1ch in ini afop
to begin the work of the second century
Dr. Whittaker told of his visit to the
of the church, under whose auspices it is
organized more efficiently than it has church where John Wesley preached, and
iod and so “had no temple.”
which
But there is another extreme
[luring the years_of its existence for the of his later assisting Rev. Hugh Price
things
juts too much stress upon mere
century past.
Hughes in the mission work.
use new moons and
md times aud would
O. H. Baker spoke of his continued and
At the close of a historical sketch, short
lacriflces until God should come to hate
W. R.
This is the
spirit of for- nririrnHsnH were made by Rev.
living faith.
hem both.
nalisra. It surrounds the altar with n Clark. D. D., of Cambridge, Mass., and
Rev. Dr. Randall reviewed impressiveit burns
candles,
swings
■ed cord;
Rev. N. T. Whitaker, D. D,, of Lynn, ly his 68 years in the_ministry.
It insists
odors.
on
—■

I Pancake
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A BIG SALE
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largest P
persons each year.
Q
denominational Young Poeplo’s Society l*
It 1ms

HONEyT”3000!!

“I’SE IN TOWN,

j

LNEOPS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

taken the offertory
to whom we look
Rev.
up blindly,” was
Sttng by the choir.
Dr. Whittaker of
the
Lynn, then delivered
sermon on

by

treatment is a suro cure for lame
baok.
For sale by Landers & Babbidge,
Portland, and C. B. Woodman, Westsame

brook.

Ulingerie in that portion of China who
recently revolted were nearly all provided

with Russians riiies.
The leader of the rebellious Dungans
imperial
has sent an ultimatum to the
government announcing his intention to
advance upon Pekin unless he receives a
The rebels are 60.000
favorable reply.
strong, and have entirely overcome the
forces.
Many
large towns and
imperial
hundreds of villages have been pillaged,
and tire fields are strewn with the dead
bodies of men, women and children. The
a
very
Shanghai Mercury says that
serious mutinv of Chinese soldiers has
and
taken plaoe at Kiu Kiang, a city
treaty port in the northern part of the
Si.
province of Kiang
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Daily (in advance) $6 per year: $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodt'ords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
Bo cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
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first
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Three lnserweek, 75 cents per week after.
l ions or less, $1.00 per square.
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<
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rates.
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free

es

ing towards the Republican column for
years, and it is by no moans improbable that both these statos would
have
given a Republican majority if
somo

there had been no silver issue and no Gorwhich is
Last year Teunossoe,
man,
farther South than Kentucky, gave the
a
candidate
majority,
Republican
though he was subsequently counted out.

Missouri also showed that the majority
of the voters preferred
Republican congressmen to Democratic, and in North
Oarolina there was a Democratic defeat,
though not a distinctive Republican
victory. The fact is the Solid South is
broken, and henceforth, in the border
states at least,
livintr

TQfimoa

people

the

will divide on
to the

anrl Drive their votes

party whose policy they approve. Negro
has ceased to scare anydenomination
body, the people have turned their backs
on the past and are looking to the future.

their votes.

"PRESS.

THE
MONDAY,

speaks ironically

elections
as
a
remarkable
vindication of those “friends” of the
administration and opponents of the Wilson

that the
“recent chastisement” will De
fully remembered by the delegates to the
next national convention. Ho is right
undoubtedly They will remember it.
But they will not agree in their view of
its causes. While some of them will aooept Morton’s view that it is a rebuke to
the senatorial cabal,others will be just as
certain, that it was the result of disgust
with the Cleveland administration, and

an

Comparing the election of this year with
that of two years ago whioh was of the
44-

„_~

nnnnow

that

*

lv

«

T)orwi

vote has increased 55,000, while
Democratic has decreased 17,000.

the

can

Unquestionably

the

using any weapons
their toDgues.

o’
York

Judge Rufus H. Peokham of New

as
Justice Jackson’s successor would be
But the
one eminently fit to be made.
natural thing for Cleveland to do would
be to reappoint Hornblower or Wheeler
H.
Peckham, whom Senator Hill de-

dangerous

more

Paper

Nominate Bushnell Edi-

torially.
The Cleveland World, a prominent Re
publican paper of Ohio, publishes the fol-

lowing :

feated.

Springfield, November 6.—The SpringThe Albany Journal has a despatch field Daily
Gazette, JBushnell’a official
from Washington which contains a story organ, has created something of a senation among prominent Republicans here
to the effect that some of the new Reby editorially booming tfte Governor for
The Gazette seems
publican members of the House are go- the next President.
to
attribute the magnificent Republiing to make a show of opposition to Mr.
in Ohio entirely to Gen.
can
victory
Reed’s eleotion to the Speakership,
not
Bushnell and points out his overwhelmwith any idea of defeating him, for this
ing majority as putting him directly in
canuot
but
in
know
the
line
for the nomination
and making
they
do,
they
a
trim
formidable candidate. The edihope that their demonstration may ensure
torial is regarded as peculiarly significant,
It is safe
them better committee places.
following so closely on the heels of Gen.
to say that if any new members are plan- Bushnell’s suocess a nd in view of Mcas
that
such
and
with
Kinley’s open candidacy.
campaign
ning any
alleged, they

the

purpose
Mr. Reed.

do

not know

Lord Dunraven when on this side of
the water proved himself a faint-hearted
sportsman who could not stand the prospect of defeat. Since he got on the other
side of the water he has, to quote the
language of Mr. Iselin, which seems to be
justified, shown himself to be “a liar
and a blackguard.” Had Lord Dunraven
believed the charges he now makes he
would have made them on this side of
the water whore he could be called upon
for the proof. He is making them now

undoubtedly to try and reinstate himself
in the good opinion of his countrymen,
many of whom were quite as severe upon
him for backing out of the
the Americans.

races

as

were

It is difficult to see how anyone can disany special encouragement for Gov.

cern

at

S, Osgood Gives

Atlanta—Biblical

an

nn« nro ill

very

i

non fi

to

near

brought him

Ohio

Mr.
out

nannr

xxrMnV.

Bushnell,

has

overwhelming
of

preferences

majority, and that the
the Republicans of that

state in the matter of candidates

“MARY E.

are

not

very strong.
Portland is to lose a stupendous treat.
Alvin D. Sweetsir announces that the
Jackson day celebration is not to be—
that is: unless the money neoessary to de-

“ANNA B.
“LILLIAN

a source

of

inspiration

and delight
small degree.

to the

“unterrified” in no
That
postmaster of Now Orleans, who was so
Sweetsir’s undeeply touched by Mr.
selfish devotion to tho memory of Andrew, and who sent him his photograph,

will be especially pained.

sale at
nov9d2t

on

favorable

on

on Time Deposits.
Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations. Banks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank.

STEPHEN R. SMALL Presldm.

I

i We eat

are

IQ CENT5!

for

CONSOL. 4 s,

One of Our

Begin

Sales

Big-Mark-Down

41

OF

DUE 1912.

P LAVENDER|
“The Clock in the Tower Strikes 12,”
‘•Jolly Old Owls.”
“Please Put That Down.”
“Poverty’s Tears libb and Flow.”
“Get Up Jack, John Sit Down.”
Tickets. 75, 50, 25 cents.
office.

Now

od

sale

■—

City Hall Theatre,
MANAGEMENT E. C. MITCHELL.

Wednesday,

ilov.

115,

THE EMINENT ACTOR,

100 FINE HORSES.
The prices realized at their previous
sale were extremely low; nevertheless,
as the Company have no possible use
for these horses, having changed their
r.,ad to electricity they have determined to sacrifice them.
They will
therefore be sold to the highest bidder
on the above mentioned date at stables

These horses weigh from 1000 to
1300 pounds each, and among them
are many fine workers and driveis,
suitable for most any line of business,
teaming, hack, grocery, lumbering,
etc. Among these will be many of the
finest horses which the Company own,
handsome and stylish animals.
Ihis sale will offer a splendid opportunity to any party in need of
horses. No postponement on account

DUNCAN,

Exchange Street.
<ltt

tory paper.

ea.sli

Terms

or

SUPPORTED BY

Florence

CLOTHING,
be

Business

$50,000

In Hia famous Dramatic, Scenic and Electric
Production of

FAUST
EVERY
EVERY
EVERY

SCENE
COVIUMK
PROPERTY

The Great Boston Sue ess,

Half fare from principal
M. C. R. It. to those attend-

stations on
ing sale.
For further particulars inquire of
EBWARO A. NEWMAN, General Manager of the Portland Railroad Company, or of

F. 0. BAfLY & GO., Auctioneers.

First Mortgage Cold 5 Per
Cent Bonds of the

OF

MR. MORRISON

as
MASTER YOR1CK.
Secure seats this morning at Stockbridge’s.

GRAND

BAND
—

SI.15
Boy’s Suits, ages 4 to 15 years,will be offered at.
Boys’$10, $12 and $15 Ulsters will go at. $5.00 and $6.50
Boys’ 50 and 75 cent Fauntleroy Blouses will go at J. 25 and;40 cents
of the year so that people
our nice make of Clothing and
not have to wait until the first of the year.

mr

a

worth of

WEEKS—during

clothing.

which time we

expect

to

BAILEY &

CO.,

BY

THE

—

CITY

Association,

AT-

HALL,

Tuesday Evening,

12,

Nov.

’95.

MUSIC BY AMERICAN CADET BAND.

nov6

(t 1 w

Salesroom AG Exchange Street,
C. W. ALLEN

Jtf

Street.

d2w

MLLE. DE JQUBERT-LA
French

LOGE.

Course Tickets new on Sale.
dDt*

nov4

Teacher.

FINANCIAL.

can

DRAINAGE,

REMEMBER, SATURDAY, AT 8 A. M. SHARP,

i
And
continuing for TWO

O.

F. O. KIALEV.
arl4

CHICAGO

Men’s working pants will go at.$1.00 and $1.50
season

Exchange

and

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

—

BANKERS,
novl

CONCERT

Rowing

Cumberland

12 th. at 2.30 p. m.
we shall sell the one and a half story wooden
house, No. 43 Merrill St. Has seven finished
rooms. Sebago water, good plumbing. &c.
Lot
about 2000 square teet. Terms Cash.

nov7dtd

MASON & MERRILL,
93

—

Tuesday, November

KENNEBUNK, MAINE,
F,
And Other Investment Securities

These are broken sizes left this season of our $10, $12, $15
anil $18 grade Suits, and at $5-00 PER SUIT THERE WILE
BE A SCRAMBLE.

We offer these Bargains at this
provide themselves with

Real Estate at Auction.
On

FOR SAI.E BY

TWIST
ill rli if

Thursday Evening, Nov. 14,

snt.isfae-

BY F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

MOUSAM WATER COMPANY,

sub-

—

WHITE WHITTLESEY,

S-A-L-Ia

Suits

sizes,

Roberts

AND

—

nov7(ltd

move

Thorough instruction given in the French
language and literature. Pupils taught to eon
fluently and accurately in the pure
Parisian French. Reception hours between 2
and 4 p. m. daily, 457 Cumberland street.
verse

oct25

Interest

women

d2w

MRS. ABNER W.

$10,000 5 Per Cent. Bonds,

Watch the papers for notice of other bargains.

Elocution and
Physical Culture.

Payable Jauuary and
July 1.

Private Pupils Solicited.
[gy-Send for circular.

ThdCO fmnils

oca

iaai.nH

Vt.r tha

Classes

begin

Nov. 1.

EXCHANGED FOR

—

MIKE CENTRAL Consol. 4s.
Nov. 15, 1895.

Until

-BY THE-

SJonitarv I'll*.

of Chicago, a municipal corporation regularly organized under a general act of the
legislature of the State of Illinois, in pursuance
of a popular vote of the electors within its
limits, "which include practically the entire
City of Chicago, and the greater part of the
adjoining populous towns of Cicero and Lyons.

nov8dft

—

eodlm

trict

backward to
the same

Farmington 6s.

Leeds and

129 Free Street.

Address,

octl2

looking

LOWELL,

Teacher of

Due July 1, 1901.

PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY.
dtf

novll

INVESTMENTS.

FOR SALE BY-

H=0

for breakfast,

j

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms Iff
but are treated for other diseases. The syrup- \\i
toms are—indigestion, with a variable ap- [(I
II petite; foul tongne; offensive breath; hard yf
II and full belly, with occasional gripings and /A
the navel ; heat and itching sensa- 11/
Xf pains about
Vi tion in the rectum and about the anus; eyes lift
I heavy and dull; itching of the nose; short, dry fit
V, cough; grinding of the teeth; starting during
[If.
and often in children, con- )JJ
Hi sleep; slow fever;
ill vulsions. The best worm remedy made is /f

n(
Jl\
III

ItDIIC’C pin

Ip?

«

<

4

(l|
f\

It has been in use 44 yrs. is purely vegetable,
harmless and effectual. Where no worms are
present it acts as a Tonic and corrects the con- (J
dition of the mucous membrane of the stomach and bowels. A positive cure for Oonstipa- (il
tion and Biliousness, and ai-■—“
valuable remedy in all the
VI common complaints of chil))} dren. 35c, at all Druggists.
Dll. J.F.TRUEdfcCO.,
Auburn, Me.
IV
For Tape worms we have
'II a special treatment. Write
for Pamphlet.

Dr. Swan’s Nerve
Jand Blood Tonic

<

\

[U

<
i

|\

•//

1

Sj}
raL

\

«s!j
0

‘WONDERS OE THE TROPICS.” |fa
Try the WEST INDIES and “top at the

HOTEL,

BAKBADOS.
For Circulars address (leo. S. Pomeroy. Box
1384. New York, or G. B. Boring. of Borin#,
ihort & Harmon, Portland.
novSeodlm*

1

5

\J

MARINTE

best and strongest guarantee ever offered ?

*

Swan.
is prepared at our laboratory under the
personal supervision of Dr. John
It tones ana
It has peculiar curative powers possessed
by no other
regulates the digestive organs, vitalizes the blood, restores the nervous system
well.
to a proper performance of their
functions, and makes people strong andwhich
It is
prescribed by eminent physicians for heart diseases, for
will
who
it is practically a specific. Free medical advice is offered all sufferers

preparation.

Scates Medical Co.,

\1 DR. SWAN'S UMVE
jj

tion.

Westbrook, Me.

I DR. SWAN'S TEA PILLS for

headache
form.

in every

«

4’s.

Fund

DUE JULY 1, 1905.
This Company is earning NET about
three times its interest charges.
The bond is virtually the promise of the
City of Auburn as it is signed by the
Water Commissioners and the City of
Auburn owns the Water Works plant.

A

pahu

WOODBURY

&MOULTON,

octll

Exchange

Order
SeptT

Slate at

Chandler's Musia

sind

eodtt

J
I
>- Executive
I Committee,
J
eoJtt

oc21

GRATEFUL-COMFORTiNG

FULL PARTICULARS ON APPLICATION.

SPENCER TRASK
27

&

29 PINE

Corner State
octlO

ts

dtf

Store 431

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
CHAS. S. FOBES, Prest..
W. F. Mil.I.lKEN. V.Brest.,
JAMES E. MCDOWELL,
JAMES E.'HKWEY,
EKANCIS FESSENDEN,
CHAS. E. MAKSTON. Sec’y,

Bond 193S.

Sts.

H. E. MILLS,
Piano Tuner.
Congress Street

BO\I>S

KniwSc

PAUL EASTERN GRAND
TRUNK R’Y. 1st Mort. « per
cent Gold Bond 1913.
BURLINGTON, CEDAR RAPIDS & NOR. Consld. 1st & Collateral Trust 5 per cent Gold
Bond 1934.
IOWA CENTRAL RAILWAY.
First Mortgage 5 per cent Gold

Bj&KTKBXIS.
Cor. middle and

CO..

53 Exchange Slreet,

ST.

& CO.,

STREET,

& James, Albnny, N. Y.
eodtf

*

\

■

J|^

iipp

NEW YORK.

^

regularly

<

<

I

Works Go.

Sinking

mnrnveiiieiil

BANKING

NORTHERN

1933.

FIRST MORTGAGE

jg Gold

\

<

(A
(|J
V(
P)

j|

iDr. Swan’s Nerve and Blood Tonic you
cashed for W
[get a bank check that can be
the purchase price at any bank. We rely
are not IQP
wholly on your honesty. If you
cured by this remedy, cash the check!
You are sure of your money back if the
medicine fails to benefit. Isn’t that the

ST. LOUIS. ALTON & TERRE
HAUTE It. It. 1st Itlort. Jk Terminal 5 per ccut. Gold Bonds
1914.
NEW YORK, LACKAWANNA &
WESTERN R’Y. Terminal &
1

AUBURN, ME.,

W

<

;

(fl

SWAN & BARRETT,

| Water

With Every
Bottle of

1

worm

A/

!

COMPANY,

Mr. Harrigan’s Most SuccessPlay in Three Acts, entitled

ful

Nov. 13th, at
On WEDNESDAY,
10 a. in, we shall sell absolutely without reserve

of weather.

octl9

WORMS

about.
Pills
Hood’s
but
silent
are

AND HIS OWN

Presenting

at box
OF

ST. JOHN STREET,
NEAR UNION STATION.

If it don't cure you, cash the check.

brought

SALES

on

—

tury

|harrigan|
ALL THE OLD AND ORIGINAL SONGS
By DAVIB BKAIIA11.

HORSES.

men ana

There is no discomfort
no disturbance of business or pleasure, no Ios
but
°* gl®ePi after taking
Certain
lillil Hood’s Pills. Theyassist
digestion, so that natural, healthy habit is

Mass. 25c. Sold
by all druggists.

Seats

Prices—15, 25, 35. 50c.
Stock bridge’s Music Store.

Portland Horse Railroad Go.

Interest allowed

20th Cen-

Wlldl*

Lowell,

Cnrrent Accounts received

We

STRUESelixir

3o.,

1C

_|EOWABB |

terms.

Century

“Now Jersey.”
At the time appointed Mrs. Osgood
fare a preliminary talk on parliamenary
inw, and briefly
desoribed the
nethod of organizing a meeting, of makng motions, of incidenal and subsidiary
notions, etc. Her remarks were concise
ind witty and held the close attention of
ill.
Then the meeting was given over into
die hands oi the Indies present and was
organized and conducted by them. It
lecame a most hilarious
body at once and

[ect. Prepared
by C. I. Hood &

■

—

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.

We 19th

“New Hampshire.
“FLORENCE HOWE HALL.

nevertheless certain in their ef-

OF

Calcium Lights and Electrical Effects
Carried Especially for these Productions.

ACUTION

SUKPLUS

AND

On Saturday, Nov. 9, CEO. F.

ing lay in
plain living,

siastic

feature (especially for Mr. Sweetsir), and
while they have not succeeded ia landing him in the mayoralty, they have been

CAPITA!,

Knew that
the secret of
high think-

fray Its expenses is subscribed by enthuDemocrats.
The money is not
likely to be forthcoming. The Democracy
is in rather too dejected a state, just at
to be lifted
to the point of
present,
•‘chipping in” even by the magic shades
of the late sainted Andrew. Mr. Sweetsir’s celebrations have been
quite a

Respectfully

Clubs. The

MUMFORD,
“Pennsylvania,
HOWE, Iowa.
C. STREETER,

COMPANY

A

Produced with ail Special Scenery.

1824.

Incorporated

Our Puritan
A"cestors

One of the spiciest and in many ways
one of the most helpful sessions of the
meetings of the General Federation of
Woman’s Clubs was that devoted to the
parliamentary drill Saturday morning.
was
This drill
conducted by Mrs.
Etta H. Osgood, of Portland, Me’., who
has had great success in training classes
of women in parliamentary law.
To carry out; the meeting, which was
designed to he a bit of serious work, an
objeotjlesson in this line, a meeting was
regularly called, organized and eouduct3d, led by the ladies present.
The call for the meeting was as follows:
“Notice—All persons interested injoor
•ect dress are invited to meet at the asiembly room, woman’s building, Piednont park, Atlanta, Ga., U. S. A., at

already

as a candidate for tiie
Presidential nomination. What the Ohio
figures demonstrate is that any good Republican can carry that state by an

call.

the Atlanta Exposition by Mrs. Etta H.
Osgood of this city, as part of the proceedings of the convention of the Gen-

ctorJs

BY

FIRST-CLASS ARTISTS.

195 Middla St F. a Box 1108. SECOND CRAND AUCTION SALE

for

The Atlanta Constitution of November
4 tells the story of the parliamentary drill
conducted in the Woman’s Building of

land World which appears elsewhere that

SUPPORTED

E. LOTHROP, Lessee and Manager.
-&Monday & Tuesday, Niglds,
G.

Nov. i 1 tit A 4‘JtJa.

LILLIAN KENNEDY

PORTLAND, MAINE,

on

response to the
mitted. etc.”

McKinley’s candidacy in the result in
Ohio.
Bushneli, the governor-elect, belongs to the Foraker wing of the party,
and he received a majority in the neighborhood of 140,000. Gov. McKinley’s majority two years ago was 80,000. or 60,000
less than Mr.
Bushnell's.
If the Ohio
1 1n n’mlnnlr a
in
^jihirHav
^nromhoc
election is a boom for anybody Bush!, 1895, to consider the advisability of
nell is the logical benofleiary.
Indeed
an
International Dress Reform
orming
it will be seen by a despatch to the Cleve- Association.

MISS

_dtt

Casco National Bank

offered 250 nice All Wool
In which will
sia,
Australia, New’ Zealand, Egypt,
in regular JTIcn’s and Young Men s
England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, Portugal, Spain, Denmark, Gormanv, Bel33 So 44, at the LOW price of
gium, Holland, Italy, Greece, Norway,
Switzerland.
Brazil, Mexico,
Sweden,
Chili and Cape Colony, making 2,500, a
grand total of 5,325 delegates. The committee considers this a very encouraging

Bloomers.

eral Federation of Women’s
Constitution says:

SOUBRETTE,

TXZ3!

Object Lesson

Authority

Portland Theatre,

Monday, Nov. Ilth.

WMLEtiSj

1Iyl7

delegates^,

PARLIAMENTARY LAW.
Mrs. E.

H. M. PAYSON ft CO,

haviner a bee in it. and moved that a
to tako Mrs.
committee be appointed
Yardley apart” and remove the bee.
Another droll thing was the report of
the committee on credentials, read by
the ohairman, Miss Mary B. Temple,
of Tonnossee, which was as follows:
“Madame President—We, your committee, beg leave to report tort there are
present representatives from twenty-seven
countries and forty-five states. We have
examined the credential! of all the delegates and have found them correct. We
find that every state of the union has sent
from its state federation five delegates,
making 425 delegates from the United
The
States.
Japanese and Chinese
branches of the General Federation of
Women’s Clubs have each sent 200 delegates, as they are particularly interested
in the question of dress reform.
We also
have from each of the following countries
Rus100
India,
namely:

man

CURRENT COMMENT.
An Ohio

-fob sale by-

-Ft A

ICITY HALL,

STERLING

City of Springfield, Ohio, 5’s.
City of Ashland, Wisconsin, 6's.
Boiough of Braddock, Patina., 41-2's and 5’s.
Portland Water Company, 4's and 5's,
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway Stock,
Dividends guaranteed by Maine Central Railroad.

OF

straight.
The secretary,
Mrs.
Merrill, amid
shouts of laughter, opined that the lady’s
bonnet was not straight, owing to ner
was

casion. As a precautionary measure, a
large number of policemen should be stationed in the hall to repress the feelings
of the brethren and prevent them from

appointment

Town of Dexter, Mains, 6's.
Town of Pittsfield, Ma ne. 4’s.
City of Zanesviile, Ohio, 4 1-2's.

PIECE

Mrs. Henrotin, of Chicago, quoted the
Breeches Bible as authority for the
of the
bloomer fcosturoe
day." Mrs
Cheney thought men might be invited to
come into the movement,'and iacer in a
very witty little speech advocated more
strongly their coming as they seemed to
have conquered the question of pookets
and they might help women to have
pockets which could be located, could be
found, could he filled and emptied.
Miss Nobells, of New Orleans; Mrs.
Yadley, Mrs. Milligton, of Cliatanooga;
Mrs. Berryhill and Mrs. Boland, of Illinois, all spoke wittily and the motion
to insert the word “woman” being carried the movement was left open for men
to share in also.
Mr. Yardley made quite a sensation by
his speech on this point, pleading that
men should not be shut out from such
inestimable benefits.
Then in rapid succession came motions
to postpone
indefinitely, to amend, to
comimt, to postpone till next week, for
the previous question, to table, to adjourn, to suspend the rules, to withdraw
the motion, to read papers together with
objections to a consideration of the question, appeals from decisions of the chair,
questions of privileges, etc. Those, some
sixteen in number, were all kept straight,
considered and.’disposed of in due order
and what lookedElike a terrible parliamentary tangle was all unsnarled at the
end.
The climax of the fun was reached perYardley. rising to a
haps when Mrs.
question of privilege, asked if her bonnet

of

recent

both factions will not be at all backward
investigating committee
in letting their opinions be known. A
makes a searching inquiry into the govdeal of dirty Demoo ratio linen
ernment of Baltimore, it will find cor- great
will bo washed in the next national o init
has
For
been
years
enough.
ruption
vention.
The usual objection to this sort
dominated by a gang scarcoly less disthat it will hurt the
of performance,
and
it
has
had
reputable than Tammany,
party, will make no impression, for every
more complete dominion even, than the
delegate will feel that it is already
New York organization.
several
wounded beyond recovery for
Examination of the election figures years at least, and that a little more inbe of no consequence.
The
of New York state shows conclusively jury will
national convention
that the Republican tide is still rising next, Democratic
undoubtedly be an interesting ocwhile the Democratic is still ebbing. will
No doubt if

I

11.

NOVEMBER

INVESTMENTS

garb?

Morton

AMUSEMENTS.
_

-agreatbig

au-

AMUSEMENTS.

financial,

-OF-

bill, Senators Hill and Murphy of
barged at regular rates.
Smith of New Jersey and
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square New York,
Brice of Ohio, and expresses the opinion
for first insertion, and fifty cents per square for
each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
rcriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

MISCELLANEOUS.

husbands and brothers object to
the stout and the thin woman dressing
in bloomers, why should not we who
have fat or lean husbands and brothers
object to their wearing a dress so unbecomingly accentuating their defect of
grace as their present unacommodating

party whose success they
believe to promise the best government
and the best conditions for the welfare
and prosperity of the people, will get

Secretary

made, quite convulsing theu

|

as our

Henceforth the

the

were

dien ce with laughter.
Mrs. Mumforci, at first sigue of the call
for the meeting, cabled the meeting to
order and Mrs. Etta H. Osgood was'made
the chairman of the temporary "organization. She thanked the ladies for the
“unexpected honor,” as sbe took the
chair.
Mrs. EstelJe M. H. Morrill was
then made secretary and at the suggestion of Mrs. McCann, of California, a
committee on credentials was appointed.
Mrs. Yardley,of New Jersey, made the
motion that the society be formed, and
the motion was fairly launched for discussion.
Mrs. Florence Howe Hall made a very
funny speech, in which she expressed the
hope that the troublesome hooks and voluminous sleeves now martyring women
might be reformed.
Mrs.
Cora Stuart Wheeler, of Boston,
aroused a storm of witty suggestions
when 6he arose to object to the further
dissoussion of iuternational dress reform
tor woman alone,unless the exclusion of
the male sex was distinctly stated in the
question before the house. If woman’s
dress was to be reformed and a universal

Southern States have been drift-

border

MISCELLANEOUS.

the fun waxed fast and furious, frequently interspersed with solid information
from the leader, so
that much was
learued in and through the fun. Every
one entered into the
spirit of the occasion
and the wittiest little impromptu speech-

silver in Kentucky
and opposition to Gorman in Maryland
were factors in the Republican triumph
in those states.
Yet it is much to be
doubted if they had so much to do with
the result' as is generally supposed. The

Undoubtedly

Cj

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S
SCHOOL OF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING.
Also, Headquarters for Shorthand Work

Typewriting.
ENTENNIAL BLOCK,

BREAKFAST-SUPPER.
“By a thorough knowledge of tin* natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition. and by a careful application of the tine propmk\s of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Kpps has provided
for our breakfast and supper a delicately flavoured
beverage which may save us many heavy doctors’
bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of

diet that a constitution may he gradually built up
until stroug enough to resist evet* tendency to disHundreds of subtle maladies an* floating
around us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
We. may escape many a fatal shaft by keeppoint.
ing ourselves well fortified with pur<- blood and ft
properly nourished frame.”—Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk
Sold
only In halt-pound tins. b> Grocers, labelled thus:
ease.

JAMES EPPS & CO., Ltd.,

93

EXCHANGE ST
o.edft

Hotnoejpatilic

Chemists,

and

janl

CQGQA

EPPS’S

I.omlon,
octl

England,

tu.sat&w.Gm

One

a

Narrow

llscape—Unusual-

ly Bold Performance.

particulars

The

of

a

sensati onal case of

highway robbery have just leaked out. It
occurred early Wednesday evening in one
of the most thickly populated portions of
the city. An elderly lady, living at the
home of Mr. Charles S. Olia-e, at
No 11
Carleton street, was the victim.
It was
about nine o’clock in the evening, and
she was returning to the house. As she
started to go up the steps of the houso a
young man who had been
walking behind her, ran quickly up and snatohed
her hand bag.
She made such resistance
as she could, but he wrested it from
her

forcibly.
She at once raised an outcry, and Mr.
Chase came out of the house and started
in pursuit.

Black,
by,

Mr.’.Tames

policeman, who lives

the exalso re-

near

sponded.
Both men started in pursuit; but they
could not overtake the robber.
They
only succeeded in finding the hand
satchel in the yard of the Butler school.
A purso conaining $15. which was in
the hand satohel, was gone. The man
was described as wearing a light overcoat
and tan shoes.
Last Wednesday evening between 8 and
9 o’clock, Mrs. Frank Crocker and her
aunt, Mrs. Scagell, were returning from
call

a

Leering street to their home

on

state

street,

xney

ouserveu

on
iwu

mat

New York Sun says: “Old Lavender” is one of Ed. Harrigan earlier
and clumsier works, much of it the crudest sort of what is nowadays called melodrama, but it contains several scenes of
that are in the
life along the wharves
author’s best kind of graphic depiction,
and one of the portraitures is properly
regarded as the most artistic in his galThe character of the
lery of likenesses.
who

has

better days,
whoso shabby gentility is in its last tatters, and whose oracular sontiments sink
into the sogginess of habitual inebriety,
bummer

seen

men

matter

well up on her arm, and the thief was
unable to readily secure it. Recovering
from the momentary surprise she began
to scream.
By this time Mrs. Crocker
had taken in the situation and turning

that
which
all the rest

was

applauded

Monday Evening, City Hall,

more

watch and other

valuable

a

large demand for seats at

Stoekbridgo’s

for Louis Morrison’s pro-

is

Hall,
there
a_

a

‘The

Limn

ennri

\fn

The pretty and favorite soubrette

AT nm! onn irt

the character of Mephisto to once
ogam
enjoy the impersonation, but their praises of the actor have gone forth to those
who have not yet seen the impersonation,

safe to say it will be very largely attended. Among those who will assist at the
concert are Max O’Kunze, double bass so-

Grand Trunk

Change of Time.

Grand Trunk will change to its
winter time table on November 17. There
will be two through trains to Montreal
The

this winter instead of one, as formerly.
The day express will leave at 7.55 a. in.,
and the regular mail train at 1.30 p. m.
from Montreal will arrive here
Trains
at 12.15 p. m. (mail) and 5.30 p. m.

series of entertainments.
ewski has fairly succeeded in again
ing the tremendous enthusiasm with
whioh his performances were
received
It must be borne in mind
that only a couple of weeks remain before
the famous pianist will appear here and
tickots should be seoured now.
season.

Notes.
The

Rossini

rliviciiTTic

art

club, is divided
oneh mamhnr will

into four
Ha HaaWI

month. Mrs. White of New York,
the soprano of Congress Square church,
became a guest of the club for the winter.
The Katherine Rober Company closed
their engagement Saturday night, and
the theatre was crowded to repletion.
Tho little actress has a warm corner in
the hearts of theatre-goers here.
At the Haydn
ooncert
to be given
at Kotzsclimar
hall, November 25th the
aoloias will be Miss JIda Tarbox, Miss
Henrietta Rice, Mrs. True, Mrs. Bibber,
Mr. Frank Pierce and Mr. Herbert Barnard.

once a

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.
Little Women.

The annual meeting o£ the Little Womwas held at Mrs. Greenhalge’s, Neal
and the following officers were
street,
en

elected:
President—Miss Martha Snow.
First Vice President—Miss Grace Far-

irngtou.
Lillian Kennedy.
“Midnight Frolio.
Monday Kevning, City Hall, 15, 25, 35,

"

60 cents.
Charged

With

Yesterday afternoon a com plaint was
made
by Mr. Nickerson, who gave his
as 26 Free street, that a man
residence
who
gave his name as Charles H. Wilboarding at the
liams, who has been
house,had stolen $6 from him ana a gold
watch valued at $50, from his son, David
L Nickerson. Mr. Nickerson said he had
every reason to believe that the said Wil'
liams left town Saturday night, but that
he might have pawned the watch at somu
place in town. He also said Mr. Deering,
teacher
in Shaw’s Business College,
claimed that he had lost $15, which he
believed Williams had taken. Mr.Niokerson said he had learned that Williams had
been sentenced in the Muncipal court last

a

in

May

a

larceny

“Midnight Frolic.’’ Lillian Kennedy.
Monday Evening, City Hall, 15, 25, 35,
cents,

Larceny,

Many.

F. W. Parkhurst, the Boston publisher,
says that if anyone who is afflicted with
rheumatism in any form,
will send their address to

or neuralgia,
him, at Box

Mass., he will direct them
to a perfect cure.
Ue has nothing to
sell or give; only tells
you how he was
Hundreds have tested it with
cured.
1501, Boston,

briday, November 22, afternoon and

eve-
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You know her!
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a
you know how popular she is
“tip topper.” The Cigar that is named
after her is way up too ; as good as the
Your dealer is anxious
name it bears.
Ask him for it.
to show it to you.

Well

—

—

If

She’s

a

M. Foster & Co.,
Manufacturers, New York.

Jolm W. Perkins & Co.,

Distributing Agents,

Portland.

beauty!
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j
>

j

j
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challs,

Lace

i

five-inch

of

45c.

at

a

15c

wholesale

Seal
quality,

electric

Sutherland.
u Oldtown, Oct. 30. John R. Campbell and
j fiss Mary A. Gibbons.
In Orono, Oct. 29,
Henry Haymaker and
j 'liilomen Johnson.
In Penobscot, Oct. 29, Uriah Bowden and
1 liss Ella F. Leach.
In Gardiner, Oct. 31, John P.Cregan and Mrs.
S adie E. la Cross.
In Ellsworth Falls, Oct. 26, George O. Tread-ell of Ellsworth and Mrs. Lizzie L. Ford of
1 [ancock.
In Tremout, Oct. 26. Charles E. McLene and
j liss Ella M. Young.

fnes

Capes,

Hiram

and

Gardiner, Miss Lillian Cole, aged
years.
Bangor, Oct. 28. Eda Goding, aged. 25 yrs.
In Bowdoinliam, George Curtis, aged 87 years
In Belfast, Oct. 28, Nellie M. Cainmett, form0I iy of Waldo, aged 27 years.
In Fryeburg, Oct. 31, Mrs. Diana Hamlin
S: inds, aged 47 years._
In West

edge,

edge,

cadies

1

very fine
Cloth

quality,

capes

in

For 33.00.

25.00

Kersey, isoucie,

Cheviot

iseaver, plain

and

We shall make a Special Sale of Children’s and Misses’ Keefers and Gretche ns
Indies’ Reefers and Coats in an extensive line of now styles of material and cut.
;
iVe shall make it an object for you in Price at this Monday’s sale.
Clearance Sale of Washable Dress Fabrics, Linens and Cottons.

Your choice from the ioilowYour choice from the followj ng MONDAY for|4 l-2c yard.
ing MONDAY for 6 l-2c yard :
White Ground Prints.
Chocolate Ground Prints.
Indigo Blue Prints.
Apron Check Ginghams.
Light Outing Flannels.
Dark Outing Flannels.
36 inch Unbleached Cotton.
All Linen Unbleached Crash.

The Best Prim,
designs.
The Best 36 inch Unbleached Cotton.
in the latest

36 inch

good
Bleached Cotton.
Cardinal Outing with black figures. *

A

White Domet Flannel.

Check Towels.

Sateens,
quality.

Turkish Towels.

Special

Choice from the above 4 l-2c

in

tor

medium

Monday

colors,

6 I-2c

12

50

Visiting Cards,

yard.

t:::._*

0 cents.

UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Knitted

One lot of
sorted

volumes, linen bound, in
very convenient size.
Price $4.98.

from

Engraved,

and Plate for 98c.

at

Xovelty
One

Goods, about 50 patterns, closed
Monday they will go on sale.

Dress

Lot, Value $10.00; Monday 8.00
Monday 10.00
Monday 13.50
Lot, Value $20.00; Monday 15.00

a

One Lot, Value $J2.00;
One Lot, Value $15.00;

a

One

a

a

ont from a

me-

weight natural
wool Shirts and Drawers,

large

large importer

in

in our Black

merino
Shetland
sold

sizes.

which will be

the X. John Little Store.

plain

nlattArc

l'nrli

t a

to-day.

One barrel of

pressed

and

Creams

glass Sugar
at

18c, worth 35c.
One lot of

Sets

(cup,
at

plate)

Children’s
and

saucer

set.

a

25c

only terms at these
Monday Sales are cash
and no exchanges.
The

portiere

& CO.

MOORE

OWEN,

price

regular

to-day,

at 8c

of fine

$6.00.
One

lot

glasses

at

of

weather
worth

12c,

25c.
.TV.WT.T.TiV

(Men's)

triple silver
and Pepper
ioc, regular

One lot of
Salt

plated

Shakers

price

at

25c.

One

engraved
Shopping List

celluloid
and

of

lot

Memorandum Tab-

One lot of
7c.
commonwealth
linen
lets,

at

Letter

at

form,

in

Paper,

tablet
marked

19c,

down from 30c.

Perfumes,

fancy corrugated bottles, at 19c,‘been 29c.
of

One lot

Jelly,

Petroleum

at 8c.

One lot of

white

45c a
Soap,
dozen, regular price 60c.
Toilet

CO UNTER,

One lot of men’s
i*
illicu

UUWll

sizes

Socks,

tans

mixed,
everywhere at

at

only,

turn

/~»11_

11

uuu

V^UJlclia,

Hundreds of Clocks.
than all the other
combined. We can
you any kind of a

(More
stores
show

Clock

you wish.
Hundreds of Alarm Clocks

j

£

£
£
£
£

£

0 95c to $3.00, an warrant* f
8 day, half hpur, strike
£ ed,
Cathedral
Co»£, black
<
enamel case Clotiks, $3.50
t
to $11.50.

(J

£

£

£

£

[

(I

£

j

Onyx
$12.00 $33.50.

American

Clocks.

I *
<

French Onyx Clock, $20.00

One lot of black

Gloves,

mere

all

sizes,

at

J|

8 day strike kitehen Clocks

?

*

only $3.00.
Every Clock Warranted.

£

I*

|

J,

!j

$35.00,

0

Clock

Repairing

I*

In

j|

specialty.

all

£

branches

its

a

i|

£

£

|

£
£

McKEYNEY,
Tlie Jeweler,
monument

1
£

squareJ

women’s,

down from 25c.

Equopoise

Waists,

18c,

for

twelve
at

39c,
years
age,
marked down from 60c.
UNDERWEAR COUNTER (Muslin.)

One lot of

Robes, assorted
fine

Night
styles,

RUBBERS!
Ladies, for this week we are offering
bargains in fine Kid
Hutton and Lace Boots. Our *1.50

phenomenal
Boot

is

SKIRTS

Undershirts,

OWEN, MOORE & CO OWEN,

MOORE

60

Rib-

cents.

McCarthy,

245 Middle St.
395 Fore St.

novlleod3t

COUNTER.

Jersey

winner for

h. p.

at

One lot of
bed

a

will give you a fine Ooze Kid
Theo Tie suitable for house wear.
This shoe is worth double.
Gents see our $5.00 Enamel Lace
Shoe we are selling for *4.00 a pair,
Give us a call for Bargains.
We

98c to-day,
marked down from $1.50.

quality,

I

boots !
SHOES!

Children’s

..—

i

^

SJOTICB.

ladies’
& CO.

|

to

cash,

19c, marked

|

,

GLOVES COUNTER.

of

sels, stylish handle, at
$1.29, marked down from
$1.75-

STORE,

v

children four to

One lot of twilled
union silk rain Umbrellas,
with silk cases and tas-

l *

CLOCK |

apiece.

at 3c

and

25c.

J

!

ONLY

at

HABER DA SHER V

1

*

J,

TOILET GOODS COUNTER.

One lot ot

\J

£
I*

STA TIONER Y CO UNTER.

One lot of

English

\

GnTTKTWR.

CORSETS COUNTER.

UMBRELLAS COUNTER.

Goods,

size,

$i,

Curtains, plain colors,
red, blue and olive, full
length and width, fringed
top and bottom, at $3.88

dium

extra

MANSON G. LARRABEE, 516 Congress Street.
Formerly

of

69c, marked down from
In the lot are some
$1.

pattern.
pattern.
pattern
pattern.

Monday you will find some Special Bargains
your advantage if you think of buying.

velour

heavy

to

19c

lot

HOSIER Y CO UN TER.

S’ew York.

$1.

At same counter, one
lot of merino Vests and

a

marked

GREAT BARGAIN.

pairs

Seventeen

Swiss

Undervests,
colors, at 62c,

One lot of

!o

silk

as-

Pantalettes,

from

in

at

In

“Midnight Frolic.” Lillian Kennedy,
[onday Evening, City Hail. 15, 25, 35,

down from 25c.

ribbed

Tam.O-Shanter

One hundred
nrVirf-p

ROOM.

DRAPERIES

marked

19c,

A broken
l-2e

yard.
20

j
i

heavy all
wool ribbed
Stockings,
for boys and girls school
lot of

UNDERWEAR COUNTER.(Men's)

The Home Encyclopaedia,
I

(Children's.

32c, been 25c and 49c.

Bleached Crash, 16 inches wide.
Unbleached Crash, 16 inches wide.
All Linen Huck Towels.
White Nainsooks.

Check Glass Linen.

1

marked down

A Good 40 inch Unbleached Cotton.

Shelf Enamel.

Col-

rolling

pompadour Collarettes,
pink, blue and cream, at

at

lot

LEATHER GOODS COUNTER.

lars, with capes, women’s,
at 12c, been 19.
One lot
of fancy colored Chiffon

wear,

one

BASEMENT.

$1.25 and $1.50.

NECKWEAR COUNTER. (Women's)

One

section,

50c,
Caps,
down from 75c.

at ioc, been 25c.

and also

i'urs.

Unbleached Cotton Flannel Remnants.
Honeycomb Towels.

to-day.

bargain.

HOSIERY COUNTER

2

|||

80c

Monkey Fur Cape, 27 inches long, seal
$1.17, marked down from
19.00
collar,
$1.50.
Wool Seal Capes, with marten collar
and edge,
30.00 HOSIERY COUNTER.
Wool Seal Capas, with marten collar and
One lot of full fash35.00
edge,
made
ioned American
Our $33 Electric Seal Cape cannot be
matched in value, 27 inches long, heavy
cotton Hosiery, women’s,
quality satin lining, and very fine quality
vjreai vaiue.
ai zic.
Fur. A great Bargain

dimmed, with and without velvet collars. Prices from 6.50 to 10.50.
Fur Boas, Fur Collars and a full line of Fur Trimmings in whitejand blac k
rhibet, white and black Coney, white Angora, Marten, Mink and all the popular
urs of this season’s style in bands and edges.
Muffs and Children’s Fur Sets in a large variety of new and most desirab le

Kicker, aged

years.

marten collar and

Seal

So. 4, Electric Seal Cape, marten collar

>

Oct. 29,

Electric.

work

Sets, four pieces

to the set, at

y—-

P

8, ; years
In Gardiner,

15.00

So. 3, Electric Seal Cape. XXX quality,
30 inches long,
21 .OO

family.

years.
In Farmington, 1st mst. Covina L. Coombs,
;ed 71 years.
In Farmington, Oct. 31, Mrs. Martha J. Colis. aged 65 years.
In F'armiDgtou, Oct. 31, Mrs. Hannah A.
-ask, aged 54 years.
In Deer Isle, Oct. 29, Dow L. Conant, aged
3! » years.
In Westport, Oct. 29, Mrs. Isabella J. Hodgdl m, aged 77 years.
In Watervilie, Oct. 30, Henry W. Barney, aged
7: I years.
In Augusta. Oct. 30, Dennis M. Berry, aged

Capes, 27 inch, fine

19.50

In Worcester. Mass., Nov. 8, Helen F.,wife
1 .James P. Obamplin.
[Funeral this Monday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
■om her late residence. No. 292 Spring -treet,
ortland. Burial at convenience of the
In this city, 9th inst, Francis, youngest child
I Francis D., and the late Kattie Meiaugh,
a red 3 years 4 months.
tills afternoon at 2 o clock at No.
Cotton street.
tills
In
city, lotb Inst, John Craven, aged 46
>' ;ars.
[Notice of funeral lierearter.I
In Limerick, Me.,Nov.8th, Mrs. Mary E., wife

Edwin llsley.
Funeral services Monday afternoon, from lier
teiresidence. Limerick, Me.
In North Bangor, 2d inst. Timothy Morrill,

Fur

So. 2 quality, 27 inch,

C
k

|

prices.

Swiss

Spachtel

One lot of
6.98 Black Coney Capes, 30 inches long,
4.98
So. 2 quality, Astrachan Cape, 30 inches
No. 2 quality, Black French Coney Capes.
11.98
long,
30 inches long,
9.00
So. 3 quality, Astrachan Cape, 30 inches
No. 3 quality, Black French Coney Capes,
15.00
long,
30 inches long, 130 inches sweep,
The above are the
manufacturers’
15.00
\strachan Capes, 30 inches long,

Hall, 15, 25, 35,

In Biddeford. 6th Inst, Adelbert McKeen of
aco and Miss Jennie Davidson of Biddeford.
In Augusta. 6th Inst, E. E. King of Orono and
n
liss Laura Andrews of Camdeu.
In Bangor, 2d inst. Wm. E. Brown of Orono
a nd Miss Evelyn Scott of Bangor.
In Bucksport. 2d Inst, Leslie Sweet of Penobs cot and Miss Georgie E. Stover of Orland.
In Ellsworth, 2d Inst. Daniel McEacharn of
l ucksport and Miss Nellie F. Gilley of Southt est Harbor.
In Auburn. Oct. 31, Geo. W. Hammond and
1 liss Bessie M. Carlisle, both of Keuuebunk.
In Mapleton. John H. Sherrard and Miss Laur Btta E. Briggs.
In Belfast. Oct. 30, Martin L. Webber and
1 liss Kate McCarty.
In Belfast, 6th inst, Eugene McDonald and
liss Lillian Treat Billings.
In Rockland. Oct. 26. Frank S. Berry of Rock] tud and Mrs. Maria J. Lnee of Augusta.
In New Vineyard, Herman E. Kingsley and
1 liss Jennie May Odell.
In Auburn. Oct. 30. Antoin J. Cowan and Miss
1 llanche G. Welch, both of Farmingtou.
In Bangor, Oct. 29. Harry I. Smithe and Miss

been 25c.

Great

from

at

Twenty or 30 pieces
short lengths mostly, of
fancy Waist Silks, also
fit for neckties, etc., to
go at 50c a yard to-day,

five

Edges,

One lot of fine

satisfied unless we can go this accepted mercantile truism one better, to
These
autdo the best values of our competitors, and to improve upon our own.
special values in Fur Capes for Monday will, we think, make evident the success
with which we have applied the above principal.

same

Scotch

of white and

marked down

wide,

Toilet

$1.75,

SILKS COUNTER.

EMBROIDERIES COUNTER.

ire never

MARRIAGES

i;

SALE.

Money’s Full Value

Your

Kennedy,

red 73 years.
In Iteaaneia, xst lost, xvxrs. juurgau, ageu
mut 70 years.
In Richmond, 2d Inst, George Curtis, aged
r years.
In Cushing, 1st inst, Mrs. Ann Moxey, aged
r years.
Ill Liberty, Oct, 31, Jonathan Hamilton, aged

D’Arville

to-day,

at

down

Shirtwaists,
fancy plaid merino cloth, at 98c to-day,
regular price, $1.50.
Also a lot of genuine

Cloths, one
ing
yard square, stamped for
embroidery, at 12c each.
Cat-

with

made of

Table

cane

and

1-2

of women’s

drill-

cream

12

trimming,

In

gain.

gold

1-2C

from

$2.50.

skein. Great bar-

faggot-

day, regular price

Muslin

*

j» ;;

FUR CAPE

GIGANTIC

’[Funeral

-———

f Camille

Congress St.

yard,

replacing

Frolic.” Lillian

Yarn,

enamel

Ribbons, black and
colors, at 29c a yard to-

Esprit

cement pipe with
i ron pipe, would strongly advise—hat I
1 mderstand from the Mayor is to be done
-that the blow-off pipe of the boilers be

“Midnight

Germantown

lot

silk

inches

DEATHS.
Historical Society.
Meetings of the society for the reading
of papers and for discussions, will be held
at their library, Baxter
Hall, in Portland,

ted, at 12
worth 25 c.

Nainmarked

Bonnets,

moss

qual.

at 10c a

white

Cape

50c,

An odd lot of fine

and

at 9 1.2c,

marked

One

Three hundred yards
of cream white Point de

“Midnight Frolio,” City Hall, tonight.
Maine

borders,

hemstitched and

LACES COUNTER.

success.

nlng._

case.

516

now

in
“not” was omitted
that
\ he statement that I was satisSed
“was in
1 he school house
good eonI not only oonour in the recom( lition.
nendations of the Board of Health, but

1

This Will Interest

STORE,

WHITE

ome.'mistake a

j londay Evening, City
j 0 cents.

69c, regular prices
65c and 98c,

striped

15c.
One lot of colored silk

46c and

36c,

One lot of

sample

fancy

edges,

Publishing Company

and

i n addition to

down

three

NEEDLEWORK COUNTER.

embroidered

Swiss

ent,

One line

ntirely disconnected from the system of
s oil and drain pipes within the building,
ks such connection is condemned
by all
Pader- s anitary reports.
CHARLES F. LIBBY.
creat-

class

last

all News-stands

on

The Curtis

he committee on Publio Buildings
he Board of Health, as to the sanitary
:ondition of the Butler school, published
n your issue of Saturday, I am credited
vith opinions on that matter
exactly
< ipposite to those I
expressed to Mayor
3axter, and I therefore infer that by

to at the music
store, should exchange them
pieces, but contained nothing of great for reserved seats at once.
done
in
a
few
value. All this was
The Stockbrldge Course.
moments and then the man ran down the
There will be a great sale of Paderweski
would
carry
street, as fast as his legs
and Stookbridge course tickets at Stockhim.
bridge’s today and the opportunity should
“Midnight Frolic.” L’llian Kennedy. he gladly seized by all who enjoy a first-

Monday Evening, City Hall, 15, 25, 35,

ioc.

1

torn

69 cents.

10 Cents

ro the Editor of the Press:
In the report of the conference between

i

sooks,

astra-

Trimming,

ity

25c.

One lot of

YARNS COUNTER.

Handkerchiefs, all differ-

Butler School,

suddenly tried to snatoh the satchel from loist, member of the Boston Symphony
her hands.
violinorchestra; Mr. C. Frank Porter,
exclaimed
the cellist of
“No
don’t,”
you
Boston; Mr. R. B. Hall, cora
as
she
took
firmer
courageous woman,
netist of Portland; Mr. James A. Bain,
hold of her satchel.
accompanist of Portland, and Given’s
The man persevered in trying to take orchestra'Club of Portland. The sale of
the satohel away from her,
breathing seats will begin in Chandler’s imusio
excite- store
bard during the struggle from
today at 9 o’clock, and all persons
ment, giviDg vent to short grunts or holding tickets sold them by pupils and
soon

de-

reading.

Three hundred

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.

<

careful

for

to-day, regular price

checked

One lot of black
at

16c

INFANTS’ OUTFITS COUNTER.

DRESS TRIMMINGS COUNTER.

chan

and misses’ sizes, at

marked

19c,
down from 25c.

HANDKERCHIEFS COUNTER.

LADIES’ HOME JOURNAL

The Boston & Maine railroad will run
k special citizens’
excursion to Boston
ind return next Thursday at a low rate
Tickets will be sold
or the round trip.
;o go Nov. 14 and return not later than
November 15 at $3.00. This will give all

Given’s Concert.

money.

RIBBONS COUNTER.

Fair,

assorted

at

sup-

Excursions to Boston.

chance to visit the Mechanics
n session, at little cost.
|

Scissors,

widths,

before for less than

an

k

you who
for chances to

Fifty pieces of pure
linen Crash Towelling,
at 7c a yard, never sold

“Midnight Frolio,” City Hall, tonight.

produced.

which she carried in front of her, holding it with both hands. A short, middleaged man came up behind her and

was

by

genuine

sizes,

LINENS COUNTER.

How far a churcn should go on social
lines and the best methods. A practical article in the November

itrongest and most expensive attractions
ihat will appear here this season, the
oricos will be popular, viz. 15, 25, 35, 50
:ents.
On salo at Stockbridges’
Music
Store.

annals like the Hamlet of a
dramatic
Booth, the Sparticus of a McCulloch, the
Rip of a Jefferson. Mr. Morrison will
be supported by those fine actors Miss

The approaobing recital by the pupils
of Mr. Fred A. Given is attracting much
attention in musical
circles and it is

The satchel

Church

a

LYMAN; ABBOTT

BY MRS.

exceptional strong company
vill appear one night only,
Monday,
November 11, in City Hall, in the great
New York success “A Midnight Frolio;”
k piece never
before seen in Portland.
Notwithstanding that this is one of the

e---

will be

of

steel

to

following list
Monday Bargains

FacinatinglEIllIan Kennedy Coming.”

ported

looking

serves a

ning.

“Faust” to be seen at City
Wednesday evening. Not only is
great desire on the part of thca-

_...La

The Social Life

of

some

The

)d to bring her own lemon. There will bo
very pleasant programme ^for the eve-

formance of

benefit

save

Young Women’s Christian Assojiation have made arrangements for a
lemon social to be held at their rooms this

Louis Morrison.

There

are

The

many times.
Mr.
Harrigan will bo seen in “Old
Lavender” at Portland Theatre tonight.

wheel

brings

“Lemon” Social.

peated

articles.
One evening last week Miss Sarah Brenbewas going down Parris street,
nan,
fore 9 o’clock.
She had a hand satohel,

groans.

KVERY
Bargain

25, 35,

15,

1895.

turn of the

50 cents.

being the ballad of
homely sentiment, “Poverty’s Tears Ebb
and Flow,” which Mr. Harrigan sang
with so much feeling that it had to be rethan

Florenoe Roberts and Mr. White WhRcostumes and staging will
upon the fellows berated them soundly. tlsey. The
Becoming frightened by the excitement be fine, the electrical effect something
Thursday night “Yoriok’s
they had caused the scamps slunk away. unusual.
The
bag contained quite a.sum of Love,” Lawrence Barrett’s great play,

m

Portland, Nov, 11th,

new

lot

One

fair.

a

well,

NOTIONS COUNTER.

The weather today
is likelu to be

creation fully deserving the praise escape and set flio to anything. Mrs.
that it used to receive. There are parts Sterling was very lame yesterday from
in the piece suitable
for several well the effects of the fall.
of the Harrigan comknown members
“Midnight Frolic.” Lillian Kennedy.
pany. The songs bear their revival very
is

were following, but gave the
little thought. When near the
Milliken house on Park street one of the but who, impressed with what they have
men stepped up beside Mrs. Scagell, seiz heard, desire to do so. The story of Faust
ing her around the waist in such a man- has been sung in poetry and prose by
ner as to
pinion the right arm to the such great intellects that there are few
side, at the same time grabbing a bag who are unacquainted with the legend.
which she was carrying on her left arm. Mr. Morrison’s Mephisto therefore beoomes
Luckily the cord was stout and the bag a portraiture calculated to stand out in

young

OWEN, MOORE &CO.

Mrs. Sterling, wife
of Deputy Marshal Sterling, went down
cellar at her residence, taking with her
After fulfilling her
kerosene lamp.
a
errand she started on her return. She
stubbed her toe on the lower stair and
pitched forward striking" heavily on her
right arm just between the shoulder and
the elbow. Just as she fell Mr. Sterling
He assisthappened to enter the house.
ed his wife up stairs and ascertained that
while a terrible blow had been inflicted
Mrs. Sterling is a very heavy woman—no
In the fall the
bones had been broken.
broken and the Lamp
was
chimney
lamp
was
extinguished, so that the oil did not

The

old

Serious Fall.

Saturday evening

Krlward Hnrrigan,

Lady Loses Her Pocket Book and Two

Others Have

A

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

THIEVES.

SNATCH

Mr. Wm. Gutman retires from our firm
from this date.
LEWIS, Hi,LL & CO.
novlldlw
Portland, Nov, 9, 1893.

MISCELLANEOUS.

8l«K«I6i8il®ailSS

1 lWt

|!j?

1

I Mibb's
1 C?Dara is i
■
m

I

||g

If you have worried yourself sick, you can gain new uni
vigor by taking Dr. Hobb’s
Sparagus Kidney Pills.

j|g

gi™

A few doses will relieve.
A few boxes will care.
AH druggists, or irmiled

♦VV*
[lip

postpaid for 50c. per box.
Write for pamphlet.

fep

HOBB'S MEDICINE CO.,

tif£j

Howland

Coal M ill Cost SO

on
down
handed
tho
in
decision
SulAmerican
case
of
the
phite Pulp Co., of Boston vs. Howland
Falls Pulp Co., of Lincoln, Mo. This decision is for the defendant. Tnis case in-

Judge
Saturday

Putnam
a

yi'.-O
tSrl

Saru Francitco.

Chicago.

sl»l

The patent relates to improvements in construction ot digesters, in
which wood pulp is manufactured by
1892.

the sulphite process.
Tho attorneys m tho case have been
Alexander P.
Cnusten Browne, and
Browne, of Boston, for the plaintiif.
and J. L. S. Roberts, of Boston, and B.
D. and H. M. Verrill, of Portland for tho
defendant.
The case started in the United States
court, before Judge Putnam, and the deIt is a
cision now rendered is by him.
The
decision.
voluminous
pulp

is

the

medicine

all others for

ca-

and is worth its
in

gold.

I can

CATARRH
Opens and cleanses
KLV’S CREAM
the Nasal Passages, Allays Pain and Inflammathe Membrane
Protects
the
Sores,
tion, Heals
irom colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and
Balm
is
The
Smell.
quickly absorbed and
gives relief at once.
HARM

A particle is applied into
agreeable. Price 50 cents

each nostril and is
at Druggists or by

mail.
FLY BROTHERS, 56\Varren St.. New York

M.W&Ffnrm

33T7"'5r YOUR
CROCKERY, GLASSWARE AND LAMPS

at retail at wholesale prices.
price you pay for tli© ordinary

Fine «roods at the
elsewhere.

E. SWASEY & CO.,
Importers Crockery and Glassware,
Commercial St., ifoot of Cross street,
eod3m)

3*J3
oc

WOOD MANTELS AND TILING.
Largest

and finest stock.
est Prices.

W. A.

Low-

ALLEN,

iieuieoueet.

ruutoi

dtf

—The Price Seifs Them

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.
SUPERIOR COURT.

Saturday—Harry

The defense was that the alleged patent
involved no novelty in the Russell patent; that the same method of lining,
with the same or similar materials, bad
long previously been patented and used in
different parts of Europe and was in use

Ull

»ux

lliCUDiDUUaiiU

u^uu

tlie ground that there was no invention
by Russell. The court says in conclud
ing the decision: “On the whole we are
ol the opinion that the complainant has
failed to prove by the degree of evidence
which
wo have pointed out is required
on
its behalf that the patentee had accomplished the invention relied on in
this case prior to the knowledge which
he derived from Springer’s letter of July
The letter here referred to
30, 1S89.
of the
communicated
a
description
Wensel lining in use in Europe.

OBITUARY.
F. Champlin.

Mrs. Helen

Helen F. Champlin, wife of Mr.
P. Champlin, of the TwitchellOhamplin Company of this city and Bos-

Mrs.
James

uied

at the Bay State House, Wor-

Jriday

Mass.,

night—whither

she had gone for medical treatment—
from internal hemorrhage. Mrs. Champlin was the daughter of the late Mr. Ezra
N. Perry of this city. For some time past
she has been an invalid and was just
able to be present at the marriage of her

daughter a few weeks ago. She leaves
a
Mrs. Fred
husband, a daughter,
Small, three sons, a sister, Mrs. Hail
Davis, and a brother, Mr. Charles A.
of Boston.

now

Amos Storer.

Rubber Goods.

Amos Storer, the oldest member of the
Sons of the American Revolution in Massachusetts, died at Lowell at 1 o’clock

MARKS,

Card

Book,

-AND-

JOB

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

EXCHANGE,

©7 1-2 Exchange Sl„ Portland.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders by melt
tended la.

or

telephone promptly at
aovileodtt

27. 182G.
in Unity, Me., August
29, 1807, and died in Dexter, Me., December 19, 1881. Sho was the daughter of
Jusiah and Sarah Hopkins and a direct
descendant of Stephen Hopkins of the
born

was

Amos Storer’s grandfather
wero
ir. the Revolutionary

Mayflower.
aud

father

War.
Amos Storer had three sons in the War
of the Rebellion, Charles P. Storer, hospital steward of the loth Maine; Newman
W. Storer, captain of the 7tli Massachusetts

battery,and Amos R.Storer who

ed in

theJFirst

..

baker

blanket.

16 Years.r^
Many Hava Worn
I
Thousands of testimonials.
Sold by all dealers.
Write us tor 5/A Book.
& SONS, Philadelphia.
AYRES
WM.

26M.W&8

BEFORE JUDGE ROBINSON.

Frolic.”

Monday Evening.

Lillian

Kennedy.

City Hall, 15,

25,

35,

Picturesque Maine.

FiRST CLASS
XP

X

Jh-

1ST

O

S

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
!S

O 3RL C3r
Very Fancy
MO, 164 6-2

or

Plain

at

EXCHANGE ST.
—AT—

Mr. Edward C. Swett will deliver his
lecturo “Picturesque Maine,” at City
Hall, uuder tho auspices of Bosworth
Post

at

an

early date.

HASTINGS.’

Tho lecture has

recoivod tho
commendations
highest
from tho
Metropolitan journals. Mr.
Swett has received through the courtesy
of Mr. C. Oliver ]selin,a fine stereoptieon view of tho Defender under full sail,
with her crew of .Stato of Maiue sailors
Deer
from
his lecture.

Isle,

which he will show in

A

cough

shonldn’t be neglected when Dr.
Cough Syrup will cure it at once.

Buli’s

ISover defer

W. P.

good man with $1500 cash to
in buying out a business monojLoly and stock of goods, staple, as flour and
in cons'ant demand, cleared over $12,0u0 last
year, no debts, no credit, have fully investigated it und will put in equal amount
with partner,experience unnecessary,money
secured by free und clear real estate, references exchanged. Address C, 15G3 Washigton
alpuut

a

vital matter.

Tlnotim

or

a

days that will pay $200 per month and absolute
security for the money. No peddling; Staple
winter goods. BOX 503, Woodfords, Me, 5-1

poke root
AMD POTASSIUM

IfhIcklyash”

lakes
larveious Cures
in Blood Poison

JK

i&P
T
V.

.•do

a

.-fag
'V,
V
m?
X.

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.

fflP
'V

Eye and Ear Infirmary.

ft

The ladies of the visiting committee of
the Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary held
the library
their quarterly meeting in
room of the infirmary Saturday morning,
with a good attendance. Reports from
the
secretary and various committees

V

ddjij
yK,

VW
nl

,&>

read. Arrangements are nearly completed for the holding of brief religious
each Sunday in tho building,
services
were

withiu

>

tiki*

WF

short

begiu
very
time.
As most of those who come to the inGrmary for relief have been accustomed
use of tiioir sight to within a
to the
which

a

wife in private
man and
n
family, large sunny room and board In
western end of city, near promenade preferred.
Address A. O. B. care of G. O. Co, 33 West
5-1
Commercial street.

\\TANTED—For

PIMPLES. BLOTCHES
AND OLD SORES
CATARRH. M
KIDNEY TROUBLES
anil DYSPEPSIA

at 128 FREE

^
\
Lr
j.

Sprlngs,Ark.,ana

jib

Bp*
jX

me more

fiend three bottles C. O. D.

jfijui

*e,B°otta?Zi°SLr.mwros.
Oa
Brovrn

P. P. P. purifies the blood, builds up
weak
and
tho
debilitated, gives
Btrength to weakened nerves, expels
diseases, giving the patient health and
happiness where sickness, gloomy
feelings and lassitude first prevailed.

primary, secondary and tertiary
for blood poisoning, mercurial poison, malaria, ayapepsia, and
For

syphilis,

in all blood and skin diseases, like
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
eczema—we may say, without fear of
contradiction, that P. P. P. is the best
blood purifier in the world, and makes
positive, speedy and permanent cures
in all cases.
Ladies whose systems are poisoned
*nd whose blood ia In an impure eoncition, due to menstrual Irregularities,
are peculiarly benefited by the woaderlul tonic and blood cleansing properties of P. p. P. -Prickly Ash, Poke
Boot and Potassium.
Springfield, Mo. Aug. 14th, 1993.
—I can speak in the highest terms of
personal
your meaioine from my own
knowledge. I was affocted with heart
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism $or
35 years, was treated by the very beifc
physicians ana spent hundreds of dotJars, tried every known remedy wlthout finding relief. I have only taken
one bottlo of your P. P. P., and can
cheerfully say it. has done me mors
anything I have ever taken.
good than
I can recommend your medicine to all
AUfferers of the abovo diseases.
MRS. M. M. YEARY.
Springfield, Ore on County, Mo*

Cajpt.

\

County,

J. !>•

\

JohMtou.

on

a

jx
am

^

jk

/tig
'sr
Jfes

Savannah, Q&*
®
Cancer Cared*
Testimony from the Mayor of Sequin, TeXk

T

Sequin, Tex., January 14,1893.
Messes. Lippman Bros. , Savannsu,
Ga.: Qcntlemen—l have tried your P.
P. p. for a disease of the skin, usually
known as skin cancer,of thirty years*
IS
standing, and found great relief:
purifies the blood and removes all irritatlon from the seat of the disease
and prevents any spreading of tho
I htve taken five or six bottles
sores.
and feel confident that another course
wiu effect a cure. It has also relieved
and stomach
me from indigestion

V*

^
\

SkSu

Boon

jx

gm
>r

_Jv
fffp
nr'
fgp

A,

M rusTi
You^rul^
Attorney at Law*

J
^

DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

#

UPPM&U BROS.

b)

PROPRIETORS,

V

EJpjmsn’i 310011,8*7*110*11, da

MAGNETIC
NERVINE

I

JgSS
Easily,
Quickly, Permanently Restored. ffB
Lost Vitality, Nervous Debility, Insomnia, Failing Memory, and all

The
For

Wasting Diseases and all Weaknesses resulting from early or later
excesses. SI per box, 6 for $5.
Mailed to any address by
Japanese Pile Curo Company, St. Paul, Minn.

sale in Portland by JOHN I). KEEFE. 205 Middle Street, JOHN WILLIAMSON. 594
nov9S&Wtf
ana GEO. M. Y OUNG, 489 Congress Street.

Painful.

RESTflRH) IMHHOOD
;

Too great remedy for
InK

shoe and broke off, a
The physician was
In her heel.
>bliged to cut into tho foot to remove
Miss Gardiner is now recoverlie tack.

or

w

When

Baby

When she

was

was a

we

Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When sh® bad Children, she gave them Castoria,
When she became

•‘Johnny,” said the teacher, “what is tha
neaping of a compromise.'”
“Well,” said Johnny, “a compromise is
when he has a
vhat a boy tries to make
a
good deal
>ocket full of apples, and
that
Digger boy comes along and tells him
f he doesn’t give up those apples,tie will get
lis face pushed.’’—Somerville Journal.
.•Buck” Ewing calls Bond’s Extract “the
best in the world” Accept no substitute.

Wealthy Parent-What I Engaged yourself
Lo young Tapestre? Outrageous! 'J he idea

diteases of

--I_____

1

LET—a
furnished room,
pleasant
lieated, lighted, 6et bow 1 with hot and
use
of bath jocid. Call at 17
9-1
^o. right hand hell.

tjj'O
*

cold water,
Dow street.

KENT—Lower tenement in two story
seven rooms, in excellent condifurnace, sunny and desirable,
us per part of city on lino of eletctrics.
BENJAMIN SHAW. 51 1-2 Exchange street.

jCU)li

£

house,

tion, good

9-1

mO LET—A rent at 122 Oxford street,
A newly repaired throughout, plumbing
in lirst class condition, line cellar, cement
floor. For particulars inquire at 58 Elm
8-1

street.

mO LET—A large front room and chamber
A pleusam and sunny, with use to bath
With or without
room, inSprivate family.
Call at No. 1
board. Centrally located.
Elmwood place.”8-1
117
ET—The bakery situated No.
Gieon street, JOHN F. PROCTOK,
7-1
Centennial Block.
TBIO

A

sunny and well
rooms,
A appointed, one flight front, most centrally located on Spring street between
High and Park streets Ho use In new repair
throughout. Inquire at 129 Spring treet. 7-1

mo LET—Two

rilO LET—At. 812 Congress street, upstairs
X
rent of seven rooms, modern conven
possession
iences, price $20 per month,
given end of November, inquire of A. C.
7-1
LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.

rpiO LET—A nicely furisbed

house

3B. E. C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAIN TREATMENT
s Gold under positive written guarantee, by
lutliorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Power: Lost Mai hood;
Juieknese: Night Losses; Evil Dreams: Lack of
Confidence; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
Los8 of Power of the Generative Organs in either
■ex, caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
blxcessivo Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Misery, Consumption, Insanity
ind Death. By mail, fl a box: six for $5; with
written guarantee to euro or refund money.
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment,
with full instructions, 25 cents. One sample
jnly sold to each person by mail.
Sold by J. II. Hammond, corner Free and
Center Sis.; L. C. Fowler, corner Congress and.
bafayett1 Sts., and H. P. S. Goold, 581 Con
Hess St.. Portland, Me.

ANDERSON, ADAMS &
Fire

Insurance

Agency,

3 5 Isohange Street,
[JOHACK ANDEHSClN.

El&S&iS:
ctl9

jJTT"
"~L

to moke a purchase
at our uew sales-

NEEDED

.

There are many attractive
odd pieces at less than a
dollar. Ware that it would
take an expert to distinguish
from tho Sterling, many patterns are so nearly followed.

Portland,
T^a.
eodlyr

SILVER

STEVENS
The “Hone

cT

C0„

Siiversmilhs,”

CONGRESS ST.

573

Local Manager.

WILLIS A. CATES,

Horse

Blankets

GOOD STOCK
and

OPERA GLASSES.
I have just imported the largest and best line of
Opera Glasses ever shown iu this city. They in.
•lude a number of new patterns that are entirely
mique and will surely please you. #3.00 to #25.00
Opera Glasses to let AlcliKNTs'EY, the Jeweler J
Monument Square,
octldtf

LOW PRICES.

James

G.

Harness Maker*
octSO

near

X
Lncoln Park. JOHN F. PROCTOR, Cen7-1
tennial Block.
two-story

KENT-A disconnected
]^OKbiick
house No. 44 Winter street,
rooms

BENJAMIN

lot in

LET—1-2

TO Monument

of

one

Square.

near

good garden

Spring street,
rear,
$50 per month.
SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange street
nas nine

7-1

of the best offices in
Steam heat, up one
Monument
6-1
a. m.

flight. A. E. MARKS, 12
Square. Office hours, 8.30 to 10.30.

easy

rS!0 LET—The lower tenement
A corner Brackett and Vaughan
modern conveniences and heating,
R1LL. Adm., 191 Middle St,

new

Sts.

B. D.

house
with
VER6-1

week for 25 cents, cash in

of the best trades in Oakof two story house con-

SALE—One
FORdale,
consisting

taining 9 rooms with modern improvementa*
J’einis $4Mj
Lot 86*125 with good stable.
A.
balance on 0 per cent mortgage.
H-A
C. LIBBY, 42 1-2 Exchange street.
down,

LET—An upstairs
TO street,
Inquire ofS.

rent at 71 Franklin
F. HUNT.5-1

at

once, is a bright looking fellow. Cali at
No. 11 Main street, Knightville, Maine. 11-1

X> ARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS at less
JL> than half price. 1 will spare a fenchoice Cockerels, suitable fur breeding or
exhibition at $1 each if taken soon. My
improved shipping coop with every order.
Send for catalogue of poultry specialties.
C. W. COSTELL'JW, 20 Water boro, York Co.,
8-1

Me.

Highland?, new
two story house of 14 rooms, occupied
b>' two families, seven rooms and bathroom
tor each tenant, good stable and large lot,
electrics pass the premises, rents for $28 a
month. Price $2800,. Hood investment, or
u home with an income. W.H. WALDRON &
9-1
CO., ISO Middle street.
SALE-Woodfords

I*OR

SALE—Oakdale, close to Forest avenue electris, 1-2 mile out first class residence, nine rooms and bath, steam heat,
hot and cold water and all modern improvements, nice stable and large lo'. beet trade
in Deering if taken befoie winter. W. Ii.
9-1
WALDRON. & CO.. 180 Middle street.

FOR

SALE—For Investment a first ciass
block or bouses now occupied by permanent tenants paying 41200 per annum, lowill be sold
cation A-l, no repairs needed
at a price that will yield 10 per eeu' interof
business.
est, cause of selling chunge
W. H. \\ AILDRON UJ., ISO Middle street.
0-1

FOR

SALE—Hoose and lot corner of C nnd
ueur
situated
sueet, pleasantly
station, eight rooms and bub, conbe
veniently arranged. Tbe above will
ottered for sale for a limited period at 88250.
BENJAMIN SHAW, ol 1-2 Exchange street.
9-1

IjlOitB

union

wood.

profitable
SALE—Large
IJIORcoal
and ice business, tine location,
and

spur

track, thriving city, coul trade alone worth
48000 per year. Best of reason for selling.
Term easy. C. R. DALTON,478 1-2 Congress
0-1
aireet, (one flightJ.
SALE—One hundred (100) shares of
1
tbe Combination Omnunodo Company e
stork, par value ten (10) dollars per share.
This slock will be sold at n vert low price
For further particulars address
for casii
C. C. C. STOCK, Press Office, Portlandjde.

IAOR

SALE—Fixtures
FORCandy,
Soda and Ice Cream
run

first

a

class

Store in a city
of 7000 inhabitants, on line I'. & R. and Electric. R. R„ rent low, fully equipped for making
Confectionery and Ice Cream. E. W.WADLEIGH. successor to H. L. Herriman & Co.
0-2
Westbrook, Me.
OR
0

SALE—Beautiful

suburban

residence,
complete
fruit, 6 tons

stable all in
rooms and fine
7 acres land, ocliard, choice

TO LET—No. G Grant street, near
High;-eight rooms, bath room, Sebago
water, gas, cemented cellar, very convenient.
19 Deering street, or 31V2 Exchange street.
ALFRED WOODMAN,5-1

HOUSE

repair.

LET—Desirable tenement of 7 rooms in
part of the city, with all modern
improvements, sunny exposure, rent §25.00 per
month. For other particulars call 011 COE the
31-2
Hatter,No. 197 Middle street.

FOR

TO western

and

line colt, with light tail
sold cheap if taken

SALE—a
FORmane,
will be

to

rr»0 LET—Furnished office, Monument square,
A
head f'f Preble street. Pooling top desk,
carpets, office chairs etc., fine location. Price
$8 per mouth. C. B. DALTON, 478 1-2 Congress street.
_5-1

head

advance._

hay. full view of Portland. 5 minutes from
electric cars. Price $3500, W. II. WALDRON
& Co., 180 Middle street.5-1
SALE—2Vi story liouss containing 12
with all modern improvements fitted
famlies, Lot 70xlu0 with fruit trees on
same. Situation 20 Main street. East Bearing,
on line of electric cars. A. C. LIBBY, 42Vu
NovG-4
Exchange street.
rooms

for two

FOR

NOTIOM—E.

FOR

LOOK—One

FOR

FOR

DIAMON1DS.

FOR

TO

MAINSPRINGS

LEVY is

MR.buySAMUEL
cast off clothing of all
highest
to 100

cash

WANTED—MALE HELP.

prepared to
descriptions for

now

Address

prices.
MIDDLE STREET.

Tor sale.

letters

or

postal

sep4-tf

MORE CLOCKS
Clocks for
than all the other dealers combined.
Alarm Clocks
every House, Office, Store or Hall.
95c ud. Largest Stock, Best Clocks, Lowest Prices
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.

Forty words inserted under this head
one week for 25 cents, cash iu advance.

WANTED—A
represent

man to take an office and
a
manufacturer;
$50 per

week; small capiial required. Address, wi'h
MANUFACTURER, Box 212, Con4-2
cord Junction, Mass.
stamp,

Stockholders
Annual meeting
Holland Base Balt and
Association.

annual meeting of the stockholders o
the P. B. B. & A. Association will he held
Swett’s Hotel, Monday evening. Nov. 11,

1896, at 7.3o to choose board of directors for
of any
other business that may come before the meetPer
order, M. J. WALSH, Sec’y.
ing
ensuing year and for the transaction
nov5dlw

rilHE WENT WORTH—Having been newly
under new
JL
fitted up is now opened
management. Rooms single or in suite with
First class table
modern conveniences.
board in connection. For lurtber information enquire at the house. No. 118 Spring
15-4
street.
fir ANTED—'To buy from $1000 to $15,000
* »
I pay the
worth of cast off clothing.
highest cash prices for ladies’ dresses,
gents’ and children’s clothing and gent’s
winter overcoats.
Gall or address le’ter
or postal to S.DE GROOT, 7t> Middle street.
9-4
want

on

of

trunks

REYNOLDS,

598 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
and can
therefore give bottcai prices;
1--4
trunks repaired. Open evenings.

WIcGlauflin,
61 Preble St.
a“w

words icier led
under this head
week for 35 cents, cash in advance.

Forty
one

by
WANTED—Position
stnographer; familar

first class
ruaJe
with RemingWill work for
Caligraph machine.
small pay. Address STENOGRAPHER, 165

ton

persons in
WANTED—All
and hags to call
E. D.

nov7dlw*

Appleton ftreet, Boston.

SALE—Five tons of English hay in loose
bales at §11.00 per ton; can be seen at
State Street Wharf. Apply at the Eastern
2-7t
Steamboat House.

FOR

SALE—Timber and wood lot s i tuated
the town of Baldwin, contains about
thirty acres: belonging to the estate of the late
Geo. Fitch of Hirsm Ts well covered with oak,
birch, poplar, hemlock and pine. J. P. FITCH,
31-2
East Sebairo.
in

A Thousandl Solid
Gold Rings,
Diamonds,
Emeralds, Pear s, Opals, Rubies, Moon Stones and
Gamete in any aind of a setting. Engagement and
Best
Stoek.
a
wedding Rings
specialty. Largest
Goods. Lowest Prices.
McKENNY, the Jeweler,
Monument Square.
auglOdtf

at

A grand
oportunity for cash, no broker.
Small corner store: fancy goods, small wares
and millinery. No
experience required as
the trade is established. Will write particulars.
corner
Call or address 76 DARTMOUTH,

IT^OR

WAN'TE D—SIT C ATIO VS.

WEDDING RINGS.

DOLLARS

store

a Van juneberry marrying
;lerk!
Daughter—But he isn’t a sic-re clerk now,
papa: Lo is a gentleman of leisure.
Wealthy Parent—Eh?
Daugbtei—Yes, he’s been discharged—
New York Weekly.
i

if

a mere

nervous

iLon^MarfhooaflmpotencyfNiBhtly^rnfs^Tons.^omSufErrors"

vi.

gave her Castoria,
Child, she cried for Castoria,

siclr,

prostration and all

Worry, e.-rresplve use of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Conyuarsumption and Insanity. With every SO ordcr wo vjve a ™tt<'nboxes
anteo to cure or refund tho money. Sold at SI .«® per box,«
lor *5.0®. UK, MOTT’S CHEMICAL GO., Cleveland, Ohio.
For sale by LANDEKS & BABBIDGE, 17 Monument Sq., Portland, Me.

ng._
iviww

nervous

”

Mental

penetrated
piece being im-

tack which

nl'M-'

let: aiso board
BURNISHED ROOMS to Pearl
Street Dinby the day or week,
ing lioum, 23 and 25 Pearl blreet Portland,
9-2
Me.

this
Forty words inserted nnder
one

RENT—On Conaress street, near City T?OR SALE OR TO LET-Brick house, No.
Hall, three rooms with furnace heat: JC 280 State street, containing 12 rooms with
31. Nansen, merchant tailor, suitable for a doctor’s or dentist’s office,
Lot contains about 6500
502 Congress street, makes n specialty drees making parlors or light housekeeping. modern conveniences.
feet of land. Immediate possession.
of winter overcoats and black English clay For further information, apply at No. 53 square
5-1
Block.
Centennial
JOHN
F.
PROCTOR,
Fit Brown street.2-13
Suits at very low prices.
worsteds.
guaranteed and best of trimmings used. 8-1
2
1-2
double
SALE-A
story
new, large,
or
mO LET—Very desirable rooms, single
house, 22 rooms with bath rooms arranged
74 Spring
thousand double thick white X connected, with board at
for four famlies, cellar cemente.i, corner lot 65
30-4
envelopes, and printed in any style, only street.
x36; a first class investment. This property
$1.50 cash. Seifd in vour orders this week.
wilt hn sold at. a. irreat, h,.rpain for rash. E. G.
Other printing proportionately low. CENTENRENT—Store No. 88 Exchange street,
o-l
472 Congress street.
93
NIAL PRINT,
Exchange street, opposite
opposite Portland Savings bank. Owner S. KICKER,
will put in fixtures to suit tenant. Immediate
Colesworthy Bookstore.5-1
BENJAMAN SHAW 51Vj ExSALE-House and 1-2 acre of land on
1-tf
Long Island. Will be sold at a bargain.
5-1
W.
DRESSER, SO Exchange street.
F.
A fine line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Diamond Rings
LET—Pleasant furnished rooms with
ic the latest styles of settings.
My prices are riTO
j*
furnace heat and use of tmth room at
reasonable and every stone of tbe best quality,
SALE—The Stover Stable on Boynton
26-4
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monu- 457 Cumberland street.
910.00 to $300.
court, with large lot, will be sold at a
jnnlldtf
ment Square.
if applied for soon. W. F. DRESSER,
LET—Dress making rooms; ihree connect- bargain
5-1
street.
SO
Exchange
ing rooms over the X. John Little store on
75c. Congress street, up one flight; one room fronts
on street; set bowl; city water, large closet and
V.nr narllian*'
AToInarn-Incrc
Warranted Mainspring and toilet loom. Enquire of M. G. LARRABEE,
all others, only 75c.
7-tf
cleaning, $1.50. Cleaning,$1.00. McKENNEY, the 246 Middle street.
janl8dtf
Watchmaker, Monument Square.

THE

jedded

VV

Lawrence street;
in good repair,
coal or wood
for
convenience
large yard, good
on same floor. Price $12.60 per month. Apply
9 OXFORD ST KELT.9-1

sept6dtf

on Bloefl Diseases Mailed Free.

ALL

thousand
liva
tjpdollars to loan on .first
bought
Real
estate
second
and
motgagos.
rents
for,
and
sold, property cared
&
E. A.
etc.
A.
R.
taxes
collected,
paid,
11-2
DOTEN, 2J-9i Exchange fc-t.

Jh

Congress Street,

ler

49 St.
TO 7LET—Tenement
rooms, lower tenement

SALE.

-*—

To all whom it may concern: I hero*
bv testlfv to the wonderful properties
oiP. P. P* for eruptions of the skin,
suffered for several years with an unsightly and disagreeable eruption on
I tried every known rema*
my face.
dy buc in vain,until P. P. P. was used,
now
am
entirely cured.
and
J* D. JOHNSTON’*
1(Signed by>

trouble*.

STREET.

_MISCELLANEOUS._

entirely remove* toy P.P.P*
-Priokly Ash. Poke Root and Potusium. the greatest blood purifier oa
esrth.
Aberbrrn, O.. July 21.1891.
Musses Lippman Bros.. Savannah,
©a. : dear Sirs—I bought a bottle or

Aberdeen,

7-1

dfcOK An^^"Twenly

Are

P. at Hot

of

calling

LOST—On

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.

stepped

11-1

and
Middle St., between theatre
Exchange St. watch, chain and charm;
chain made of five $2.50 gold pieces. Leave
ll-l
at PRESS Office and receive reward.

Athletic

Mrs. W. S. Eaton.

;he

Bowery

can

f

comes
period, the deprivation
with especial severity, and the visiting
committee would bo glad to know of any
who would bo willing to spend a
mo
half hour or so occasionally in reading to
Those willing to aid in
the patients.
this good work will please addross Mrs.
Seorgo F. French, 124 Spring street, or

Miss Eva Gardiner of Myrtle street is
jonfined to the house suffering fiom a
leculiar accident. A day or two ago as
Miss Gardiner was going down's!,-iris,

thirteen

a

pocket-booK containing
FOUND—A
have same by
money. Owner

good than three
t has done
;'ourP.P.
months* treatment at the Hot Springs*

brief

Peculiar and

5-1

a sum

house of ill fame, 1; larceny, 2; search
and seizure, 1; uttering obseue words, 2;
malicious
mischief, 2;
suspicion. 2;
assault, 1; danger of failing into vice, 1.

will

particu-

Beach.

for

vagrant, 3; keeping

CO.

Call and

year salary and expenses.
O
*7
i &\J
see meat once and learn
ars at 67 Free street. C. B. CHASE.
a

Richmond’s Island,
I^OUND—Off
foot dory by A. R. ANGELL,

the
weok
ending Saturday night was fifty, for the
following causes: Drunk, 32; open shop,

fornication, 2;

7-1

au

LOST AND FOUND.

Police News.

1;

head
week for‘15 cents cash in advance.

in

one, Ward 4 had two, Ward 5 had two,
Ward ii had thjr.ee, Ward 7 had
four,
total, 14.

The number of arrests

A1 o

reliable party who has $300
WANTED—A
$500, to take hold of business for sixty

Free St.

cation fined $5 and costs.
Adam Clienofky. Intoxication ; fined $5
and costs.
Lendall G.
L. Foote.
Intoxication;
thirty days in the county jail.
James L. Maxwell. Sodomy; continued
to November 11.
Forrest.
Malioious
Margaret E. G.
mischief and to find sureties for keeping
the peace.
Ordered to recognize in the
sum of $200 to keep the peace for the term
of six months.

Toilet

me

OCtlSlltt

Saturday—Charles McCormick. Intoxi-

Vegetable

our

a

1WANT
join

you.

&

KILBORN
24

and Fourth-Massachusetts

50 cents.

tnrm

Goods will surprise

serv-

Amos Storer was the oldest member of
the Sons of tho A merican Revolution in
Massachusetts if not in the country. He
was
in the Maine Legislature in 1857,
and voted for Hannibal Hamlin for senaThe last time that he votod was
tor.
for Harrison in 1892.

“Midnight

T.

W.

Cavalry three years.

Made in 250 styles.
Square Blankets for the road.
Surcingle Blankets for Stable.
All shapes, sizes and qualities.
The Best 5 A is the

these

for

ter, Mass.7-4

^ANTIQUE

uuo

at

Hopkins, January
She

and

and RUGS have just
A fine line of ORIENTAL CARPETS
pieces and some exbeen opened.
iNearlyjall are
ceptional bargains are among the lot.
Our assortment of floor coverings and drapery materials .ias
time.
never been more complete than at tne present

THE MUNICIPAL COURT.

the age of 94.
Amos Storer was born at Lisbon, Me.,
He married Lavinia
August 22, 180L

Friday morning

WM. M.

on

uveas

IF

ft

Maine

The Right Prices On Ail

u

The prices

* a

you want information of any kind,
household or mechanical receipts, oii for
all purposes, how to make electrical motors
and batierie3, etc., strictly confidential,
send 30c in silver to F. MERRILL, Worces-

Darker colorings
will be found the most attractive and desirable.
being more in demand, a larger variety in magnificont rich designs
for
Portland.
us
has been procured and are special to

in 1his country before the Russell patent
was obtained; that Russell’s patent was
invalid by reason of his not having experimentally reduced it to a working basis;
and that tho Howland Halls patented device was not an
infringement, of the
“Midnight Frolic,” City Hal!, tonight.
Russell patent, mainly for the reason
rhat did not use bricks or tiles, but
Real Estate Transfers.
blocks constructed of cement and other
The following transfers of real estate
materials and vitrified.
for in this county have been recorded in
This decision is very important
if the American Sulphite Pulp Co could the
Registry of Deeds:
have maintained the validity cf the patDeering—Horace W. Shaylor to Edward
eut it would practically have been able to
Carleton.
monopolize the sulphite pulp business, F.
as this principle of lining is the only one
The Heath Rate.
that has proved satisfactory.
If this decision stands it will have an
The death rate in Portland for the
important result on the pulp business of week ending November 9 was as follows:
Maine.
Acoideut, (railroad) 1; bronchitis,
1;
The case is Jiable to go to the U. S.
Circuit Court of Appeals, and may even cancer, 1: convulsions, 2;
diphtheritic
Court.
to
the
United
States
Supreme
go
paralysis, 1; heart disease, 1; nephritis,
The hearing and arguments before the
tuuer2; pneumonia, 1;
Circuit, Court occurred in Portland in ljpntmsis,
September. The bill of complaint was uulosis, pul., 1; typhoid fever, 1;
entered in February, 1893.
uraemia, 1. Ward 1 had two, Ward 2 had

Perry,

to house

Soaps.
$4U to $75 a month easily made.
Address CKO FT a & REED, 242 S. Robey
*-i
street. Chicago.

D. A. Mealier for plff.
E. E. Heckbort for dft.

The plaintiff claimed to have a patent od
nnd when the
Howland
this device,
halls
ulp Co. attempted to use the digesters, a suit for infringement was

cester,

gentleman
reliable lady
WANTED—A
**
to distribute samples and make a house
or

Wilton Velvets

BONNEY

mu

for a fast selling novManufactured by
use.
well known and responsible firm. Address
for terms and particulars, B, 172 Columbus avenue, Boston, Mass.

WANTED-Agents
elty for office

--

Axminsters,
IfSoquettes

Brustet of Sheridan Plantation
were
lined $25 and costs each for selling liquor
without having paid the
government
revonuo tax.

50 cents

FRYE,
APOTHECARY,
320 CONOR SS ST.

OUB

Saturday—In tho United States Court
Eugene Nolan of Prestjuo Isle and Joseph

llv

Forty words inserted under this
one

a

Oo^t

Si£cderate

JUDGE WEBB.

or

Washington, D. C.8-1

AT--

--

S. DISTRICT COURT.

BEFORE JUDGE

part of time
7*
of young man to do special work and
relerene?.
No
canvassing;
ake collections.
POTOMAU PUBLISHNU CO., 1410 G street,

FOR HIGH FURNISHINGS

50 cents.

tileing.

ton,

& CO.,

WAN 'LED—In Portland all

plaintiff.

on

worth about $2000 or
line of electrics iu
vacant lan 3 on
exchange (or 17-room two family house,nice
near
Eastern
stabie ami large lot of land
Promenade. If you have property to ex
change, address F. H. DEEK1NO, lbl Tre
8-2
mont street, Boston.

24 Free St.

Harmon et als. vs.
William Jowott. Action of replevin to
certain
recover
personal property taken
digester^are made of boiler iron or steel, by the defendant from the hall of the
but in order to prevent the
destruction Union Dramatic Club of South Portland,
to the amount or value of $35.
of this iron or steel by tho acids,
it has
that tho property
Defendant claims
been found necessary to line the digester.
taken was for his share of tho property
t.iuo,
And an excellent lining for this purhim not having been paid.
pose was found to be a continuous inteA verdict of one dollar was given for
rior coating of Portland cement, on and

“Midnight Frolic.” Lillian Kennedy.
Monday Evening, City Hall, 15, 25, 35,

CEO. C.

W. T.

Lillian Kennedy.
“Midnight Frolic.
Monday Eveuing, City Hall, 15. 25. 35,

which
tho conone of those large boilers in which wood is chemically treated
in order to make sulphite pulp.
Those

seeks lone
her
peer

WANTED:—Farm

and
all stove
for
furnace coals $0 a ton delivered.
This is
an advance of seventy-live cents since the
season began.
Tho chances are said to he
that there will ho no further change in
the price for some time.

BEFORE

good standing,
correspondent;

not younger than fittv. MRS. C. Lo. LOOMIS,
Hartford. Conn.0-1

making the price

over
digester
troversy arises, is

XUCUCUlBlUli

oct5

LADY—Refined,
gentleman

Saturday, and voted to advance Jtho
pricejrf coal half a dollar;Monday morning

Ely's Cream Balm
safety and it does
that is claimed for it-B. W. Sperry, Hart. brought.
ford, Conn.

Ton.

a

The’Portland Coal Dealers’ association

U.

inserted tinder this lie<*d
Trends
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Forty
ono

FOR

TO LET.

WANTED.

mot

tu

It

MISCELLANEOUS.

j

Monday Morning All Slovl and Furnace

Falls Co.

volves a controversy over a patont issuod
to George F. Bussell, growing out of an
application tiled April 10, 1890, and
culminating in a re-issue dated Nov. 15,

kidneys.

ifijj

A Decision Given in Favor of tlie

MISCELLANEOUS.

RISE3-KB2J

COAL

SULPHITE PULP.

or

Brackett street.

11-1

Norwegian girl wants
WANTED—A
tion to do home work. Can be
rear

110 GROVE street.

a situaseen at

5-1

We are
Blankets.
blankets that will
See
our
and price.
the
hest in
town.
•JAMES G. M’GIiAUFLIN, Harness Maker,
26-2
81 JProble street.

SALE—Horse
FOR
line of horse
showing
a

please you in quality
stock of whips: it is

SALE—The
FORThomas
Quinby.

Homestead
near

of the late
Strouawater in Deer-

with good house. On
minutes from Union
station; perfect drainage; Sebago water. As
fine a location as there is in Deeriug. Apply to
ANDREW HAWES, Stroud water.
ily27-tf

lng. Four acres of land
line of street cars; 10

mURKEYS AND CHICKENS-Tliese are a
JL few of our prices in the meet and grocery
Round st ak, 10c to 12c; pork steak and
sausage, 10c; pork to roast; 8 l-2c; fresh
killed turkeys, 16c to 18c; iresh killed fowl,
12c to 14e; fresh tripe, 8c; 10 lb tub pure lard,
best, 75c; best whole liam, 10c to 11c; salt
WANTED—FEMALE HELP,
pork by the strip, 7c: English breakfast bacon,
18c; nice corned beef, 2c, 4c, 6c; 2 cans standwords inserted tinder this head
Forty
ard pears. 25c; 2 cans standard peaches, 25c;
one week for 25 cents, cash in advance.
pea ana Y. _E. beans. 50c peck; fine cooking
molasses, 25c and 85c; best Rose potatoes, 15c
peck, 50c bushel: Frankfort and Bologna sau- lirANTED— A lady who has experience in
*»
office work would like a position as
sages, 10c; pickled pigs feel, 10c; pigs head
Address
cheese, 10c; new Malaga grapes. 2 lbs 25c; 6 cashier or to nsist in an office.
9-1
lbs good cooking raisins, 25c; fore quarter of S, Press Office.
lamb, 6c: legs lamb, 10e; choice canned corn,
6c. JOHNSON & LAMBERT, 24 Wilmot St.,
American
woman;
aged
lirANTED—Middle
cash crocers. Telephone, 228-5.
**
-9-1
general housework, two in family. For
the right person good comfortable home asline:

sured.

COLDER WEATHER

References

required.

Write

or

call at

490Va Congress street. W. G. SMITH, Pythian

Hall._5-1

or
or man to hand friends
neighWill be the progiamme for the approachbors my samples, .^end ALBERT WOOD,
Mich.,
716 Woodward, Detroit,
ing months, and as
forewarned is fore- Perfumer,
.M
armed we warn you in time to fortify youruov4-lm
selves and those dependent upon
you for, Perfumes, receive onllit offer.
care and
protection against
severe
the
vyeather, and as \ve have received our full
line of Fall and Vinter
footweur we are
offering some rare bargains in t.lie same,
call and see our Motoiman’s Balmorals; call
and see our Men’s three soled boots in lace
and congress. Call and see our
Women’s
$2.00, $.'.50 and $3 boots in needle, razor,
onera and wide toes, and we imv«
rm«.
have
plete lines of boy s and youth’s, misses’ and
children’s footwear in all styles and at all
prices.

LADY

.. ..

PIANOS!

Wc

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK ftp

JOB

PWTEtt,

SO. .37 PLUM ST2SE5R.

V

several

_____

IF1.
480

O.WHITE,

Congress

octlseodtf

St.

Opposrite

Preble House.

that
have
been

slightly
Jflessenger’s Notice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County,
State of Maine. Cumberland ss, November
2d, A. 1)., 1895.
fTVHISisto give notice, that on the 1st day
X of November, A. I)., 1895, a Warrant in
Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Inof Cumberland,
solvency for said County
against the estate of
FRED ELLSWORTH ROBERTS, of Port
land,
petition
adjudged to bean Insolvent Debtor, on filed
on
of said Debtor, which petition was
the 1st day of November, A. D. 1895, to which
date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or
by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of
any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said
Debtor, to prove their debts and choose one
or more assignees of his estate will be held
at a Court of Insolvency to be holden at Probate
Court Room, in said Portland, ip said County of
Cumberland, on the 18th day of November,
A. D., 1895, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
C. L. BUCK NAM.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
said
i'or
Insolvency
County of Cumberland.
P0V4&11

M. o. a\/C

a.

Free Drawing School for Mechanics. Twentieth Year.
This school will be opened on the evening of
Nov. 12. 1885. at 7.10 o’clock at Mechanic’s
Hall, and will continue four months free of
charge to mechanics, journeymen, apprentices
or those intending to tollow mecliancal pursuits
from anypart of the state. Three classes will he
formed, one for architecture, one for mechanical. and one for advanced pupils in fourth
brandies. A part of the lessons in each class
will be devoted to Free Hand Drawing. Pupils
will he required to furnish themselves with all
necessary implements and stationary. None
under 14 years of age admitted. Applications
will ho received until davof openinglbv ABN hit
W. I.OAVKI.L. 513 Congress street. Novodtd

MR. GEORG V. WIEREX,
Xeaclier of the German language and
adllieratur. For references and terms
»ep23-*od3ui.
dress Chadwick House.

used
which
we
are

offering
at

reasonable

prices.
Squares
and

Uprights.

GRESSEY JONES & ALLEN’S
MUSIC HOUSE.

oet28eodti

*

r

figures is almost uneecessary. The
figures are about as follows:
Ohio and Ta X X and above.,
Ohio and Penn. X.17 Va@18 Va
Mich, and Wis. X and above.i7 @17^
@2*
Ohio and Venn. No 1 clothing.20
Michigan No 1 'clothing.19 @20
< Uiio delaine, fine.21
@22
Michigan delaine.20 @21
@22Ya
Ohio No 1 combing.20
........19
021Va
Michigan No 1 combing
@15
Fine unwashed & unmerchantable. 13
@<rl
Unwashed combing.18
Medium unwasned.12 Vi *17
@15
Fine Texas and territory ..12
Ordinary Texas and territory.9 @18Vi?
Oregon. J
@14
California spring. 8
California fall. ••••••••••••..S1,?
Kentucky and Indiana clothing... .18 @21
@19
(ieorgia.18
20
@3o
Super pulled...
@31
Extra pulled.19
@2o
Western super and extra.15
23
@45
Scoured wools..
18
@22
Cape flood Hope.
Australian and New Zealand.18Vi@25
Montevideo.16 @22

e

New York Stock and

Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)
NEW

YORK. Nov. 9.

call 1 Va @2 per cent. Prime merwas quoted atoaSVa percent.
with actual
Sterling Exchange was strong,
business iu l ank-it s lulls at 4 37%i%4 88 for
bills and 4 9uVi a-4 GO1/* ‘or aemand;
60-day
posted ra cs at 4 88V2 a4 90. Lommerclal Dills,
60-days g4 86%@4 87Vs. Government Ponds
firmer Railroads easier.
Money

cantile

on

paper

Bar Sliver G7s/8.
Mexican dollars 54.

Silver at the Board was dull.
At Londou to-day oar silver
80 13-16d fc) oz and steady.

quoted

was

Iiaiiruad Receipts.

PORTLAND. Nov. 9.
and, 186

Central R. it.—For

by Main**

Helmuts

l'ori-

miscellaneous rnerenandise; for

cars

connecting roads 1G7

ears.

;confectloners
7c;pulverized.—c; powdered, Gc; grauuiateu
5;
yellow.
&5c.
6V2 : codec crusned. 5Vi
t—cut loaf at 7c

mar

—

PortlaudWlioiesaie Market.
PORTLAND. Nov. 9
Flour.
Superfine &
low grades.2 00(53 lu
Bpring Wneat bakers.cl and &t3 40©350
1 atentsprue
4 10,54 25
Wneat..
Mich. sir’ cm
roller.... 3 76 a3 85
clear do.. .3 60.a3 06
MLouisst’gr
3 75(23 85
rooier.
clear do. .3 60,53 65
Wpt'i wlieai
3 90(24 10
patents
Fish.
t ori—Lar go
.4 75.26 25
Shore
small do. 2 6(123 26
.2 25(23 25
Pollock
Haddock... 1 60@2 Oo
llake.1 60@2 00
Herring, box
9@12c
Scaled....
Mackerel, bi
Extra Is 00 00@$00
Snore 1&IS25 00@$28
Snore 28 $19 Q0(tt$21
Mea.3 8.S0 000(2$00
largess 00 O0(2$0 000/
I
Bananas.
1 26@1 50
No Is,
75c(21 0Oj
No 28.
1 00@1 20i
Mediums.
_

...

1895.
@75

75(o<$2

Baldwins, choice $2 5o
pvap

8(29c

49in.
Lemons,

lots

Sacked Br’r
car ots.$16 00'e»l7 uO
bap lots.. 118&20 00
Middlings.. 317@19 00
bag ots. $] 9&21 00
Coffee.

Rlo,roasted22 @24 l/a
do.28@31

Java

Molasses.

Rico.27@33
Barbadoes.27@28
30@35
Fancy..
Porto

Tea.

Amoys.17@2o
...14@60
Congous
Japan.18@35
Formoso....... 2o@b0
Sugar.
Standard Gran
4%
lix-quai’tv fine
4 11-16
granulated..
4Vi
Extra C....
Seeds.

tcs.comp’nd 6Va@
tierces.pure g%@7Vs
@6%
paus.compd 6
pails, purr 7%@8Vs
pure If
9l/4@9Vi
10
Bams
@10Vs
aocov’ra 11
(^ll Vz
....

Maori.

$6@$6

Malaga....

4

50

00@5 00

Oil.
Kerosene 120 fir ts

9Vi
3 76
liodl
Ligoma.10l/4
Centennial.10Vi
loriaa
u00©0 00
3 25©3 60
Pratt’s Astral ..12Vi
Jamaica
Pevoe’s brilliant 12Vi
Eggs.
25© iln half bbls lc extra
Nearpy.
Raising.
23©oc
Easternext..
Fresh Western.
©22 i Muscatel.50 lb bxs3@5
20 (London lav’rl $2@2 25
Held.
Oranges.

Coal.

jButtei.

Retail—delivered.
Sr* ante r ,fncy.. 2 4® 2 5
Giit E'dfc Vr int.3 8<t20 Cumberland. 4 u0@4 50
@jt> 00
Choice.16®17 Chestnut....
7 26

Framolu....
Lehln.....

Cheese.

SgfS oO

C412Va
(al 2 Va Pea.
©13 Va

N. Y.tfct’ry.l
V ermont ..12

«i

(sage.13

(Bv Telegraph.)
NEW 70KK. Nov, 9. 1896.—The following
oi mining stocks:
are to-day’s closing quotations

do
Mexican..

Oats, car

notation*.
Grain
CHIGCAO BOARD OF TRA

4 00.

May.
62‘a

68Vi

627/s

CORN

May.

293/i
293/8

Opening. 28
Closing.28 Vi
POKE-

Jan.
9.16
9.17

Opening.

Closing..

Saturday’s Quotations.
WHEAT.

May.

Dec.
Opening....08V2
Closing.58 V4

*>2a4
62 V4

CORK.

....

following are to-day’s closing quotations

Tbe

Nov. 8.
New 4’s reg.8111%
coup.*112
New 4’s
United States 2s reg. 96%
Central Pacific lsts.104%
I leaver Si K. G. 1st.113

INov. 9
@111%
@112
96%
1C4%

Erle|2ds. 75
Kansas Pacific Consols. 80
nregon Nav. lsts.110%
Kansas'Pacific lsts.109
Northern Pacific.cons 6s.... 37
Closing auotatlons of stocks:
Atchison.16
150
Aoaras Express.

113
'<5
80

110%
109

116%
176
16
19
160
172
83
129
167
13
10

22%
96

21%
147%

147%

51
136
11

Louis It Nash. 62V4
Maine Central R.136
Mexican Central. 11

97%
22 Vi
82 Va
29S/a
106%
4%
15%
104%

MtchlganCentralpf. 97%
Minn & St. L. 22 V*
Minn.; & St. Louis, pf. 82 %
Missouri racittc. 29%
New Jersev Central.105%
4%
Nerthen Pacific common.
do
do
preferred— 16%

Northwestern.105
Nortnwestern. Dfa.......146

146

New Tork Central. 99%
New Tork.Chicago&SL Louis 13
ao 1st pfa. 71
Ohio & Miss.
New York & N E.
Old Colony.178
Out. & Western. I&V9
i-aclfic Mail. 27V*

Pul

nan

Palace.164

Heading. 12 Va
73Va
Rock Island
St.Paul & Omaha. 39Vs
-lo prfd.120
«i Paul. Minn. & Mann..... 113Va

May.
29V*
293/8

Dec.
27 Vs
28

POKE
Jan.

9.20

Opening.
Closing.

9.10

99%
13
70
40
1/8
1 ova
27
164

73Va
120

H3

Sugar,(common. 99V4
6%
exas Pacific.
Union Paciflc.new. 10

9ya
42

7Va
3 8«y«

80Vfe

Sugar Market.
NEW YORK, Nov. 9.—The IfoIIowing are the
quotations <on refined Sugars at New York:

rttoclc Market.

The following
to-day's quotations
stocks in Boston:
Mexican Central 4s. 67
Atchison. Topeka Si stanta Ke K. 15%
Maine K.176%
Boston
do pfa.

Maine

central.136
New York and New England it........
Union Pacific.
0%

American
American

P>ell.i 99 vs
Sugar, common. 90%

Sugar, pftl.J98 4
Mass., pfd.
do
common.. 11%
Mexican Central. 11%
Bates Manufacturing Co.120*%
Pepperell Manu’fg Co.1377%
Portland & Ogrienburg K. 5s. 1908-103
Maine Contrail, con. M 7s. 1912.135%
Eastern Railroad 1st 6s. 1906.119%
Bston & Maine R 4l/2S, 1944
115°/b
Boston Wool Ma

ill

—

Fine granulated.4^
Coarse granulated.45-*
Extra fine granulated.46/s

Cubes.L.4 Vs

Mould A.4 V*
Confectioners A...48/s
No. 6...4
No. 7.3 15-16
No. 8...3Vs
GloucesterFUh Market
fOIt THE WEEK ENDING NOV. 8, 1895.
Halibut in good supply. A number of mackerel fares from Block Island and North Bay
have arrived, generally bringing but few fish,
Last sales of Georges Cod from vessel $3Vi
for large and $2 for medium; Bank ai $2lA(m

$1V4.

iUl.

rket.

BOSTON. Nov. 8, 1895.—The quotations on
Wool fof this market are so little change that a

Pork, long and short cut, p barrel. 13 00.
Pork, light and hvy dhows $12 00513 oO.
Pork, lean lends 14 00.
Tongues pork, $16 6(>: do beef $19 » bbl.
Beef, corned. $8 505)11 50.
Shoulders, corned and fresh 6Vic,
Shoulders, smoked, 7 Vz.
Hams, large and small, 9-Vs glOe.
Bacon. 9® 10c.
Pork, salt 6Vac.
Briskets, salt 7.
Sausages, 8c.

Sausage meat, 7c.
Lard, tcs, 6V2C; pails, at 7@7V2C; if, in pails,
8 Vi 5 9V4.
Beef steers. 7 Vi 5^8 Vi.
Beef, fresh, hinds, 9@12c; fores, 3®5V*c,
Lambs, spring, 5@6Vic & ib.
** ift:
nogs, dressed,city,
country, 4Vic.

Turkeys, Northern, choice. 16@17c.
Turkeys, Western iced 10@13.
Chickens, Northern, choice, 15@16c.
Fowls, Northern, 3 25)14e
Fowls. Western, iced peeked. 8.59c.
Chickens, Western iced packed 8<§ 11,
PRODUCE.

25

Sore Lips
Sore Lungs
Sore Throat

And any soreness
anywhere, promptly relieved, soothed, healed and cured by this
wonderful Anodyne. It is the best remedy
on earth for
asthma, bronchitis, colds, coughs,
catarrh, colic, croup, cramps, chills, dyspeptic pains, gout, hacking, hoarseness,
whooping cough, influenza, all irritations and
inflammations, neuralgia, nervousness, pneumonia, rheumatism, sciatica, teething, toothache, tonsilitis, vertigo, vomiting, and every
pain everywhere. It is the great cure for
bites, burns, bruises, cuts, chaps, cracks,
corns,

contusions and deafness,

chilblains,

freckles, pimples, ringworm, stings, ocalds,
strains, sprains, stiffness, swellings. No mediof the
cine today
possesses the confidence
people to so great an extent. It is now the
reliable Family Remedy in every household.

Johnson’s
AnodvneLINIMENT

It is astonishing how many different ailments
and diseases it will cure. It was invented by
an

j

n

\

Will enable you to have music in your home at
any aud ail times, without tho aid of a musician.
It can be used by every member of
tlie
family, as tlie operation of playing it is so
simple tiial it can lie learned by anyone with a
few days’ practice.
It is not a mechanical instrument, hut is
capable of tlie most delicate shaaiugs of tempo-

ami expression.
Any piece of music can be obtained for the
/Eolian, but it is designed for and particularly
adapted to tlie highest grades of classical anil
All tlie Wagner Overtures
operatic music.
and Beethoven Symphonies,
together with
works from all the masters, are arranged for
tlie /Kolian, and are played by it with wonderful orchestral effect.
Tlie tone of the /Kolian is peculiarly soft and
beautiful, resembling, more than anything else,
a small orchestra, with tlie different parts.
On exhibition daiiv from 9 to 5. Call and
hear it.

The M.STEINERT&SONS GO.,
Sole New England liepresontatives for the
Steinway, Hardman, Gabler, Bacon, and
other First Class Fianos.

T.

cian

fAt-

i,;fniimu

mpn.

For

C.McGOULDRIC.Mgr.
617 Congress Street,

octlC

dtf

over

80 years the demand for it has steadily increased. It has stood on its own intrinsic
merit, and entirely satisfied generation after

generation.

It is

used and recommended by

to old age. For Internal as much as External
use.
Be not afraid to trust what time has endorsed. It is used and endorsed by all athletes.
Every Mother should have it in the house,
dropped on sugar suffering children love it.

Johnson’s

days

The Doctor’s signature and directions

on every

WE GOT

’EM
Glasses that will fit you.
In gold frames,
“
silver frames,
“
steel frames,
“
fact the finest line of
glasses you will toad in
and
we
fit
Portland
them

bottle

...

Sale.

Special

FREE OF CHARGE
uo

BOOKS

:

YYe shall close out

...

our

the

Papers by

Note

Pound,

opia

E. S. PMDEXTEK,
561 Congress St.

..

1"'"

..

..

623
Sunrises .6 31 lllleli water
watcr )
i- 5 52
Sun sets.4 2«|ul6n
Height tide
■

Moon'rises aJf i! 8 ggj

■

{ ;;

MARINE

NEWS

Sale.

Stale of Maine, ss.
Circuit Court of the United States,
Maine District.
In Chancery.
Wallace Hackett, Complainant,
vs.

The

PORT OF PORTLAND.

SATURDAY, Not

Master’s

9.

Arrived.

Seh Geo E Wolcott, Reed, Norfolk—coal to
Me Cent RK.
Sch Rabboni. Coombs. New York for Bangor.
Sch Onward, Boston for Bucksport.
Sch Woodward Abrahams, Snow, Kennebec
for Baltimore.
Sch Florence E Tower, Ingalls, Boston.
Sch Vicksburg, Bullock, Bangor for New
London.
Sch Napoleon. Stanley. Gloucester.
Sch Wave. Dow, Addison.
Cleared.

Steamship Manhattan, Bragg, New York—J B

C<sch

Fred C Holden, Greenlaw. Boston—Berlin
Mills Co.
SUNDAY, Nov 10.
Arrived.

Steamer State of Maine, Pike, St John, NB,
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Rosa E, Stone, Georgetown.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber. Damariscotta
Sch G W Glover. Rockland for Boston.
Below—Sells Anaconda, Medford, Forest
Belle, Margaret, Gamecock, and others, for a
harbor.
SAILED—Barque Isaac Jackson; sells Geo P
Davenport, J Manchester Haynes, David Torrev Arthur M Gibson, Willie H Higgins. Lizzie
E Dennison, J E Dubigiioii, Fortuna. Woodward
Abrahams, Grace Webster. Cumberland.

via

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
SOMES SOUND. Nov 8—Sid, sch Myronus,

Cliatto, New York.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR. Nov 9—Ar, sells Lizzie Cochran, and Henry, Two Rivers. NS, lor
New York; Flash, and E V Glover, St John NB
for do; Alta, do for do.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at Shanghai 9th inst, ship Emily F Whip
nev Pendleton, New York.
Sid fill St Thonisa Oct 28, sch Hattie H Bar-

Portsmouth Company and John S. H.
Prink, Successor in Trust,

Defendants.
No. 425.
that, in
Public notice 1& hereby given
pursuance ot a decree made and entered by
said Court in the above entitled cause on
J,
the 26th day of Sep'ember, A. D.
1895,
Lewis Piorce, Master in Chancery of the
said United btates Circuit Court, will on
Tuesday, the fifth day of November, A. D,.
in the
1895, at the hour of eleven o’clock
forenoon, at the office of said Portsmouth
of
State
the
in
South
Berwick,
Company in
Maine, sell at Public Auction to the highest
and
the
estate
all
and
singular
bidder,
property in said decree mentioned, viz:
All ot the
including Dam and
lands,
teneWater Power therewith connected,
ments. hereditaments, tools and machinery
and appurtenances belonging to the said
Portsmouth
Company, and situated In
South Berwick in the County of York and
in
State ot Maine, and also in Rollinsford
the County of Strafford and State of New
of
a
brick
consisting
mill,
ii»mpsl.ire,
brick
Piukur-house,
160x40, rive stories:
Machine shop, Cloth
Hall, Hepair shop,
Cotton houses. Lumber Sheds, biick office,
&c.; and all and singular, the rights of suul
Company the Tools and Machinery therein
contained, including 10,000 spindes. and 250
looms, with dobbiee attached ior weaving
L\ce woik, &c., &c.
The property above advertised consists of
the
manua well equipped brick mill for
necessary
facture of cotiou goods, with
tools and
machinery, buildings, shops,
Also a
offices, tenements, bouses, etc..
estimated
large and valutb e waterpower,
thereto.
at 800 1). p., and rights pertaining
of
the
For a more minute description
property and inventory of the same, apply to
LewisPieree, Master, Portland, Me.
Five thousand dollars in cash to be
paid
at the time or the sale.
Dated Portland. Maine. October 15. b. A.
D. 1895.
Lewis Fierce, Special Master appointed by
the U. S. Circuit Court for the District
octl8eodtd
of Maine.

hour, Erskine, Jamaica.

Memoranda.
rca..n,w>ntinn

O irrie L Tvler. of New Y'ork. 537

been purchased oytC Pendleton, of
Islesbpro, Maine.
lleaufort, NC, Nov 8th—Sch Hattie C Luce,
Heal from New York, arrived here to day with
She enloss of mainsail, mainboom and jib.
countered severe gales off Cape Hatteras aud
toss, lias

Cape Lookout.

Nov n—Sch Haroldine, from
Philadeluha, before (reported ashore
floated without apparent damage aud now
lies at anch r off this place.

Highland Light

| eswcis-1
POf^
g|ij;
|-CR^KS i I
■

■

A

Boston for
was

Domestic Ports.

NEW YORK—Ar 9th, barque Charles G Rice,
junt Auckland. 100days; sells Tofa, Wilson,
Port Tampa; Teluinah, Marshall, Bangor; Addle A Snow, Snow. Rockland; Henry, Cotton,
Mlllbridge; Harry W Haynes. Eonsey.Sullivan;
Mabel Hall, Darby, and Flyaway, Thorndike,
Rockland: Miranda, l'lynn, Somes Sound:- Sam
Castner. Sullivan; ItG Whelden. do.
Sid '■ th. barque Eleanor Williams. Port Natal.
Passed Hell Gate 9th, sens Celia F\ New York
for Bangor; A Heaton, do for Rockland; Mary
Stewart, do for Providence; Laurel, do for do;
do for Boston; Myra W
Vm H Davenport,
Snear, Darien for Bath.
&
Sarah
Ellen, York, Portland.
Sid 9th. sch
Passed Util, sclis Mattie J Alla Crockett, fm
river;
Maggie Ellen, LittleNewark for Raritan

fyfi

0?)

fl§h

pjjsj
0?

fgji

S8$

lM

#

»

O

»

«

fellow-men is
usually dubbed a “crank.”
People who want their
printing different from
the ordinary every-day
kind we are certain to
from

his

Uth. sclis
Beoj C Cromwell,

McLearn. Philadelphia
ASHEPdD. SC—Cid 8th, sch Olive Pecker,
Hall. Baltimore.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 9th, barque H A Litchfield Hulnart. Boston.
Sid 9th sch Melissa A Willey, Boston; Helen
L Martin. d»; H .1 Cottrell, do.
BEACF’cRT. NC-Ar 8til, sch Hattie C Luee,
Heal, New York.

Ol 1U

This LOW CUT price for
few days only.

a

please. Whether you
crank or not, try
a

STEVENS &
JONES CO.
Under Ualmoutli Hotel.

dtl

nov9

BOOKS.
Our

Holiday

and Choice

GIFT BOOKS
--FOB =

CHRISTMAS
are

now

bein'? received and
an early

it is well to make

selection.
See display in window.

^
p
fasten ||
•

-

§g

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

^INSURANCE

3H«i[

The best $3.00 Men’s Shoes on the
market.
Made from tannery calfskin, dongol*
tops, all leather trimmed, solid leather
soles with Lewis’ Cork Tilled Soles.

Unequaled for beauty, fine workmanship, and wearing qualities. Your choice
of all the popular toes, lasts and fastenings.
Every pair contains a paid-up Accident Insurance Policy for $100, good for
90 days.
Wear Lewis’ Accident
Shoes, and go insured free.

Insurance

Sold by CENTER & McDOWELL.

want to he the
Jeweler Who Comes
Into Your Mind First”
“/

Tile Steamships Manhattan and Cottage
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, Fast River, same days at 6 p. m.
Fare to New York, one way, $4.00J Round
trip <7.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
nv2-dtf
J. F. LISCOMB. General Agent.

Will leave East Boothbay Monday at 7.15
for Portland. touching at So.
Bristol,
in
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and Squirrel
Island.
Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for

in

Umbrellas
and Canes.

Whist Frizes
in

Sterling

Silver.

RAILWAY.

at
Heron

Squirrel

573 Congress St.,
Allantic
Allen, Dominion, Cunard,
AGENT
Lines are
Transport and White Star
H. G. STARR,
for sale by
STEVENS SILVER CO.
Wharf.

LEAVE.
and Lewiston
7.10, 8.40 a. m.
1.10, 1.30, 5.15 p. m.
Berlin
Falls
and Island Pond,
and
Gorham
For
8.40 a. m.. 1.30 p. m. 5.15 p. m.
For Montreal and Chicago, 8.40 a. m„ and 1.30
For Auburn

p.
For

Island, So. Bristol
Boothbav Harbor,
anil East Boothbay.
leave
Pemaquid at 6 a. in. for
Wednesday,
Portland and above landings,
at 6.45 a. m. for
Portland
leave
Thursday,
Touching at Squirrel
Boothbay Harbor.

isfilomoM
Saturday.
Wednesday
Wednesday

From

Philadelphia

Wiscassett.

On and after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the
and fast

will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a in.
Popham Beach at 10 a. in., Bath at 12 in.,

Boothbay

Harbor at

2.30 p.

Arriving

m.

at

Wiscassett about 3.30 p. m., connecting with
the 3.55 p. m. train on the Wiscassett & Quebec
R. R.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 0.45 a. in.,
Boothbay Harbor at 8 a. m., Bath at 10 a. m.,
Popham Beach at 11 a. m. Arriving at Portland about 1.30 p. m.
Fare, $i.ooto Bath, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.
CHA8. R. LEWI§,
O. C. 0L1VFR.
Treasurer.
President.
dtf

oct29

Steamship Co.

International

FOR

Easlport, Lubec. Calais, StJoh,i, N.3., Halifax,N.5.
au

ana

pitas

m

oruusnhjh,

«rw

nimi

tia, Prince Edward Island, and Cape BretThe favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews. N. B.
Fall Arrangement.
and after Sept. 9th, and until further
notice, the steamers of this line leave Kailroad
Portland.
Wharf,
Monday and
Friday at 5 p. m.. fcr Eastport, Lubec
and St. John, with the above eonneotioaj.
Returning—Leave St John, Lubec and East*
port same days.

Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. iaf Freight received, up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square
or for other information at Company’s Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE Gen. Man.
ap‘29dtf

“SOKOKIS.”

STEAMER
Time

Table.

On and after May 30, 1395, Steamer Sokokis
will run until further notice, as follows:
Leave Bridge street, Westbrook, at 10 a, m„

2.00 and 3.30 p.

m.

Returning, leave Mallison Falls at 11a.m.,
2.45 and 4.30 p. m.
Arrive at Westbrook in time to connect with
the 12, 3.30 and 5.30 electric cars for Portland.
Be sure and take the 9.10 a, m., 1.10 or 2.40
electric cars from Portland, head of Preble St.
J. H. HEZELTON, Prop.

junel8tf

Exchange St.,

104

PORTLAND, ME.
novG

dtf

_

Notice.
riiHE Stockholders of the Central Wharf Tow
A
that their
Boat Co., are hereby notified
annual meeting will be held at Office No. 170
on
Commercial St.. Portland,
Tuesday the 12tli
day of November, at 2.30 o’clock, in the after
noon, to acton the following articles: 1st, to
choose a moderator; 2nd. to choose 7 director
for the ensuing year; 3rd, to acton any otlje
business that may properly come before them.
J. P. TENNEY,

novGdtd

Maine Eye and Ear

/COMMENCING S«pt. 23d will leave Portae
laud Pier tor Falmouth, Oousens’, Littlejohn’s, Great Cheheague and Bustin’s Islands,
Wolfs Point and Freeport at 2.00 p. in.
RETURNING, leave Freeport at 7.00 a. m.
lor Portland.
J. P. 3AXERT.
sep9dtf

Royal Mail Steamers.

Montreal to Liverpool via Quebec.
A.Uan. State Xjiuo.
Rain.
New York

Montreal,

From

and Glasgow Service.
|_From New York.

Laureu'clan Nov. 2.
Nov. 9.
Parisian
Mongolian Nov, 1G.
Cabin passage, Montreal service *50 and upwards. Return, *100 and upwards.
Second
cabin, #30, Steerage at lowest rate.
Glasgow and New York service, #45 to #G5.
Return, *85 to #120.
Passengers holding round trip tickets can go
via one route and return by the other, thus enjoying the magnificent scenery of the St. Lawrence and the shortest ocean passage
Glasgow to Boston direct via Galway and
Derry: Prepaid steerage, #15; intermediate
#25.
Apply to H. &. A. ALLAN, Montreal
or Boston, or AUSTIN BALDWIN & CO., 53
Broadway, N. Y., or to H. G. STARR, or
A.

a.

a«ih»uv*.

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT Cl
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

DAY

WEEK

TIME

TABLE,

Commencing: Sunday, Sept. 15, 1895.
For Forest City and Trefethen’s Lh nding
Peak’s Islanu, Little and Great Diamond
Islands, at 5.30, (5,40. 8 00, *10.30 a. m.,
2.15, 4.20, 0.10 p. 111.
For Ponce Landing, Long Island,
8.00,
*10.30

a.

m.. 2.15 p.

m.

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.
Landings at 10.30 a. in. and 2.15

all

For
id*

P.

C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
run in stormy or foggy weather.
dtf
soptl2
*

Not

is hereby given that tlie partnership
Dyer & Neal, Attorneys at Law, firm
and Albert E.
composed of I.onvllle If. Dyer
Neal was dissolved on the lirst day of November 1805. Albert E. Neal can he found at
Room 3, lirst floor, JOSE BLOK, 08 Exchange
of

-1

Leather

MRsWELYffDAYWHlTE,
Teacher of Singing,

and

Goods.
nov6d2w»

120 Winter St.

PORTLAND.

Portland & Rumford Falls

R'y.

7, 1895
DEPARTURES.

In Effect.

Oct.

8.30 a. ol. & 1.15 r. M. From union station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buck field. CanDixtield and
Rumford Pails.
ton.
8.30 a. m.t 1.05 and 5.10 p. m. From Union
and
lor
Station
Folani
Mechanic Falls.
Train leaving Union Station 1.16 p. m. connects at Rumford Falls with R. F. & R. I*. R. R.
train for Bvrou and Houghton.

Through passenger coaches between Union

Station,

Portland and Rumford Falls.

Through tickets on sale for all points
on F. A It. P. K’y.
R. C. BRADFORD, G. F. A T. Agt.
Portland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN, Superintendent,
Kumtord Falls. Maine
Febiodtf

PortianF&

Worcester Line

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
STATION FOOT

OJFPKEBLE STREET.

alter Sunday, October
trains will Leave Portland:

1885,
Passenger
For
Worcester, Clinton, Ay or Junction.
Nasnua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
and

and

m.

12 30 p.

in.

For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Rovhostor, Bpringvalo. Alfred, Water,
boro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m* 12,30 and
4.25 p.

m.

For Gorham at 7.80 and 9.45 a. m., 12.30,
3.00, 4.25, and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford's at 7.80,
and
t.46 a.
4.25.
12.80,
in.,
5.001
e.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Jnnatlon with “Hoovae Tunnel
Routa” for the West and at Union Station.
Worcester, for Providence and New
via "Providence Line,'* for Norwleh and
New York, via “Norwich Line" with Boston
A Albany R- K. for the West, and with the
Now York All Rail via “Springfield."
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcestor
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
6.45 p.
m.; from Gorhan*
and
1.30
10.6u
a.
8.30 and
m„ 1.80,
at
6.40,
m.
6.45 p.
4.15, SI and
r or through Tickets to all
points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticker
Portland. Me.
Agent,
6
J. W. PETERS, Supt.

York,

dtf
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Boston & Maine
In Effkot October

20,

R.

R.

1805.

WESTERN DIVISION.
for
Trains leave Portland. Uniou Statlou,
Scarboro Croeeing. 10.00 a. m.. 6.15,6.20, p.
Fine
Point, 7.00,10.00
m.; Scarboro Beach,
a. m.. 3.30. 5.15,6.20. u. m.: Old Orchard,
ui.t
Saco, isiddeford, 7.UU, 8.4U, jlu.uu a.
6.20, p. m.; Kenne12.40, 3.80, 5.15,
12.40.
5.15,
3.30,
a.
m..
bunk. 7.00, 8.40,
6.20 p.m.; Well* Beach, 7.00.8.40a.m.. 3.30,
5.15 p. m.; North Berwick, $8.45, 7.00,8.40,
a. m., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p. 111.; Kennebunkport, Somersworth, Hover, 7.00, 8.40 a. ill.,
12.40, 3.30, 5.15 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. ill.. 12.40, 3.30 p. m.:
(via
Worcester
Wolf boro,
m,;
3.30 p.
Somersworth and Rochester,) 7.00 a. m.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Low*
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill* 3.30
p*
rence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40,
111.,
t7.00,
111. Exeter. Boston, {3.45.
Arrive in Boston, {7.2o,
512.40. 3 30 p. m.
10.15 a. in 12.55, 4.20 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston lor Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. in., 1.00,

{8.40*.^

4.15 p.

m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

For Boston, express, 3.45 a. m. For Boston
and way stations, l.oo, 4.15 p. m. Arrive in
Boston, 7.25 a. m., 5.37, 8.44 p. ill.
Boston lor Portland. 3.45 ». m.
EASTERN DIVISION.

Infirmary—Annual

Partnership.

IN

Eiints.

Clerk.

meeting of the Maine Eye and
Infirmary will be held on MONDAY,
Nov. 11. 1805, at 7 o’clock p. m., at the Infirmary, for tlie election of officers for the ensuing year and for the transaction of such
other business as may be done legally at said
meeting.
By order of tlie Board of Trustees.
A. A. MONTGOMERY, Sec’y.
oct31dtd
Portland. Me.. Oct. 30, 1805.

and

Fxpress with sleeping

From Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Bridgton,
a. in.; Lewiston
and Mechanics Falls
a. m.: Waterville.
Augusta and Bath,
8.35a.m.; Mattawamkeug, Bangor and Rockland
12.25; Klnglield, Phillips, Farmington, Rumford Falls, Skowhegan. Oakland and Lewiston
12.30 p. m.; No. C( nwav and Fryeburg 4.40
Rockm.;
p.
Waterville,
Skowhegan,
land 5 25 p. m.; St, John. St.
Stephen,
Aroostook County. Bar Harbor and Bangor
5.35 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmington, Rumford
Falls, Skowhegan. .Lewiston 5.45 p. m; Chicago
all
White Mountain
and Montreal and
8.10 p.m., all points on B. & A. R. R.,
angor, Bar Harbor, Rockland 1.40 a. m.:
express Halifax, St. John, Bangor Waterville
and Augusta, 3.30 a. m.
PAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. £. BOOTH BY, G. P. & T. A.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.
dtf
oct4

iumjuuui

Meeting.

of

ARRIVALS

WatervUIe,

8.25
8.30

STEAMBOAT CO.

A.OENT.

STA.TE

Augusta,

Bath,

11.00 p. m.. Night
cars for all points.

On

ARRIVALS.

R. H. JORDAN,

Lewiston,

Baugor.

On

Allan Line

a
National
Have been using
Cash Register about two years
and consider it indispensable.

paper train for Brunswick, Au
gusta, Waterville and Bangor.
1.00 p. m. For Brunswick
Lisbon Falls,

on.

p. m.

From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.25 and 11.45
a. m., 3.10. 5.15 and 6.25 p. m.
From Island Fond, Berlin Falls and Gorham,
8.25. 11.45 a. m.. and 6.25 p. m.
From Chicago am. Montreal, 11.45 a. m„ 5.25
p. m.
From Quebec. 11.45 a. m.
Cars on Night
Pullman Palace Sleeping
trains and parlor cars on day trains.
MIDDLE
NO.
177
OFFICE
TICKET

TRAINS.

7.30 a.m.,

SALACIA.

STEAMER

SUNDAY

new

in.

Quebec, 1.30

street.

Cut Glass

MAINE CENTRAL R. it.

Island,

1895

\rOXICE

JEWELER,

On and after Nov., 4th 1895. Trains will
leave Wiscassett lor China and way stations at
:».18 a. m. and 3. 55 p in., arriving in China at
12.00 a.nr and 0.56 p. in.
Returning Trains leave China at 6.00 a. m.
and 12.15 p.m., arriving in Wiscassettat 9,05
a. m. and 2. 57 p.m.
J. P TUCKER. Supt.
RICHARD T. RUNDLETT, GeiiM Mgr.
uOmos
maylS

In
Effect
November 3, 1805.
Trains leave Portland, Union Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below and intermediate points as follows;
7.00 a. in. For Brunswick, Bath, Rockland,
Augusta, Waterville, Skowliegan, Pittsfield,
Bamror, Bucksport. Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via
Brunswick.
Islahd.
8.30 a. ui. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs)
Eridav, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
Lewiston,
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for Livermore Falls. Farmington, Phillips, Rangeat
and
Waterville.
East Boothbay. Touching
Squirrel Island, ley, Oakland
8.45 a. m. For Bridgton. Fabyans, BurlingBoothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALFKEU KAOS, manager.
ton, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
aug.'Udtf
and all points west.
10.30 a. m. For Brunswick, Bath. Lisbon
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick, Gardiner Augusta and Waterville.
1.00 i». m. Express for Bruns wick, Lisbon
Falls. Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Bar Harbor
Oldtown and Houlton, via B. & A.
1.15 p. m.. For Danville Jc., Poland Springs
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.
Rumford Falls,
station. Mechanics
Fails,
Kinefield,
Phillips
Lewiston, Farmington.
and
Boston every
Waterville,
Skowhegan,
Oakland, Bingham.
Bangor aud Vaneeboro.
l.»0 p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, AuFrom
every
gusta, Batb, Rockland and all stations on
onri Qotnrriaii
Knox
& Lincoln division. Waterville, Skow*
WHIUIMHJI
and Foxcroft, GreenFrom Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From iiegan. Belfast. Dover
Bucksport, Oidiown, Vaneeboro,
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. In- ville, Bangor,
U..HI..V
UnnlrAii aiul Wi nul ufriPk'
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake, Bridgton, FryFreights for tae West t>y the Penn. It. K., and
burg. North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster,
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
Beecher
Falls, Lime Ridge & Quebec, St. Johnscommission.
bury, Montreal and Chicago.
Bound Trip $18.00.
Passage $10.00.
Lisboa
For Brunswick. Bath,
5.05
p. m.
Meals and room included.
Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
5.10
Danville
For
New
m.,
Gloucester,
p.
Agent, Central wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPS'>N, Treasurer and General Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanic
Auburn and Lewiston.
Manager, aa State St., Fiske Building, Boston. Falls,
11.00 p. m. Night Express, sleeping ^ars, for
oct22dtf
Mass.
Bath. Rockland. Lewiston, Augusta, Watervlile
Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
Stephens, St John and all Aroostook County,
MAINE COAST NAVIGATION CO.
Halifax and the Provinces. b”t does not run to
Harbor
and
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft or beyond
For Bath, Popham Beach, Boothbajf
Bangor, Saturday nights.

Touching

Pemaquid.

FREEPORT

and after MONDAY. Sept. 9tli,
trains will ruu as follows:

Dissolution

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

|

Wiscassef & Quebec Railroad Co

a

annual

-by the-

Union

Steamer Enterprise

THEEar

WILLIS A. CATES,

3 1-3

TRUNK

GRAND

JA

oc31 eodlim

After Monday, Sept, a,

Delightful and Invigorating Sea Trip.

SMITH & BROE, Druggists,
Cor. Congress & Center Sts.,

*

e^nt

Monuirtir

STREET. AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STREET.
L. J. SEARGEANT Gen’l Manager.
Portland. Sept. 9th, 1895.
septlO

The Latest

M

1-.ill M

New York Direct Line.

On

yyy

us.

—

Beginning November 5th, Steamer Merrywill leave Portland Pier, Portland,
daily, Sundays excepted:
For Long,
and
Lhebeague Islands,
Iinrpawell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands, 2.0t*
p. in. For Cliff Island, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday 2.00. p. m.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr's Island
6.45 a. in. calling at Harpswell and imermediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
a .ui*
isaiah Daniels,
c one a a

nnt^rltf

ffyt}

are

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

yy-

Collector, Sprague. St Andrews,
W!Arl9th,Jschs
TIOKTES TO AND FROM EUROPE
jjjj. Nellie .I Crocker, Henderson, liondoul.
Mail. Martin. Sullivan and New

Cl’d

13c lb
10c lb
.•

I5jj|

HUSTON—Ar 8th, sch Samos, Handy, Edge-

York

XO

at.26c lb
.18c lb
15e ll>,

yyffy

john do for cio.

■

HALF PRICE.
60 cent Note Paper
36.
30
"
26
••
20

|

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

dtf

AT

person who does some-

tiling radically different

Maine.

--

aug22

..

II Hill

your

Myopia, Ily-promoiropia, Presbyopia, AsthenAstigmatism.

or

Portland,

..

....

what

matter

trouble.

To Make Room lor Ihe

HOLIDAY

Portland and Boothbay Steamboat Co.

HUM

physicians everywhere. It is the best, the
eldest, the original. It is unlike any other.
It is superior to any other. It is not merely a
Liniment, it is natures remedy from infancy

A young married lady in this city was lying
at the point of death with diphtheria. Ihe
mother gave a teaspoonful
Anodyne
Liniment clear to her child; in ail instant the
passage to the lungs was enlarged, she could
she was well.
breathe easier, in a few
The husband said this Liniment had saved
Boston.
his wife’s life.—Zion's Herald,

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS.

isrixiANiors.__

An /EOLIAIM

old fashioned, noble hearted Family Physi-

..

Granulated.41/*

meats.
of

Adams. Baltimore.
Sip 9th. sell Mary

—

mn’s

were

Boston,
Douglas Haynes,

Goodwin, for No-tom Clara
CAPE HENRY-Passed out 9th, barque
E McG livery, from Baltimore for
i rnlesclis Gov Ames, Norfolk Ipr Providence,
toi B
pendent. Caso, from Newport News
Roger Drury, do for Pall Knver.
cnlitli
FERNANDINA—Sid Stlusch Henry J Smith,

_

loaf.BVi
Crushed.&*A
Powdered...47/s

v/Il

BBATH—Ar 8th, sch

and passed up.
Sld 8th. sc.li Clara

...

8/*

New York

VUU

M

....

Last sales of Shore Mackerel & bbl in flsherorder at $29 09; Block. Island $20; Bay
Sept. $18 50.
July.
Opening.
Inspected Bay Mackerel $20 ^ bbl for large
Closing.
2s. $22 for large Is. and $26 for extras; Bloaters
$25 @$35.
Portland Stock Lfgt.
We quote prime new Georges Codfish $6 00
C orrected by Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
<2)6 26 for large and 4{2$4Va for small; Bank $4
brokers, 186 Middle street.
@$4V2 for large and $214@$28/4 for small; dry
STOCKS.
Bank at $4 and $2s/± : Shore 6 50 and $3Va for
Par Value,
Bid. Asked large and tor small. Newfoundland do *6 00.
Description.
We quote cured cusk at $0<gt$33/* 39 qtl; hake
118
320
< anal
National Bank.100
3 00
102 $i % ; haddock—I 75; heavy salted pollock
Casco National Bank.100
38
39 $1V«*i2$2 ih qtl;and English cured do $3®3lAt
Cumberland National Bank.. 4u
Best handline boneless Georges codec for me100
98
Chapman National Bank.100
100
102 dium to 7aA c large; middles 8 60@$9: boneless
First National Bank.100
do 6@7e; Grand Bank do 6 ^8Vac ;cusk,
Shore
114
US
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
102 53/4@6Vac;haddock 384(g)48,4 ; take at 3 @4V2 ;
luO
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
104 fancy brands of entirely boned cod 11 to 15c
102
Portland National Bank.... 100
at 10c
112 £> lb; Smoked Halibut, straight strips
310
Portland Trust Co.a. 100
90 p lb.; extra thick 10Va '.medium 9c: small6Vi»c;
85
Portland Gas Company. 50
120 chunks ll@12c.
318
Portland Railroad CompanyiOO
Mnoked salmon 18c 19 ib:Medium herring 12c
loo
106
Portland Water Co.100
bov; tucks at 9c: lengthwise 8c;Nolsat8c;
BONDS
Bloatrers at 1 oo. shore do at 1 10: canned
304 Trout $1 50 .fresh halibut $2 20; salmon 1 30;
Portland City 6s, 1897.303V*
122 lobtsers l 90; clams 95c. American sardines,
Portland 6s. 1907.12u
102
104 quarter <$]s, $2 50; half oils, *5 50; three-auarPortland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding
108 ter mus’Jrds. $2V2, spiced, $3.
1899.
R
R.
aid...106
6s,
Bangor
118
Bangor 6s. 1905, Water.116
Large New ouimiand herring $4 50 bbl. Nova
106 Scotia krge split $6 00; medium|$5
Bath os. 1898. R. R. aid.104
:iarge round
iuz
Bath os. 1897, jviumcipai.±uu
shore and choice laytr packed do scarce; Extra
103 laree Labrador $ 00.
Bath 4V2s, 1907, Municipal.100
102
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding.lou
Pickled codfish $4@4 60; haddock 3 25: hali106 but heads $3 sound $10: tuigues and sounds
Belfast 6s. 1898.K. K. aid.104
10() S9; tongues $8;alewlves
Belfast 4s, 1892-1922. Municipal.. 99
3; trout $9; Cali101 fornia salmon $10: Halifax do $23.
Calais 4s, 1901—1911 Refunding. 100
110
Q411UU ,ati UUg Wll
Lewiston 6s. 1901. Municipal.108
104 26c.
Lewiston 4s. 1913. Municipal.102
’01
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.10(1
Boston Prodnce Market.
108
Central R. K. 7s.1898.1st. mtgl06
«
136
BOSTON. Nov, 9. 1895.—The following are
7s. 1912, cons. mtgl34
106
*'4yas.104
to-aav's quotations ui Provisions. Produce,etc.;
*
108
"g6s, 1900. extens’nl06
FLOUR.
102
“4V4s. 1905, SkgFdlOl
102
Leeds® Farmington R. R. 6s. ±896.101
Sspring patents. Mian.. 3 65&$3 90.
108
Portland & Ogd’g *6s, 1900. 1st ,mtgl06
Spring pat, Wis., 3 605,3 75.
106
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.104
.spring, clear an straight, 3 00@3 40.
102
Winter patents, choice, 3 6053 75.
Portland Water Co’s 4s. 1927.100
Winter, clear and straight, 3 fo5 .3 65.
Add 25c to the above For the jobbing rates.
LARD.

Boston

.Wita

_______

...

16
160

American Express.116
Boston & Maiue.176%
Central Pacific. 16%
Cites. « onto. 19
Chicago St Alton...160
Chicago s Alton preierrea—172
Chicago. Burlington s Quincy 83
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.129%
Delaware.Lackawana & Westl68
Denver. & Rio Grande. 13%
Eric. 10
nreferred
22%
no
Illinois Central. 97 Va
hake Erie & West. 22%

LakelShore.

for
Deeriug, Hamilton,

aICId Oth?schaLydia

_..

>1

__miscellaneous.

_

vei.
L Crosby. Trim. Fall rt
GALVESTON—Cld 9th, sell Bertha Louise,
Hannah. Pascagoula.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 8th, sch Maud biiaie,
Bangor for New York.
N EW ORLEANS—Sid fm PortiEads 9th, bars.
Domestic ftiaruio.N.
Clias F Ward. Palmer. Philadelphia.
Telearanh.'
By
NEW LONDON—In poit, sells Lugano. TinkHim
NOVEMBER 9. 1895.
er. New York for Bath; Senator Grimes,
do
tpi
NEW YORK—Flour—receipts 39,171 pckags; do for Calais; John Cndwallader, Lends, Rockfor
do
Silver
Heels,
sales
Gardiner;
0300
and
2943
Quinlan,
sacks;
exports 6939 buuli
land ; Brigadier, and Annie Lee,-•
pkgs: dull and barely steady.
HYANN1S—Ar 8tli, sens Racehorse, RockWheat—receipts 11)6,975 hush ;exDorts 71.083
iaobus ;sales 70,COO bush, fairly active, Li lower; lanil for New York; Cyrus Chamberlain, do,
niaston
for do; Abenaki. Richmond for
at
07
Vielev
and
No 2 lied store
Calais for New Haven.
Corn—receipts sr.ooo bush ;exports 749 bus.; Branihall,
Anchored outside, sch Lottie. Thomaston tor
sales 9.60(1 bush: closed dull and firm; No 2 at
New York; Samuel Hart, Ellsworth for Stam361A®36l/2 elev.
Seth M Toad, Bluebill for New York; H
Oats—receipts 210.160 bush; exports 44!8 ford;
bush;sales 33.00') bus; dull; mixed lower;No 2 N Squire, Boston for New York.
NEWBURYPORT-Sid 8tH. sch Sheepscot,
at 23s/a : do White 2-1 Vs.
Maine port, to load jor New York.
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
POUT TAMPA—Sid 8th, barque Lizzie Carquiet, steady and unchanged. Wheat—No 9 ter. Dyer, Philadelphia.
Spring 67V4(gSBesc: No 2 lied 58Vs©021/ic.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 9tli, barque Ethel V
Coru—No 2at 29*/«c. Oats—No 2 at 18%® 19c;
Boyutou, Mitchell, Port Spain.
No 2 live 37e. No 2 Barley at 4ie. No 1 Flax,
Cld 9th, ship Kennebec, Sawyer, Nagasaki;
H'aH
Un.aul
XTn... i.l.i.mn
AlW'.ft
seed at 90%<g9lVsC; mess pork 8 12Va(a8 2o. pnlm A
Lard at b 57%®5 GO; short rib sides at 4 66® Holbrook.
Ellis, Boston.
4 62l/2.
Dry salted meats—shoulders at 4 76
L
Edith
down
schs
Island—Passed
7tli,
Heody
®4 87 V, ;sbort clear sides at 4 87Vs®5 00.
Allen, from Philadelphia for New Haven; 8th,
ll,700bbls: wheat. 170.000 Nel ie T Morse,
for
Kecelpts—Flour.
do
do
for
Mobile; Daylight,
r. Aim Knob
04 J IW
IximhPortland: II D Mav, do for Saco.
rye. 3.000 bush barley. 106,000 bush.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 8tli, sch Uuclc Joe,
bbls:
wlieatl39.000
Shipments—Flour 16,400
Stevens. Portland.
bush: corn. 238,000 bush; oats 195,000 bush:
PROVIDENCE—Cld 8th, sell Sarah Potter,
rye. 3,000 busb: barley 4u,000 bush.
Farnham, Port Royal; Edwin R Hunt, Crowell,
LOUIS—The
Flour
was
ST.
market to-day
Norfolk.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld I th, ship Wachusett,
quiet,unchanged; patentsl 3 26@3 35; extra
fancy at 3 o ;s£3 16; fancy at 2 8 j@2 90: choice Williams. Nanaimo.
at 2 60@2 70.
Wheat is lower: Nov 573'Se.
SAVANNAH—Sid 8tli, sch Henry P Mason,
Corn lower: Nov 24Vie. oats steady; Nov at Blair, Boston; S G Loud, Pierson, do.
Provisions—Pork at 8 t0;a.8 62Vi, Lard
Also ar 8th, sch Carrie T Balano, Beaufort, to
l“c.
—prime steam at S 40@5 60. ltacon—shoulders repair.
at 6Vi; longs at 6Vs iclear ribs 6Vi ; short clear
SALEM-Ar 7th. sells Marion Draper, Morse,
6%. Drv salt meats—shoulders 6 Vi: ribs 4 80; Gardiner for Vineyard Haven; Geo A La wry,
Rockland lor-.
clear 4 9’6.
Ar 8th. sch Geo Nevinger, Phillips, from Port
Receipts—Flour 2.0C0 bbls; wheat 46,000
busn; corn 23,000 bush; oats 13.000 bush; rye Johnson.
WASHINGTON—Cld 9th, soh Lewis H Gowbush.
Shipments—Flour 8.300 bbls: wheal 13000 ard, Haines, Norfolk.
bush; corn 4,000 bush; oats 16,000 bush; rye
bush.
Foreign Ports.
Sid fm Sydney, NSW. Oct 30, ship Elwell, Ryder, San Francisco.
European Markets.
Sid fm Victoria, BC, 7th iust, ship Geo Curtis,
(By Telegraph.)
Sproul. Queenstown.
Ski fm Redondo Oct 2G, barque Annie Reed,
LONDON, Nov. 9, 1895.—Consols lOBVid
Welt. Carteret.
lor money and 5Vid for the account.
At Buenos Ayres Oct 6, barques Addle MorLIVERPOOL, Nov. 9, 18S6.—Cotton market,
rill, Andrews, lor Boston: John S Emery.WoosVsc lower.
ter, for Boca or Rosario, to load for New York.
At Montevideo Oct 2d, barque Normandy,
OCEAN STEAMER IMOVE.MEVTS
Skewes, for New York.
Sid fm Bahia Oct 22, barque Boylston, Small,
FOB
FROM
Spain.
Liveroool,..Nov 9 Port
Parisian.Montreal
Ar at Santa Cruz. Ten, Oct 28, sch Gertrude
Terrier.New York. .Demerara ..Nov 9 A Bartlett,
Sproul, Feruaudlna.
Hovelius.New York..PernambucoNov 9
At Savanna-la-Mar Oct 27. barque Clotilde,
Alisa.New York.. Port Limon Nov 9 Hatch, for North of Hatteras.
9
Nov
City WashingtnNew York.. Havana
At Black River, Ja, Oct 27. barque Haydn
Touraine.New York. .Havre ....Nov 9
Brown, Babbidge, for North of Hatteras; MeSpaarndam... .New York. .Rotterdam .Nov 99 gupticook. Duncan, for Camden.
Lucania.New yrork. .Liverpool. ..Nov
Cld at St John, NB, Oth Inst, schs Hattie E
Dama.New York. Hamburg. .Nov 9
Lena Mau l, GigNov 13 King, Collins, New York; sch
Spree .New York. .Bremen
and Maggie Lynde, Holder, Rockland;
gey,
New York_New York..S’thampton.Nov 13
Erb, Rockport.
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool Nov 13 Fanny,
Kensington_New York. .Antwerp—Nov 13
Spoken.
Nov 13
Seneca.New York.. Havana
Oct 10, lat 33 N. Ion 30 W. ship Sintram,
Claribel.New York.. Cape Hayti Nov 14
from New York Sept 19 for Sydney,
Venezula.New York. .Laguayra. .Nov 14 Woodside,
NSW.
New York.. iiia Janeiro Nov 16
Sorrento
Jj
1, IJVJWU, 4/AO
Werra.New York.. Genoa.Nov 16 Bar. sell It
D Spear, Veazie, from Pascagoula
16
Nov
Fulda.New York. .Bremen
for
Matanzas.
Nov 1G
Manitoba.New York. .London
.Montreal
Liverpool ..Nov 16
Vancouver
16
York.
.Havre.Nov
.New
W, A. McGuire, a well known citizen
Gascogne
Etruria.New York. Liverpool. ..Nov 16 of
McKay, Ohio, is of the opinion that
Nov 16 I
Ancboria.New York. .Glasgow
Veendam.New York. .Rotterdam..Nov 16 there is nothing as good for children
Patria.New A'ork. .Hamburg. ..Nov 16 troubled with colds or
croup as ChamberYucatan.New York. .Hav&Mex..Nov 16
He has used it in
Havel.New York. .Bremen —Nov 19 lain’s Cough Remedy.
Adriatic.New York. .Liverpool ..jnov no his
family for several years with the best
St Pam .New York.. So’ainptou. Nov 20
Friesland .New York. .Antwerp.. .Nov 20 results and always keeps a bottle of it in
Alllanca.New' York. .Colon.Nov 20 he house. After having la grippe he was
Newport.New York. .Colon.Nov 20
.Nov 21 himself troubled with a severe cough.
F. Bismarck.. .New York. .Genoa
Santiago.New York. .Cienfueeos .Nov 21 He used other remedies without benefit
Nov 23
PlilladelDhia. .New York, .i.aguayra
to try the children’s
New York. .Rotterdam .Nov 23 and then concluded
Amsterdam
Nov 23 medicine,and to his delight it soon effectPrussia .New York. Hamburg
25 and 50 cent
euro.
permanent
Campania.... New York. .Livernooi ..Nov 23 ed a
St. Louis.New York..S’tlianipton. Nov 27 bottles for sale by Landers & Babbidge
druggists Portland and C. B. Woodman,
Westbrook.
MINIATURE ALMANAC.NOV. 11.-

Cut

Dec.

opening..
Closing...

and Bonds.

cio . ..

'.V H EAT-

Closing.....

Quotation, on Stock*
(By Telegraph.)

U. S.iExDress. 42
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific.. 7M*
do prfd. 1S84
Western Union.. 8834
Richmond & West Point.

U.

"u
8
2Va

pfd.l<5Va

Friday’s quotations.
Dec.
Ooenlng.... 68

373

Homestake.

tievf York

A Brigg
BALTIMORE—Cld 8th. ship John
Batch, for Liverpool.
.-„,,nBhec;
Ee
Ar 9til, snlis Jennie Lippett.t hase.
!_
Jennie F Willey, Bulger, Salem; Warren

„,v.

6
Oats, bag lots
Cotton See Clear lots. 00 00@20 00
I bap lots O000S21 00

o0@r 65
14(216

good

market quietat 3 15-16c for 64x64s.

Ontario.1.
28@30 Quicksilver.

fam. 9 60:310 00
plate... 10 00.310 50
Native,bbl
ex-plate 11 0o®ll60
Sp Chickens.
urkevs.Wes- x5lflS16c Bnlests VsbS 5 753
Ducks, native.. 18@20 Lara.bJ.com 5l/u&
tubs, pure C>fy#@83A
12® 13c
Fowls....

to

Tbe

Col. ..
Hocking Coal.

Onions—

Fair

200,000

sale*

Snots'.'.. 47.000
Futures....163,000

Corn, new spot, car 41
ICoru.old car.... @4*
@47
; Corn. Dag lots.
@45
i Meai, bag lots..

Bed Top—reProduce.
cleaned.... 16Vi@17
Cane Cran’osS7 50@$8
@12Va
6 00(g7 00 j good.
Maine
iTimotny.. .$5Vi2@6 50
New York
—10
56
1
@13Vfcc
Clover
Pea Beans 1 60«U
i*roTisicnB.
Foreignao 16(K5U 6»
Yellow Eves. 1 75(21 80
Cal. Pea-1 7 0®1 75 Pork—
Irish Potat’s. bu40@t6 ; clear.. 13 25(3
(43 00 ibacits.... 13 25@
Virg. sweets
@12 25
No 2.
do Jersey
©3 75

Applet.
2 76(23 25
Fancy....

Pieces.

Mir fork Mining Stock*.

Gram
Wheat. GO-lbs.

...

1

Print Cloth Market.

FALL RIVER, Mass. Nov. 9. 1895.—The following is the print cloth statement for the week:
Production.
Deliveries.

sugar Rate*.

Retail Grocers
Portland

Butter, cream, choice, 22 Vi <823Vsc,
Butter, fair to good, 2l)@22C.
Butter. North, choice, i»@2U,
Butter, unit, crm 14® 15c.
Butter, Western ladles 11.
Cheese, Northern, new do 10Vs®ll;Wst, ch'ce
9@10c.
Eggs, hennery choice, 2655)30: East 21@23.
Eggs. Mich. 22®23c; other Western 20®2i.c,
Beans, pea, l 50®l 6(>;mediums, 2 45@1 55.
Beans, yei. eves, 1 60ofi 65:red kid.l 45@1 56.
Beans foreien, 1 40(5.'i 45.
Potatoes,Aroostook Co. Hebrons 38@00c bush.
Potatoes. N Y Hebrons 35.
do
Rose 83(335.
Apples, new clioiec •P’ bbl, $2 50g3 25.
Apples, No 2 at $1 75 62 50.
Hay. New York and Can, fancy. $18 00@19 00.
Fair to good $*10 00@$l7c;iower grades $11
@815.
Straw, rve, $14S,$14V2 ; oat, $85>$8V2.

vision of

Elizabeth,
From Union Station for Capo
a.
in.;
Saco. Conway Junction,
PortsBld-Soford,
Wolfboro. 9 00 a. m.
Salem,
mouth. Amesbury, Newburyport.
l. ynn, Bostou, t2.00, tB.OO a. III.; 412.55.
tti.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston. 5.58 a. m.. 12.49,
.'.15 9.20 p. 111. Leave Boston for Portland,
7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30, 7.00. 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
{{8.45

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
PORTLAND,
STATE AND
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trains for points
THE

DAY

bavonri.

p.

Through tickets

for

Providence,

Lowell,

York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston,
Evening at 7 o’clock.
J, B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Oct. 1, 1895.

Worcester, New
ever*

RINGS!

NewburvFor Biddeford. Porlsinoutb.
port. Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m.. 12.55

RINCS!

RINGS!

A Thousand Solid Gold Rings, Diamonds, Opals
Pearls. Emeralds, Garnet* and Moon Stones in latest
style ol setting. Engagement and Wedding Rings
a specialty.
McKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument
septSdtc
Sauare.

/

m.

m.

Arrive in Boston. 5.58

a.

ill.,

4.15

Leave Boston for Portland, -9.00

a.

p.
m.,

7.00 p. n>
{Does not run Mondays.
IConnects with Kail Linas for New 1
South ana West.
^Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from Norm Berwick Sundays only.
with
Searboro Crossing
{{Connects at
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Througn tickets to all points in Florida,
the Soutn and West lor sale at Ticket Office,
Union Station.
D. J. FLANDEHS. G. F. and T. A., Boston.
«*
ie2i

THE

BRIEF

PBE5S.

annual

meeting of tho Woman’s

Three

Association will be addressed by Rev. Geo. H. Gutterson of tho
American
Missionary Association this
ovening in the Friends’ meeting house
at 7.30.
Miss Tarbox of the State street
Maine

ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

H. Sclilosberg.
Oweu, Moore & Co.
H. P. McCarthy.
Lewis, Ha l & Co.
S. A. Maddox.
Larrabee.
J. ii. Libby.
J. L. Palmer.
FINANCIAL.
Portand Trust Company.
L.

Indian

choir has kindly consented to sing
All are cordially invited to attend.

a

solo.

requested.

All members of Canton Ridgeley, No
1, P. M., are requested to be present
has been used over Fifty Years by million at the regular meeting Wednesday eveof mothers for their children while Teeth- nine.
will be followed by a
Tho work
ing, with perfect success. It soothes the clam
supper.
cure
the
gums, allays Pain,
child, softens
The Twitchell-Cbamplin Company will
Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and is the
close
their store and manufacturing dewhether
Diarrhoea
arising
best remedy for
sale
For
by
Monday at 1 p. in.
causes.
or
other
partments
from teething
Sunday was damp and considerably
Draggistsin every part of the world. Be sure
and ask for Mrs. WTinslow’s SoothiDg Syrup colder; a disagreeable day.
£5cts. a bottle.
In future to dry tho fire department
hose, Alderman Little has arranged to
lay the wet hose loosely on tho radiators
Soothing Syrup’*

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,
Doctor

prescribed:

Dr. Siegert’s Angostura Bitters possess
exquisite flavor and are a sure proven
tive for all diseases of the digestive organ,
an

after.

Mr.

Atkinson is

__

a'vory busy

man

these days.
John B. Curtis has gone to Atlanta,
from thero proposes to go to New
and
Orleans. He expects to be back to Portland in about 10 days, and will then make
to his great western ranches, the
a trip
last he expects to make before spring. He
is putting a vast number of young cattle
his ranchos, and is getting things in
on

Myles

tfottnn.

The Lincoln Club have engaged City
Hall for their banquet on February’12.
This means that the rafters will ring.
The Twitchell Champlin Co. will close
their store and manufactury department,
today, November Uth, at 10 o'clock.
A large fleet of coasters were lying in
75 or 100
the lower harbor Saturday,
sail in all.
The George E. Walcott, a large fourmasted schooner loaded with ooal.groudod in the channel off Bug Light about
11 o’clock Saturday forenoon. The flood
soon enabled the tugs to draw hor
tide

house

built

recently

Brothers.
~ReV. W.

by

Southworth

___

H.
Ramsey of Farmington,
preaohed at the First Parish yesterday.
In the morning his sermon was taken
from the Gospel of John, and was an admirable discourse

“Midnight

on

Frolic.”

‘Love.
Lillian Kennedy.

Monday evening, City Hall,

15,

25, 35,

50 cents.

served.

^“Midnight Frolic,” City Ball, tonight.
The work on [the International line
steamer St. Croix at the Portland Company, is rapidly approaching completion.

There Were

main

Torings and Covings.

been
steam

and

boilers

raised

in her donkey
will be raised in her
her engines tried the

coming week.
The report published in another paRoss and Madson, the two young men
per that Harold Loring of Spruce street
who were arrested for tho iaroeny of two
was so badly injured in a game of footvalves from the steamer Louise, were ara
ball reoently that his recovery was
raigned before Justice Hopkins in Peermatter of serious question, needs a little
ing Saturday morning, and heid for the
explanation The young man above mengrand jury in the sum of $800 each.
tioned never played football, but being
entertainment
‘‘Aunt
The novel
a P. H. S.
he
went
out
to
the
boy
game Jerusha’s
Album,” composed of 31 living
on November 3 to
root for his team.
He
pictures, will be given at the Gospel
contracted a very severe cold which come
Mission hall this evening at 8 o’clock, by
near
but
is
now
almost
fatal,
proving
Miss Evangeline,Pearson for the benefit

entirely recovered. There was a young
man named
Loring who played on the
team in
the Bowdoin Freshman game,
but at iast’accounts he was enjoying per-

of the mission.

‘‘Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight,

fect health.

Memorial Service.

“Midnight Frolic”, City Hall, tonight.
Ilaid

oil

a

Club-room.

Saturday night about 11 o’clock Deputy Sheriffs Hawkes, Frith and Plummer
varu

iinavnnatoHln

infn

Vo

11(1

at the
were held
Memorial services
Gospel Mission last evening in commermoratioa of Hie late Captain N.C. Davis,
Tho pulpit
and
and Nellie McCann.
rostrum

were

appropriately

black and white,

and

very

draped in
artistically

Congress street. A party of colored and irranged aa tokens or Jove anu Kinu reof the
white people were enjoying a little game membrance
departed. At 7
just at the time that ;the deputies called, Tclock an audience more than could be
there was great confusion. One iccommodated by the seating capacity of
and
young man was just drawing the
pot,
which contained 20 cents, when the sheriffs said they guessed they would tako
it. Cards and money wore scooped, a
quantity of lager and a bottle, that the
oflioers were undecided for a time as to
whether it contained Fore stoet whiskey
oil.
or kerosene
Finally they decided to
give it the benefit of the doubt and called
The proprietor slipped out
it kerosene.
and escaped.
The sheriffs seized a bottle of whiskey
at No. 10 Washington street.

“Midnight Erolie.” Lillian Kennedy.
Monday Evening, City Hall, 15, 25, 35,
60 cents.

^“Pure

;he large hall,
was a

was

present, among whom

large representation of Portland’s

ildest business men.
Tho services opened with a
praise
service, which was heartily entered into
This serby tho large audience proaent.
vice was followoed by the administration
of tho Holy Communion.
After which
Eov. S. P. Pearson read several appropriate selections of Scriptures. ‘’Walking
With .Tesus” was thon sung by tho congregation, after which Mr. Pearson paid
wonderful tribute to his help and worth
to the work of the Gospel Mission. After
fervent prayer by Rev. H. F.
service closed by the audience
‘Jesus Lover of My Soul.”

I lie

Dexter,
singing

and Sure."

iTeve mas
Baking Powder.

Made of pure crystal cream of tartar—a product of
the grape and most wholesome. Alum, ammonia and
phosphates are cheap substitutes for cream of tartar.
■

Noradulteration

of _any kind in

“

Cleveland’s.”

4-lw.

K«.,4K/vnlw.r»l

want

Chester ride on his cabin wall,
to make him feel the necessity of something higher and better than a drink of
and then pictures
moonshine whiskey,
will take the place of the rifle, and books
in his house. We
be
seen
will
and papers
arouse Ills soul and help him to
must
come
up to the full measure of a man.
For overy dollar we give to the mission
work we got back ten dollars in trade.
The Christian ohuroh serves to help forward tho business world.
Then there is a political reason why you
should
support this association. What
is the bed rock on which this republic
The intelligent individual voter,
rests?
living in a Christian home and with
something to hope for. If the voter is
educated, intelligent, civilized, with an
ambition to serve the state then the system is a good one,but in the exact reverse
there is danger. In the southland there
of
are
ignorant
practically 13,000,000
people. Not all ignorant,but so speaking
are
There
classes.
of
8,500,000 colored
people made citizens and voters by north-,
ern
soldiers, made citizens and voters
by Abraham Lincoln, and made citizens
and voters by the XV. amendment and
you cannot go back of that amendment,
although Gov. Tillman and some others
not yot quite emerged from
who have
before the war atmosphere, tried to, a
But it takes more than
time
short
ago.
make a voter, and the
to
the
sword
armies of tho union had to be followed
by the chutoh and the school, Gen. Grant
his generals by the school teacher,
and
with womanly tack, with womanly devotion and with “Nearer my God to thee”
in her heart. Christian civilization alone
can
lit the ignorant negro for citizenand yet the most ignorant man of
ship,
them all stands side by side with a President Hyde and deposits his vote.
There is hope for the southland. Go to
the site of one of tho great southern milWalk if you can withitary prisons.
out a tingling of Now England blood in
those
marble lines telling
veins
by
your
of the soldier dead below. Go up there
that bank of red earth whore the
on
guards paced ready to shoot down their
brothers if they passed by so much
own
that “dead line,” if it were
an inch
as
only for a drink of water. But the herodid not do ail the the
soldier
ism of the
work, while it did all that God had appointed for it to do. Tho greatest of all
tho prisons and go beyond and you will
the hope of the south, the school
see
house built by New England people, but
where Mrs. Wilcox,an Ohio woman teachThere she lives in that “black belt”
es.
with no society, with no church, with
nothing but a eunviciton of duty to oheer
her, and there she is doing a noble work
in moulding future citizens out of blocks
tho system of slavery left
of ignorance
The work of the soldier is over. Tho
us.
battle flags are furlod in the parliaments

Portland, and Dr. E. M. Fuller of Bath,
At the close
followed by disoussions.
discussion a collation wilV bo
of the

has

,.4-'

wo

5200.
The Maine Academy of Medicino and
Soience will hold its first meeting of the
at the Maine Eye and
season today
Ear Infirmary. Papers will be read by
Dr. B. B. Foster, Dr. G. A. Pudor of

boiler, and

_,1

There are three reasons why this association should bo sustained
hirst, there
is the financial reason.The Congregationalists
are
reaching 11,000,000 people
through this organization. Down in tho
southland there are 500,000 colored peomostly ignorant, and 1,500,COO of
ple,
mountain whites to whom we are sendthe
Gospel and civilization. As a
ing
business matter we ought.to lift up the
world to a higher plan of living.
This morning one thousand million of
people got up and were content for their
morning meal a littlo rice, eaten not
from a plate, but from a green loaf. They
no furwear few clothes,have no books,
niture, no homos, and a little rice repreall tbo.ir outlook. Lift, them up
sents
morally, and they will want something
bettor.' Their wants increased, they will
first
The
become more
productive.
thing a converted Zulu asked was cloth
One supplied want creates a
for a shirt.
necessity for something higher, and the
the industrious and probecomes
savage
As a business matter
citizen.
ductive
to take God at His word,and
wo ought
seek first of all the advancement of tho
kingdom of God in this world, and all
other
things will be added The poor

;

Steam

a-l,_

presenting things.

off, although iu getting away she grounded a socond time, but soon got off.
On next Saturday evening, November
shape for the winter. He will probably
16, the ladies of the Sherwood and the
pass the winter months in Portland.
The solo “Allas God Wills,’’words Stuart will give a small entertainment
by .T. G. Whittier, so beautifully sung by in the Sherwood diuing hall to raise
Miss
Miss Katherine M. Kicker at Congress funds for a charitable purfo*?.
Mesquare church yesterday, was written by Saran Chaddock and Miss Maiy S.
Miss
May Silsby, a talented young lady Cobb have been asked to give recitals
Shakeand humorous selections from
of Bangor.
Mrs. Oeoar R. Wish, Mrs. George B. speare and other authors.
Wadsworth
The Elizabeth
Chapter,
Bagiey. Portland; Mrs. John M. Adams,
and Mrs. and Miss Topliff, Deering, will Daughters of the American Revolution,
at 2.30, in
go to the Atlanta exposition with the will meet this afternoon,
Raymond & Whitcomb party, leaving the Union Mutual Building.
The annual meeting of the Women’s
Boston Wednesday next.
Polioe Commissioners Clark and Curtis, Maine Indan Association will be held
Superintendent Eldridge and Deputy today at 3.30 p. m. in the Friends
Pierce of Boston, are meeting house on Oak street. The meetSuperintendent
expected to come here this week to in- ing will be addressed by Mrs. Fuller of
spect the workings of the Portland sys- Dover, N H. The evoning service will
be addressed by Rev. Geo. H. Gutterson
Mr. Fred King, who is
attending of the American’Missionary Association.
A now and elegant chandelier has been
Colby, is quite ill. He will oome home
as soon as his health will
permit his re- ordered for the Congress Square church,
be
w'ill
it
put in place as soon as
moval.
Mr. J. W. Dyer is very ill with pneumonia at his home on State street.
Following are among tbo lobster arAssistant City Treasurer Libby was at rivals Saturday: Blanche and Ida, 2200;
M. Thompson, 1100; Exchange,
home yesterday attending to an attack of Edith
rheumatism.
Assessor York still continues very ill.
County Commissioner N. H. Seavey is
moving from Harrison to this city, and
will live on Newbury street in the now

1

of men is being more and more believed.
On this truth “God is my father and. the
father of every other man” rests the missions of the world. A lawyer said at a
recent meeting in Boston, “I feel that for
mv sake and for thejsake of my children,
I 'must do all I can to send tlio Gospel
of Christ to the heathen, that my homo
in
Malden rests to some degree for its
safety on our sending tho Gospel with
its civilizing influences to all the world.”
We have got to come as citizens up to
this high standard of Jesus Christ.
I do not want to talk of the association
or of its debt; properly speaking we have
no debt; but only a financial embarrass
ment, nor is there muoh,that is new,that
can bo
said on this subject. In reality
there are but two things in this world,
God and man, but there are ways of

3

Isaac C. Atkinson, was in town yesterday, but proposes to return to Belfast at
ono9, having the general direction of the
building of a summer hotel to look

The wbrld is

man.

derstand but little of the forces at work,
but in some way wo feel that our life is
bound up in all other lives. This has
come to bo felt everywhere.
The fortunes
of tho man on tho Nile, and the man oil
tho Kennebec are bound together. Tho
unification of the world is moving on,

Standish was
severely cut
about the face by the explosion of a shell.
During the last week the sheriffs have
made over eighty seizures. Two cases
■Wfvrfj

PERSONAL.

Supported,

drawing oldser together. This is seen in
politics and is seen everywhere We un-

coils so that the air can circulate free
ly inside and out, and dry hose equally.
While experimenting with some dynamite cartridges at the military range Fri-

day,

brotherhood of

tho

in

Castoria l

Should Re

stead of a wigwarm, Holds instead of
hunting grounds a plow in place of a
ride, and books instead of scalps.
We owe a debt to tho black man.
The

first
cargo of slaves taken to Jamaica
At Williston cliurcb yosterday monring
Hawkins in tho
was by Capt.^ John W.
Rev.
tieorgo H. Gutterson of Boston, brig Jesus. Think of that, and they
in
him
England for tho doing
field secretary of tho American Home knighted
it, and his coat of arms was a slave
Missionary A ssociation,spoke of the work of
with a rope around his neck. He thought
of the organization he represented. He is ho was doing Cod’s service did Sir John
a
graceful and oasy speaker, and is tho- Hawkins, as they called him after that.
Abraham Lincoln tool; the cord of slavroughly familiar with his subject.
from the neck of the black man,' but
He began by quoting the'romark of a ery
there is another cordf about him.
distinguished writer that tho greatest
It is like the cord that binds tile unacin tho Alpine mounprogress made by tho world come through customed traveller
tains to the guide. We are climbing up
some apparent
in
reality,but the heights of God you and I, but others
disaster,that
projects the world forward, and this is arc following after us, and there is a cord
true of the spiritual as well as the scien- that
binds us together, and the strong
As a nation and
tiflie truth. The world is fast coming are helping the weak.
indivduals wo can not hope for sucto the time whon it will take a great step as
weaker
brothers, have
cess until these, our
forward, and will come up to the idea of been lifted up to the full standard of

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.

dance is

Reasons Why the Home Missionary

^^^Association

A meeting of Hokomo Loft, 5 1-2, Haymakers, is called for this evening at the
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
wigwam of Machlgonne Tribe, No. 3, I.
and Similar advertisements will be found under
A full atten0.
R. M., at 7.30 o’clock.
6.
on
heads
lieir aspropriate
Page
"Mrs. Winslow's

holp him to that highGospel of Christ,to
plane when lie will have a house in-

er

The
NEW

DR. GUTTERSON AT WILLISTON.

JOTTINGS.

__

+Kn fndftKotirin

zv

Christian manhood.
M. lJratt
said a few
Kev. Dwight
earnest words in commendation of tho
and
a
association,
collection
work of the
“From Greenland’s
was then taken up.
Mountains.” was sung, and Mr.
Icy
beuediotion.
Pratt-pronounced the
At the evening service Mr. Gutterson
tlmo, addressing a
a second
for
spoke
large and attentive aduionce.

Third has 10

!j0 R, LIBBY.
—

plaits

back

on

yoke,

Front

Water

tucks

Newport, Oct. 24th, 1895.
“J. R. LIBBY:
We accept your 25 per cent discount offer for the
671 Sample Night Gowns and will ship them at once.
PEERLESS MANUFACTURING CO.”

■who
desire
to
have

WHAT ONE of the best manufacturers
Muslin Underwear telegraphed us.

THAT’S
that
list.

wre

Ladies’

ot

them

They followed the dispatch with a letter expressing surprise
should exact any more discount from already discounted price

fitted.

i

WE

the shoulder to the bottom of back

PASS THESE

high grade
Gowns
along to you
Night
at three-quarters the usual

There

price.

are

Sample

Notes.

yoke.
See toe postscript below.

entire lot.

Garments that

are

thick weather outside, that made it unsafe running.
The Manhattan reached hero late yesterday forenoon, and tho Bay State arrived

Webster,

Grace

THESE TWO
CUTS; they te.ll half the
story of two lines of Gowns
that would be cheap elsewhere at

SCRUTINIZE

T> » T\

r* TXT? flTTT

$1.25.
The first
Starchless

one

is

made

after-

noon.

line of

Night Robes
presented by this cut

THE

No more—and at

re-

other hour.

no

At 41 tents each.

has

shorter round yoke than
of fine the cut shows, and three rows <of
Insertion instead of two as shown in

Limit—Not

than two to

more

one

customer.

NOTICE.—In the

cut substitute cambric ruffle at the V neck
1 he
Swiss Insertion is on yoke.

and wrists for the embroidery.
Gown is almost a high neck, the ruffle

supplementary yoke.

the

hiding

full

i. R. LIBBY.

sweep.
The

novlldlt

emo

broi-

PUSH

dery

....

is

quisite.

Shape and workmanship perfect,
Ten

plaits

on

essential business

*

£

an

“CAUTION”

89 cts.

|

quality when used judiciously.

is

ex-

right

A mTAXT

bis

morn-

Monday

o’clock

50 at 3

See the postscript below.

sleeves,

.

.

♦

I

back yoke.

Cotton
Same
Double back.

in

the

second.

is the

push.

,

original

ingreat danger. He will have
other
some
to go to
port, or else
practically give away his freight. Perhaps
that a
some other skipper will conclude
cargo of cabbages shipped to South PortElizaland would sell well in the Cape
but also

Monday

50 at 10 o’clock

Cotton, the cut.

while

of
A skipper with a speculative turn
mind thought ho could make some money
Canadian
by taking a schoonor load of
turnips to Portland, but was disgusted
bn arriving hero to find that the market
was overstocked, and not only his antici-

pated profits,

al-

are

a

leaving here yesterday,, had a close cali
31ie nearly' wont on the breakwater, but
her captain let go her anohor at the
moment.

by,

ing.

harbor, was not greatly lessened, as a
large fleet detained at Rockland came in
from
tor shelter, having made the run
that port here.
schooner

stock

See the postscript below.

The State of Maine went up
nt 10.30.
tho harbor at 1.05 and loft an hour later.;
It was very rough outside
yesterday,
but tho wind bound fleet took advantage
rf thoir first opportunity and slipped out.
vessels in the
lower
Ilie number of

The

year’s

SPECIAL SPICE for this
sale will be 100 Gowos
represented by that cut.

A

made

ways made with great care, and in
the best manner.

Manhattan,
Captain
Bragg, was several hours late yesterday,
having been detained in New York by a
very thick fog, the like of whioli caused

stranded
island
she appeared to bo a
and he
She seemed to be resting easy,
thought would be got off unless there
should come up a heavy wind, and the
All the other steamers
sea break her up.
detained by tho
woro late, having been

sell the

Sea the postscript below.

$1.00

671 of them, and

not a bad one in the

steamer

the disaster to the Fall River line steamer
The stranded steamer was
Puritan.
boarded by Captain Bragg, who said that

j

line

See postscript at the bottom.

to

The

miscellaneous._
Ou? ‘‘Expert Fitter’’ is always in
s
attendance to lit them to customei

66
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

UU CULHiS.

vestment in

three clusters

Separated by

em-

of

tucks.

broi-

use

of

♦
*

The Cautious-Pusher should have his business fully insured

|

£
f

%

Price of this beautiful gown,

$1.39.

dery

PINKHAn,

DOW &

|

See the postscript below.

is

“Midnight Frolic,” City Hall, tonight.

judicious

♦

The

beth and Scarboro markets.

more

Burglars Yet Working Kennebunkport.
TO THE

is at the corner of West and
the entrance
was
North streets, and
gained through a rear window. NeitherMr.
Bell nor his wife wore awakened by the
burglars, and tho money was not missed
until this forenoon.
Only a few hours
previous to the robbery Mr. Bell had paid

with this sale of
Manufacturer’s Samples will
be an exhibition and sale of

than

a

travelling salesman $50.

There

is

no

clue.
Lillian Kennedy.
Monday Evening, City Hall, 15, 25, 25
50 cents.

“Midnight

Frolic.”

Those Canadian Cattle.

November 9.—Secretary
Morton has not reached a decision in retne
to
sard
request ior permission to
hip Canadian cattle to Europe through
His desires are to
tho port of Boston.
limit as rigidly as practicable tho terriof
the
United; States over which
tory
Canadian cattle may travel, and he sees
to this country in
no special advantage
permitting the points of "contact’to mulHis
judgment,therefore, is ugainst
tiply.
granting tho permission, and if he yields,
it will be bocause of the earnest solicitation of the Boston authorities, supported
by tho personal request of Assistant Secretary Hamlin, who is exhibiting much
interost in the matter.

Washington,

cut

Royalty Night Robes, empire shapes,

A double Swiss edge overInsertion on the side of
89 CtS.

Another at same price has V yoke
with broad lace on Y and yoke, also
89 cts.
cuffs, (A #1.25 Gown.)
gem

Three

25
25
-5
25
10
20

ets.
ets.

ets.
ets.
ets.

ets.

3VE ADDO 3S1

Middle, 54to 60 India Sts.novlldtf

at

$1.00. Each made of softest
fine Cotton, almost as fine as

Cut full.
Lonsdale.
Big sleeves.
First one as per cut except that

Sealskins

Maine Inveslments.

and

the
tucks

|

Persian Lamb

are

not
in

clusters

exquisite things
give no idea.

of which

a

9 has

The out above is the $2.50 one.

WINDOW is
WEST
adorned with the Gowns adIt being our custom to make these
vertised above and others.
window worth your attention. garments to measure, the better to satis-

THE
It’s

shoulders as on V,
which does not appear in the cut.
on

a

Mortgage 5 per cent Sold Bonds

First

DUE JAN.l. 194::.

Coats and Gapes.

$3.00, $2.50, $2.00, $1.50, &c.

same

Bangor and Aroostook Railroad Company.

cut can

i and

embroidery

lOots. can
8 eta. lb.
6 to 12 cts. lb.
Beef Roasts,
2 to 8 cents, lb.
Corned. Beef,
8 cts lb*
Tamarinds,
25 cts.
18 bs. silver Skinned Onions,
25 cts.
12 lbs. Sweet Potatoes,
50 cts. bush.
Good Potatoes,
50 uts. bush.
St. Andrews iurnips,
Can Salmon,
Pork Roasts,

2o ets. I

A.

.

35 & 37
gowns

25 ets.

4 lbs. New Prunes.
6 lbs. Good Raisins,
4 lbs. 3-Crown, New Raisins,
3 lbs. 4-Crowu. New Raisins,
5 lbs. New Clean Ourrenst,
New Citron,
New Cider, (for pies only)
Pie B^ef, Suet and Spices.
New Piss, Nuts and Dates.
10 lbs. Rolled Oats,

See the postscript below.

f tV»o vpzvfl/l

See the postscript below.

fy individual fancy,

Broad plaits on back yoke, $1.00.
Second has double Swiss ruffle on

gest

CORSETS

$2.00.

Strength

we

advantage

the

permitting
WILL BE GIVEN
much attention in this sale.
We carry fourteen grades of
yr. Warner’s Famous Corsets.
From the “Gem” at 50 cts. up to
the celebrated number “888” at

respectfully

of an

time to attain

over

ready made

garments.

I would call special attention to these
as a safe investment, being a legal
investment for Maine savings banks.
X am prepared to give information as
to earnings of the road for the past year
and of its present outlook.
Correspon

bonds

hence

and personal interview invited.
FOE SALE BY

—

—

HUTSON B. SAUNBERS,
Investment Securities,
51 1-3
fef12S

Exchange

Street

Portland, ]»I
^

FLORIDA
ATLANTA pAIR,
—AND THE-

pi

I INF
tine

V11F

tiLlUC

The entire building

payable January and July.
$16,000 per mile single track.

perfect work-

and Trimmings ready for your selection,
advance

to

early order,

A large assortment of Skins, Linings

no

Limited

sug-

manship.

and at

Interest

BEST
and
CHEAPEST
ROUTE, including all exprices and family Il-

exclusively de- 7>en?es.
lustrated advertising.
Call

voted to the fur business,

or

send for

Flanders, E. Agt.. T. G. Eger, T. M|P
201 Wasli’n St., Boston, o Bowling Green, N.
oct3
TS&T4mo
,f. A.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,
^ ^

Cor-

ER MAJESTY’S”
ggj
the best in the
sets
0 S

HEW MANCHESTER

are

All the best

j

yoke and at back, pearl buttons,
$1.00.
jull sweep, big sleeves,

corsets

“Her

are

L. H

points of all the best

gathered

Majesty’s.”

HOUSE,

With Windsor Hotel Annex,

world.

Sarsaparilla

flood's Pills

00 YOU APPRECIATE BARGAINS ?

%

Pearl buttons on both.

Arthur Zimmerman, the bicyclist, was
iefeated in his first race in Australia, a
Svo mile contest with J. Pearsons, tho
ten mile champion ot Australia.

blood’s

P..

PARALLEL

the

of Mr. Bell

laps the
yoke.

<►

PALACE-CARS.

orate

shows.

35 Exchange Street.

Fire and Casualty Insurance.

♦

elab-

PRESS.]
Kennebunkport, Mo., November 10.—
Burglars entered the house of J. K. Bell,
corner of West and North streets during
Saturday night and secured Mr. Bell’s
The house
wallet which contained $50.
[SPECIAL

Reduced in

)

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

“Midnight Frolic.” Lillian Kennedy.
Monday Evening, City Hall, 15, 35, 35,

but the work of the teacher is not douo.
I believe there was a logical connection
between the work of that far oil and forgotten Christians teacher who trained
Llie mind and heart of Nancy Hanks, and
the emancipation proclamation of Abraham Lincoln, and tho matchless ODglish
on the plains of Gettysburg.
But, I know that if I should forget her
md leave this matter without speaking
birther, you, a New England audience,
would not feel that enough had hem
said. Yes, there is a still higher reason
why this association should he supportThere is
There is the moral reason.
id.
moral reason why wo should teach tho
Chinaman, that sometime) repulsive
Granger, who iias been ros e 1 over hero.
boru in
that is
tVe have the pride
is, the pride in the conquering Angloand I would that tho time
■iaxon race,
night come when these two Englishspeaking people might be hound togothr
in a moral union for preserving tho
C’oul i sucli be the
loace of the world.
be n > necessity for tnd very low in health was my condition
there would
;ase
pending the *130,000,OOU Gen.Miles savs if ter a siege with the grip. Being over 70
vi 11 ho required for the f ntiflcation of
rears of age my recovery was slow.
I remr coast.
Selfish as England sometimes ;
worsted in
orted to Hood’s Sarsaparilla and began
s, I do not desire to sec her
ho game of eastern diplomacy now go- | o gain in strength at once.
In a few
Remembering this urine of race, 1 nonths I wa3 about
ng ou.
my work as usual.
do not say that God calls upon me to
hut I
nvito those strangers to my table,
I
io does
require me to do my test to help
horn
develope into full manhood in ^ ilso cured me of catarrh, which I had a
“The
Jhrlst. There is tho wicked saying
rear.”
N. Burnham, Eochester, N. H.
< nly good Indian is a dead Indian,” that
Are not we Christians
re must forget.
tivo. All dnifidaij.
nough to
carry our rod brothor tho

]
J

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

together

in

SCHLOSBERC,
Cor. Free & Cross Sts.

tel. js'O.

313-4.

novlleoci3t

MANCHESTER, N. H„
Makes It the largest and best equipped hote
north of Boston.
A. M. WINCHESTER, Proprietor.
J. WESLEY BENNER, Manager,

febai

TuThtfW&lp

